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FOREWORD

Nuclear power now accounts for about 16% of world electricity
production - and, in some countries, that proportion is in the range of
50-70%. At the end of 1987, there were 417 power reactors connected to
electricity supply networks in 26 countries, producing 297 000 megawatts
of electrical power. During the year, 23 reactors accounting for a total
of 23 000 megawatts of electrical generating capacity (MWe) were newly
connected to the grid. Three small reactors with a combined output of 81
megawatts generating capacity in Canada, the United States and Belgium
were shut down.
Spent Fuel Management is one of the most important parts of the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle and it is a vital and common problem for all countries
developing nuclear power. Projections at present indicate that as much
as 200 000 tonnes of spent nuclear fuel will be generated by the year
2000 and it should be stored and later disposed off into deep geological
formations (once-through-put-away fuel cycle) or stored and then
reprocessed (closed fuel cycle).

This is why design, technological,

economic and material problems of the safe spent fuel storage will remain
the focus for the nuclear community, especially dry storage technology,
rod consolidation and other advanced concepts.

Transfer of technological

knowledge in spent fuel storage is of special importance for developing
countries which start now to embark on nuclear power.
Quantity of spent fuel to be reprocessed will be increased
sufficiently in the beginning of 1990's as well as reuse of extracted
fissile and fertile materials in thermal and fast reactors. It should be
taken into account that intensive developing of reprocessing in even
several countries will have an influence on many aspects of the nuclear
fuel cycle and require international co-operation.

Provision of the

back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle facilities with reliable,
corrosion-resistant and unexpensive construction materials as well as
development and improvement of remote technologies will remain important
tasks for the near future.

The main objective of the Advisory Group on Spent Fuel Management
is to review the world-wide situation in Spent Fuel Management, to define
the most important directions of national efforts and international
cooperation in this area, to exchange information on the present status
and progress in performing the back-end of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and to
elaborate the general recommendations for future Agency programmes in the
field of spent fuel management.
This report which is a result of the third IAEA Advisory Group
Meeting (the first and second were held in 1984 and 1986) is intended to
provide the reader with an overview of the status of spent fuel
management programmes in a number of leading countries, with a
description of the past and present IAEA activities in this field of
Nuclear Fuel Cycle and with the Agency's plans for the next years, based
on the proposals and recommendations of Member States.
The Agency wishes to thank all participants of the Advisory Group
Meeting on Spent Fuel Management (15-18 March 1988, Vienna) for their
fruitful contributions and, especially, the Chairman, Mr. J.P. Colton.
The officer of the IAEA, responsible for the organization of the meeting
and for preparing this document was Mr. F. Sokolov of the Nuclear
Materials and Fuel Cycle Technology Section.
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The Agency's programme continued to cover developments at all stages of
the nucler fuel cycle.

Spent fuel management is one of the most important

parts of the nuclear fuel cycle and it is a vital and common problem for all
countries developing nuclear power.

The Agency's role in this area is to

provide a forum for exchanging information on spent fuel management, including

technical, environmental, economical and safety aspects of transport, storage

and reprocessing of spent fuel, and to encourage closer co-operation among
Member States in certain research and development activities that are of
common interest. An increased emphasis was placed on nuclear safety,

economics, development concepts for fuel storage etc., and on the integrated
or multidisciplinary rather than single technique approached.

During the years 1986 and 1987 the Agency's activity was performed
taking into consideration recommendations made by the Advisory Group at its
1986 meeting.

A Technical Committee Meeting on Behaviour of Used Fuel Assemblies and

Storage Equipment at Long-Term Wet Storage Conditions was held in Leningrad,
USSR, in May 1986.

The programme of the TCM was co-ordinated with other

international meetings on the same subject, in particular with the 3rd

International Spent Fuel Storage Technology/Workshop (Seattle, USA, April
1986) which was endorsed by the IAEA.

Thus, co-ordinated meetings in the USA

and USSR enabled a maximum number of important technical issues to be treated

in depth and without overlapping.

During the Leningrad TCM the national

presentations and follow-up discussions clearly showed that there is
continuing confidence in the use of wet storage of fuel clad in zirconium

alloys; large away-from-reactor facilities have been constructed and are being
operated successfully. The meeting in Leningrad once again stressed the fact
that Spent Fuel Storage is one of the "hottest" questions in Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Technology today, and that there are still many important tasks which
can be solved in an optimal way only on the basis of international
co-operation.

It was the unanimous opinion that the Agency could and should

serve as an international co-ordinator in order to promote acceptance of
reasonable decisions on national levels guaranteeing the safe, reliable and
economical storage of spent fuel.

The Technical Committee Meeting on Materials Reliability in the
Back-End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle was held in Vienna in September 1986. The
meeting as the first one of this type, was successful on the common basis of
the IAEA Member States.

It has been proven that the reliability of materials

for construction of main equipment is one of the most important factors in
implementing the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle safely and efficiently.
The meeting provided the participants with useful information, and served to
define common problems for further improvements in the material aspects in
each part of the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle:

Interim and long-term

storage of spent fuel; direct disposal of spent fuel; long-term storage of
HLW; HLLW (High Level Liquid Waste) storage and vitrification; and spent fuel
treatment.

The recommendations for future work in this field were made.

A consultants' meeting on selection criteria for structural materials
with safe and reliable performance in nuclear fuel cycle facilities was held
in Vienna in September 1986. The assessment of materials selection criteria,
materials design/fabrication and performance in service environment, and
current materials problems for equipment in the back-end of the nuclear fuel

cycle were discussed.

Suggestions and recommendations on the future IAEA

programme of activities were made.

The Study Tour on Spent Fuel Management was held in five European
countries with advanced nuclear power practice, namely CSSR, Federal Republic

of Germany, France, United Kingdom and Sweden, in May 1986.

The programme

included lectures, scientific visits, demonstrations and discussions of the
theory and practices with scientific staff at the host institutions, visits to

nuclear installations, AR and APR spent fuel storage and waste management
facilities.
countries.

The Study Tour was attended by 26 participants from 21 developing
The results of the Tour were highly appreciated by the Member

States.

The IAEA/NEA-OECD Symposium on the "Back-end of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle:
Strategies and Options" was held in Vienna in May 1987.

It provided a forum

for the exchange of information on analysis and selection of spent fuel
management options, national strategies and incentives for international
co-operation, as well as on the various technical, safety, economic,
environmental, legal and regulatory aspects associated with spent fuel and
high level waste management. Proceedings were published by the IAEA.

The "Survey of Experience with Dry Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and
Update of Wet Storage Experience" which will provide spent fuel management
policy-making organizations, designers, scientists and operators of spent fuel
storage facilities with the latest information on the state-of-the-art of

spent fuel storage technology under dry and wet conditions and innovations in
this field was completed, submitted for publication as a TRS, and will be

published in the near future.

Two consultants' meetings were held for the purpose of preparing the
second edition of "Guidebook on Spent Fuel Storage" (TRS 240,

1984). The goal

of these efforts will be the production of a document to be published in 1989.

The first TCM on Spent Fuel Surveillance and Monitoring Methods allowed
the exchange of new information on an international level, to elaborate the
state-of-the-art of the monitoring and surveillance practice, methods of
surveillance, need for monitoring, dry storage issues, criticality factors,
future trends and recommendations. It was considered that fuel monitoring
becomes more necessary as storage times increase to ensure safe storage. The
proceedings of this TCM will be published as a IAEA TECDOC in 1988.

The co-ordinated research programme on the behaviour of spent fuel and

storage facility components during long-term storage (BEFAST-II CRP started in
September 1986) continued in 1987 with participation of 16 organizations from
13 Member States. A consultants' meeting was held in October 87 which

recommended aiming the programme at preparing the report entitled: "Research,
Development and Practice for the Extended Storage of Spent Fuel" including the
following chapters:
Programmes;

Long-Term Behaviour of Spent Fuel;

Surveillance

and Storage1 Facilities and Operators. Thus, a co-operative

interchange of current operation practice in extended storage would be
performed.

A Spent Fuel Storage Glossary in four versions, (English, French,

Russian and Spanish) was prepared and published.

These documents provide a

very useful basis for comprehensive international understanding in the
important area of the spent fuel storage technology.

The study on safe spent fuel storage and possible ways to avoid fuel
damage was initiated by the Agency in 1986. A group of specialists from seven

countries was organized to carry out this work.

The technical report as a

result of this study will be submitted for publication in 1988. On the basis
of the recommendations of the Expert Working Group Meeting in November 1986 on
International Co-operation in Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection, the
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Agency plans to continue the present work as the second part of the technical
report under the title: "Post Accident Spent Fuel Management" with emphasis on

the development of the main principles and recommendations of safety handling,
conditioning, transportation and storage/disposal of severely damaged nuclear

fuel.

The International Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and Safety,

organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency, was held in Vienna, from
28 September to 2 October 1987. The objective of the Conference was to
promote an exchange of worldwide information on the current trends in the

performance and safety of nuclear power and its fuel cycle, and to take a
forward look at the expectations and objectives for the 1990*s.

In

particular, it was noted that the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle is
currently of concern to the nuclear community, not only because of its impact
on uranium requirements (reprocessing and recycling can reduce natural uranium
requirements by up to 40%), but also because of its political, environmental,
socio-economic and technical aspects.
rapprochement of positions.

There is a clear trend to a

Countries which in previous years were very

strong in supporting the so-called once-through fuel cycle now take a more

flexible policy which does not in principle exclude the possibility of
accepting the reprocessing strategy in the future.

The proceedings of the

Conference will be published in six volumes.

Preparation of the report entitled "Feasibility of the Separation and
Utilization of Pd, Rd and Ru from High Level Nuclear Waste - A Status Report"

was initiated by the Agency with a provisional date of publication in 1990.

The important area of economics of back-end has been initiated through
the economics of spent fuel storage as a preparation for a wider line of
economics of back-end and the economics of the whole fuel cycle.

This is an
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important field to improve an understanding between different countries and
different mentalities (businesses, industry, policy makers) and to avoid an
excessive isolation of the Agency in merely theoretical matters.

This effort

has been initiated by launching a Questionnaire on Economics of Spent Fuel
Storage, proposed to 45 countries engaged or to be engaged in future nuclear
activities.

Answers have been arriving.

A second step in our economic

studies effort has been through an Advisory Group Meeting to study in depth
the Methodology of economics calculation of spent fuel storage, with the
attendance of 15 experts from 9 countries.

The work has been initiated by the

preparation of the contents of a book and the distribution of different
chapters has already been done.

On the basis of meetings the following TECDOCs were published:

"Spent

Fuel Management: Current Status and Prospects of the IAEA Programme"
(TECDOC-419);

"Long Term Wet Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage" (TECDOC-418) ;

"Behaviour of Spent Fuel Assemblies during Extended Storage" (TECDOC-414);
"Materials Reliability in the Back-End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle" (TECDOC-421).

The IAEA's programme for 1989-90 will focus on three areas:

1)

Spent Nuclear Fuel Arisings and Capacity Requirements:

Evaluation of current state-of-the-art and near future forecasts of
spent fuel arisings and storage needs in Member States, analysis of

current and future strategies in the spent fuel management in the
nuclear community.

The results will be published in a technical

document which would be periodically updated.

A multilanguage

"Glossary of Terms Related to Spent Fuel Storage" will be prepared.

This will provide a basis for improved international understanding of
terms used in this important area.
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2)

Spent Fuel Storage Options and Practices:

Design, technological, economic and material problems on safe spent
fuel storage.

More attention will be given to dry storage technology,

rod consolidated, spent fuel management under condition of low
probability accidents at reactor site, module-type away-from-reactor
storage facilities, decontamination of transport casks and SFS facility
and other advanced concepts with several technical documents being
published.

Two CRPs will deal with (1) Behaviour of Spent Fuel

Assemblies and Storage Equipment at Long-Term Storage Conditions

(BEFAST-II) and (2) Behaviour of Structural Materials under Irradiation

with Emphasis on Heterogeneous Processes.

A training course (tour) on

safe spent fuel storage will be conducted in 1990. In co-operation

with NBA, a seminar on spent fuel storage-safety, engineering and
environmental aspects will be organized in 1990. Development of
methodology on economic calculation of spent fuel storage would be
furnished by the year 1990.

3)

Spent Fuel Treatment and Recycling

Review at an international level the status of the treatment of
irradiated nuclear fuel, plutonium arisings and recovery and status of
MOX fuel utilization, remote fuel fabrication technology using recycled

fissile materials with safety aspects, feasibility of the separation of
non-fissile materials from high-level waste.

Economical studies of the

back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle would be performed in 1989-91.
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IAEA SPEHT FUEL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

1976

1976-78

- 1988

Regional Fuel Cycle Center Study (RFCC)

Subsections: Spent fuel storage, transportation, reprocessing
1977

IAEA/USHRC Workshop on Safety of Spent Fuel Storage,

Washington, D.C.
1978

Special consultants' group: recommendations that IAEA
should be involved in monitoring the spent fuel status

throughout the world.
Joint IAEA, OECD(WEA), Spain sponsored International Conference
on Spent Fuel Storage, Madrid
1978-80

Joint IAEA/NBA programme - BEFAST started: The study of the
behaviour of spent fuel and pool components during extended
storage in water-filled pools. Two phases:
1. world survey and

2. continuing surveillance programme.
1979-80

International Huclear Fuel Cycle Coordination Study (TNFCE):
Working Group 6: Spent Fuel Storage; Working Group 4: Spent
Fuel Reprocessing.

1979_8l

International Spent Fuel Management Working Group Meetings

International Plutonium Storage Working Group Meetings

1981

Coordinated Research Programme on BEFAST initiated. IAEA has
signed coordinated research agreements with 11 institutes.

Spent Fuel Storage alternatives meeting IAEA/USDOE, Las Vegas
1982

Storage of Water Reactor Spent Fuel in Water Pools -

Survey of World Experience
Consultants' Group on Spent Fuel Reprocessing, Vienna
Seminar on Technical and Environmental Aspects of Spent Fuel
Management, IAEA/Spain, Madrid
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System (WFCIS) initiated filing

system
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1984

OECD/NEA-IAEA Seminar on Remote Handling Equipment for Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Facilities, Harwell, UK
Advisory Group Meeting on Spent Fuel Management, Vienna
Guidebook on Spent Fuel Storage - Summary of IAEA activities
in Spent Fuel Storage (1976-1983)

1985

Technical Document "Status of the Treatment of Irradiated LWR

Fuel (reprocessing status report)
Technical Document: "IAEA Spent Fuel Storage Glossary"
(English).
Review of meetings and bibliography on topics related to
Spent Fuel Management
Technical Document "Status of Spent Fuel dry storage concepts:

Concerns, issues and developments"
Technical Document "Status of LWR rod consolidation for storage

purposes: Concerns, issues and trends"
Technical Document "Methods used in design of spent fuel
facilities", Espoo, Finland (proceedings published)
Technical Document "Status of the Treatment of Irradiated
LWR Fuel
1986

Advisory Group Meeting on "Spent Fuel Management" (Vienna)
Technical Committee Meeting on "Behaviour of Used Fuel

Assemblies and Storage Equipment at Long-Term Wet Storage
Conditions" (Leningrad, USSR)
Coordination Research Meeting on "Behaviour of Spent Fuel
Assemblies during Extended Storage" (BEFAST), (Leningrad,
USSR)

1986

IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on "Materials Reliability

in the Back-End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle" (Vienna)
Consultants' Meeting on Spent Fuel Storage Safety in
At-Reactor Pools (Vienna)
Technical Document: "IAEA Spent Fuel Storage Glossary" (Russian)
Study Tour on Spent Fuel Management (in the countries: CSSR,
Federal Republic of Germany, France, United Kingdom, Sweden).
1987

Advisory Group and Consultants' Meeting on Safe Spent Fuel
Storage and possible ways to avoid fuel damage.
IAEA/NBA Symposium on the Back-End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle -

Strategies and Options
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Technical Document "Long-Term Wet Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage"
Technical Document "Behaviour of Spent Fuel Assemblies During
Extended Storage"
Technical Document "Spent Fuel Management: Current Status and
Prospects of the IAEA Programme"
Technial Document "The Nuclear Fuel Cycle Information System"
IAEA International Conference on Nuclear Power Performance and

Safety.
Two Consultants meetings for preparation of the 2nd edition
of "Guidebook on Spent Fuel Storage" (TRS 240, 1984).
Technical Committee Meeting on "Spent Fuel Surveillance and

Monitoring Methods.
1988

Technical Document:

and French).
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"IAEA Spent Fuel Storage Glossary" (Spanish

M E E T I N G S

on topics of Spent F u e l Management
1986 - 1987
(not including m e e t i n g s w i t h e m p h a s i s on w a s t e
management o n l y )

1.

{19 midyear topical symposium on health physics considerations in decontamination
and decommissioning Knoxville, TN (USA) 2-6 Feb 1986 )

2.

(International symposium on the siting, design and construction of underground
repositories for radioactive wastes Hannover (Germany FR) 3-7 Mar 1986 )

3.

(Advisory group meeting on spent fuel management Vienna (Austria)

4.

(1 General Congress of Nuclear Energy Rio de Janeiro RJ (Braz\\)

5.

11-13 Mar 1986
17-20 Mar 1986

(Conference on the critical path in siting controversial facilities New Orleans LA
(USA) 2-4 Apr 1986 )

6.

(3 international symposium/workshop on irradiated fuel storage Seattle WA (USA)
8-10 Apr 1986 )

7.
3

(19 Japan Atomic Industrial Forum annual conference Tokyo (Japan) 8-9 Apr 1986 )
(Annual meeting on nuclear technology (JK 86) Aachen (Germany FR) 8-10 Apr
1986 )

9.

10.

n

(American power conference Chicago IL (USA) 14-16 Apr 1986 )

(6 specialist conference of Bundesforschungsanstalt fuer Ernaehrung The monitoring
of radioactivity in the environment Karlsruhe (Germany FR) 15-17 Apr 1986 )

(Bilateral technical workshop on NRTMA Hannover (Germany FR) 5-7 May 1986 )

(Scientific colloquium on the fuel reprocessing plant at Wackersdorf Tutzmg
(Germany FR) 12-14 May 1986 )

.„

(Technical committee meeting on behaviour of used fuel assemblies and storage
equipment at long term wet storage conditions Leningrad (USSR) 26-30 May 1986 )

14.

(4 European nuclear conference (EMC 86) Geneva (Switzerland) 1- 6 Jun 1986 )

15

(American Nuclear Society annual meeting Reno, NV (USA) 15-20 Jun 1986 )

17

16.

17

(International symposium on the packaging and transportation of radioactive
materials Davos (Switzerland) 16-20 Jun 1986 )

(27 annual meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management New Orleans
LA (USA) 22-25 Jun 1986 )

18.

19<

(Joint United Kingdom/United States technical symposium on control and
instrumentation Harwell (UK) 29-31 Jul 1986 )

(19 DOE/NRC nuclear air cleaning conference Seattle, WA (USA) 17-21 Aug 1986

(Technical committee meeting on materials reliability in the back end of the nuclear
fuel cycle Vienna (Austria) 2-5 Sep 1986 )

21.

(3 World congress on chemical engineering Tokyo (Japan) 21-26 Sep 1986 )

22

(13 Congress of the World Energy Conference Cannes (France) 5-

23

24.

25.

11 Oct 1986 )

(5 International conference on reliability and maintainability Biarritz (France)
6-10 Oct 1986 )

(AlChE winter annual meeting Miami FL (USA) 2-7 Nov 1986 )

(Winter meeting of the American Nuclear Society 34 Conference on remote systems
technology Washington DC (USA) 16-21 Nov 1986 )

(American Nuclear Society and Atomic Industrial Forum joint meeting Washington DC
(USA)

27

16-21 Nov 1986 )

(International topical meeting on remote systems and robotics in hostile
environments Pasco WA (USA) 29 Mar - 2 Apr 1987 )

28.

(Spent fuel storage technical exchange meeting Washington DC (USA) 12-13 May
1987

29.

30.

)

(International symposium on the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle strategies and
options Vienna (Austria) 11-15 May 1987 )

(Annual meeting on nuclear technology Karlsruhe (Germany FR) 2-4 Jun 1987 )

31.

(Annual meeting of the American Nuclear Society Dallas, TX (USA) 7-12 Jun 1987

32

(International conference on nuclear fuel reprocessing and waste management Paris
(France) 24-28 Aug 1987 )
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33.

34.

(American Nuclear Society topical meeting on the integrated spent fuel and HLW
management system. Albuquerque, NM (USA). 27 Sep - 1 Oct 1987. )
( I n t e r n a t i o n a l Conference on N u c l e a r Power P e r f o r m a n c e and S a f e t y ,

Vienna, A u s t r i a , 28 Sept. - 2 O c t . 1987)

35.

(International decommissioning symposium. Pittsburgh, PA (USA). 4- 8 Oct 1987. )

36.

(International seminar on nuclear cnticality safety Tokyo (Japan). 19-22 Oct 1987.

37.

(Technical Committee Meeting on Spent F u e l S u r v e i l l a n c e and M o n i t o r i n g
Methods, Vienna, A u s t r i a , 27 - 30 O c t . 1987)
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SUMMARY OF THE PAPERS
J.P. COLTON
Chairman
Advisors representing ten countries were invited: Argentina,
Czechoslovakia, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Sweden,
Switzerland, UK, USA and the USSR. OECD/NEA also sent an observer (see
List of Participants) who presented NEA activities relating to spent fuel

management.
The following are extracted from the country papers presented
during the Advisory Group Meeting:

ARGENTINA

Argentina continues to manage spent fuel as described at the
previous meeting. Two heavy water reactors are in operation.
(Atucha-I, 345 MWe and Embalse, 600 MWe), one 745 MWe is under
construction and another 700 MWe is planned to be installed before
the end of the century. Based on this programme no difficulties
are foreseen with spent fuel storage in pools. Development of
other large scale plants to provide back end of the fuel cycle
services is not considered justified and research and development
work will be based on small scale facilities.
Preliminary studies on dry storage of Embalse HPP fuel are planned
to be carried on during 1988.
The economics of the reactor fuel cycle could be improved by
increasing fuel burn-up above the 6.000-7.000 MWD/T currently
achieved. Therefore, the emphasis of fuel cycle activities is on
increasing the burnup of fuel by slightly increasing the content
of fissile materials (U-235 and Pu-239) in the fuel. This reduces
natural uranium consumption and the amount of spent fuel requiring

storage. It also creates the possibility of recycling plutonium in
MOX fuel and hence saving costs for enriched uranium.
Approximately 3000 kg of Pu is contained in the spent fuel

assemblies which are stored in the pools of the two NPP and
construction of a small fuel reprocessing plant is almost complete.
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The MOX fuel rod laboratory that has been in operation since 1975
is due to be decommissioned in the near future. The laboratory has

fabricated fuel rods with an enrichment of 0,55 w/o Pu. These fuel
rods are presently being irradiated in the HFR at Petten. A new
MOX facility is being constructed at the site of the reprocessing
plant which is also close to the plant of the fuel element

manufacturing company. This allows an integrated operation.
Regarding waste disposal, characterization tests are being

performed on the granite formations in the zone selected for the
repository.

CANADA

With the completion of Ontario Hydro's Darlington station, Canada
will have an installed nuclear capacity of 14,800 MW(e)

generating 2000 Mg of spent fuel every year. Presently this fuel
is stored on-site, mostly in water pools, but with a limited
quantity stored in concrete containers.
Small quantities of fuel have been transported in Canada between
the generating stations and Atomic Energy of Canada (AECL)

research laboratories at Chalk River and Whiteshell. In 1988
Ontario Hydro will begin operating a full-size prototype road cask
capable of transporting A Mg of spent fuel. Long-term plans for
the development of a transportation system include road, rail and
water transport.

Work on fuel recycle has been discontinued in Canada, however, the

spent fuel is still regarded as a potential energy resource.
Commercial scale disposal will not take place until a decision is
made regarding fuel recycle. Presently AECL is developing a fuel

waste disposal concept involving deep underground facilities in
crystalline rock. An assessment of the concept by the respective
governments is scheduled to be completed by 1995.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

There are eight power reactors of WWER-440 type operating in
Czechoslovakia. It is assumed that by 1992 four more units shall
be commissioned. Future reactors will be the WWER-1000 type. The

concept of spent fuel storage in Czechoslovakia is based on
storage for 5 years followed by transport to the Soviet Union. The
spent fuel is stored for the period of three years in "at-reactor
pools" (ARS) which are situated in reactor hall. For the next two
years, the spent fuel is stored in "away-from-reactor storage

facility" (APRS) at Jaslovske Bohunice NPP site.

Experience of spent fuel management including the inspection,
storage and transport is given in the paper.
The main results which were gained in the process of storage,

transport and inspection of the spent fuel may be summarised as
follows:
The present inspection system of cladding tightness is
satisfactory for assuring an acceptable level of radiation at the
storage pools and in the primary circuit of the nuclear power
plant.
Experience to date shows that existing purification procedure
ensures an adequate degree of corrosion resistance of cladding
material.
The present mode of spent fuel transport fulfills all safety
requirements and secures continuous energy production in nuclear
power plants.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The safe management of waste ("Entsorgung") from nuclear power
plants and particularly the orderly disposal of radioactive waste

are of paramount importance to the peaceful use of nuclear
energy. The German Federal Government continues to maintain its
policy that the safe management of waste is a precondition for the
construction and operation of nuclear power plants.
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The basic principles for waste management are established in the
Atomic Energy Act and in the integral waste management concept of

the German Federal Government which gives greater substance to the
statutory requirements and the principles of waste management
provisions ("Entsorgungsvorsorge") for nuclear power plants.
The integral waste management concept embraces four significant
steps:
1. Interim storage of spent fuel in the nuclear power plants and
in offsite interim storage facilities.
The total storage capacity available is composed of the following:

Onsite storage at nuclear power plants approx. 5610 t of which
approx. 5250 t have been licensed: license applications have

been submitted for a further capacity of approx. 360 t.
3000 t in offsite intermim stores

1500 t thereof in the Gorleben facility.

This store is

licensed and technically ready for operation. The submission
of prompt execution of the licence is to be decided on by the
court.
-

1500 t in the Ahaus facility.
construction.

2.

This store is under

The available licenses are contested in court.

Reprocessing of spent fuel and re-use of the nuclear fuel thus
recovered in nuclear power plants (recycling).
Since 1971 the Karlsruhe experimental reprocessing plant (WAX)
has been in operation on the site of the nuclear research

center in Karlsruhe and has a daily production rate of up to
200 kg of oxide fuel recovered from spent fuel. On 10/82 the

DWR applied for a license for the construction and operation
of a reprocessing plant having a mean daily throughput of 2 t
of irradiated nuclear fuel from light water reactors
(including MOX fuel elements).

Depending on the availability

of the reprocessing plant this would provide a mean annual
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throughput of 350 t/a which could if necessary be increased to
a maximum of 500 t/a. Construction of this plant started in
December 1985.
In 1980 the German utilities decided to cooperate with each
other and with SIEMENS ÜB KWU/ALKEM such that all plutonium

which cannot be used immediately in fast breeder reactors is
pooled and utilized for thermal recycling.

The discussion was

based on the experience from programmes under which about
25 000 MOX fuel rods containing up to 3.5 W/0 Pu

have been

used in 262 MOX fuel assemblies are in use at 5 nuclear power
stations.

Also fuel assemblies with enriched reprocessed U

(at present 820 fuel rods) are in service in 1 nuclear power

station.
3.

Development of spent fuel disposal.

In accordance with Article 9 of the Atomic Energy Act, the
development is carried out only for spent fuel, the
reprocessing of which is technically not feasible or
economically not viable.

Following an evaluation of the various waste management
concepts, the Federal Government repeated its statement in
favour of prompt completion of a reprocessing facility.

It

also considers it reasonable for waste managment with
reprocessing to be supplemented by the further development of

techniques for direct disposal of spent fuel.
considers international developments.

an application for a license.

This also

In 1986 DWK submitted

The pilot conditioning plant in

Gorleben should go into operation in the mid 90*s.
4.

Disposal of radioactive waste
in the stages
- Conditioning
- Interim storage in nuclear installations, in offsite stores

or in regional collection centers
- Intermediate storage of highly radioactive, heat generating
waste (vitrified blocks) in interim storage facilities
- Disposal.
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Additional capacities for interim storage of radioactive waste

were created with the opening of the drum store in Gorleben
and the interim store in Mitterteich. In view of the available

interim storage capacities for radioactive waste with
negligible heat generation rates no bottlenecks are expected

before the scheduled commissioning of the Konrad ultimate
repository. The approval procedure has been initiated.
Approval is expected to be granted by the end of 1989. After
that it will be possible to re-equip the discussed iron mine
and put it into operation in the early 1990*s.

The Gorleben repository is planned to receive all types of
radioactive waste, particularly highly radioactive,
heat-generating wastes; above-ground exploration of the salt
deposit has been carried out. Below ground exploration were
initiated in September 1986 with the sinking of shaft No. 1. A

mining accident in May 1987 did not cast doubts on the

suitability of the salt deposit.

FRANCE
The present French nuclear installed capacity is 50 GWe

corresponding to 53 units.

In France, reprocessing route has been chosen for spent fuel
management, in order both to recover fissile materials (U, Pu) and

to manage radioactive waste safely according to their specific
characteristics.
Industrial feasibility of this route has been largely demonstrated
by the satisfactory operation of a UP1 and UP2 reprocessing
plants, respectively commissioned in 1958 and 1966 up to now, more
than 8000 t of GCR fuel have been reprocessed at UP1 and UP2, and

more than 2000 t of LWR fuels have been reprocessed at UP2 which

has exceeded its nominal capacity in 1987 with reprocessing 425 t
of LWR fuel.
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On the other hand, HLW vitrification process has been also

completely qualified: 1200 t cubic meters of fission products have
been treated at the AVM demostration facility.

On this basis, the La Hague reprocessing facility is being
expanded from its 400 t/year front capacity up to 1600 t/year, the

new UP3 plant (800 t/year) is to be commissioned in 1989 and the
refurbished UP2 plant: UP2-800 (800 t/year) will be commissioned
in 1992. Most of the R&D efforts presently in progress are
devoted to support of La Hague plant commissioning and start-up.

Plutonium recovered from reprocessing is to be recycled in French
PWRs in a first step.

The 16 first HOX fuel elements have been

loaded in a 900 MWe unit in November 1987, and the annual number
of KOX reloads should increase progressively up to 10 in the

mid-nineties.

JAPAN

In 1987, the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan prepared "a new

long term program for development and utilization of nuclear

energy", which firmly defines to maintain the policy to reprocess
spent fuel and to utilize plutonium and recovered uranium as a
nuclear reactor fuel. Japan now operates 35 nuclear power plants
with a combined capacity of 28 GWe. The future nuclear power
generation is estimated to be at least approximately 53 GWe in
2000 with the annual generation of 1.100 tons of spent fuel. About

2,100

tons of LWR spent fuel was stored in the pools at reactor

site at the end of 1987. Transportation of spent fuels from LWRs

in Japan is conducted by sea route. To date, about 3,600 tons of
spent fuel has been totally transported to BWFL and to COGEMA
including about 950 tons of GCR spent fuel
The Tokai plant processed 348 tons of spent fuel including five
tons of MOX fuel by the end of 1987. A commercial reprocessing

plant with a capacity of 800 tons per year is planned in Rokkasho
Mura, Amori Prefecture and the commissioning is scheduled for
about the mid 1990's.
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Recycling the products recovered from reprocessing spent fuels is
at a developmental stage. Plutonium is planned to be used in ATRs

and LWRs before its large-scale utilization in FBR. 2.3 tons of
plutonium were recovered at the Tokai plant by the end of 1987 and
1.8 tons have already been recycled. High-level radioactive wastes

(HLW) produced are to be vitrified and stored for a certain period
at an engineered storage facility. The HLW will be finally

disposed of into repository in geological formations.

SWEDEN
Today about 50% of the electric power in Sweden is produced by

means of nuclear power. Although the Swedish plants show an
excellent performance no more nulear power plants will be built
and the existing plants shall not be operated beyond the year

2010.

A complete system has been planned for the management of all

residues from the 12 reactors and research facilities. The main

strategy for the spent fuel is direct disposal without

reprocessing. The present programme will give rise to not more
than 7800 tons of spent fuel. In addition to this there will be
3

reactor waste from operations (90 000 m ) and in the future
waste from decommissioning and dismantling of old reactors
(115 000 m3).
Essential parts of the waste management system are already in

operation. The central interim storage facility for spent fuel
CLAB has been in operation since 1985 and has by March 1988
received some 675 tons of fuel. The operating performance has been
excellent and the staff radiation dose commitment low. The sea
transport system which has been in use since 1982 has operated
equally well. The construction work for reactor waste SFR is

finished and start of operation is scheduled for April 1988.
The remaining parts of the system for which decision has not yet
been taken are a conditioning and encapsulation plant for spent
fuel and a final repository for the long lived waste. The R&D

programme is concerned with these facilities which accordiing to
present plans will be constructed after the year 2010. The
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comprehensive programme was accepted by the Government in 1987

after an extensive review by international and national experts.
By this a firm basis has been established for the detailed R&D
work for the period 1987-1992 and in general for all research work
needed before start of construction of the final repository.
A key element in the future work is a planned underground research

laboratory for which the pre-investigation work is well underway.
The total cost of the Swedish waste management system has been
calculated to about SEK 46 billion (5,75 billion US $) in 1987

price level. The financing of this is ensured by the fee on the
nuclear power and the interest on the funds. The average fee is
SEK 0,019 per kWh (3 rail. US$ per kWh).

SWITZERLAND

The current spent fuel management relies on an initial storage at
reactor pools and on the available contracts which are held for

reprocessing abroad of given amounts of spent fuel. After return
of reprocessing waste into Switzerland, those would be stored in
intermediate basis either at reactor or away into a centralized
facility as convenient.

Different intermediate storage projects for excess spent fuel
and/or highly active and also for intermediate wastes are being
studied and a decision is underway. The research and field work
continues on final repositories for intermediate and highly active

wastes.
Till the end of 1987 the NAGRA (National Cooperative for the

storage of Radiactive Waste) has invested about 310 million Swiss
Francs on different radwaste repositories studies and field work.
In addition, the Grimsel-Laboratory in the alps was commissioned
in 1985, in order to increase onsite rock research and other
related subjects.

The international co-operation and exchange of information with
the IAEA, OECD/NEA, the European Economic Community, continues, as
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well as the participation in the NEA's stripa project has been
pursued, various countries including the Federal Republic of

Germany and the United States of America have joined research at
the Grimsel-Laboratory.

UNITED KINGDOM

UK policy is to continue to reprocess Magnox fuel and to reprocess
AGR fuel in THORP when it becomes operational.

This is for

technical reasons unique to the Magnox and AGR fuel designs and

because reprocessing is a proven spent fuel management option
which maintains the UK's ability to exploit the enormous energy
potential of the uranium and plutonium contained in spent fuel.
Magnox reprocessing needs to operate to the highest possible
standards to mainain public acceptance and to maintain security of

Magnox station operation.

A major capital investment programme

will be completed early in the 1990s that is aimed at ensuring
that Magnox reprocessing operations continue uninterrupted through
to the end of the Magnox programme around the year 2005.
The commissioning of THORP in 1992 will mark the start of
commercial scale oxide (including AGR) fuel reprocessing in the

UK; pond storage and dismantling facilities are already in
operation.

The introduction of dry storage into the AGR fuel

cycle will provide greater flexibility in spent AGR fuel
management, placing it in a similar position to that available for
PWR fuel.

BNFL intend to develop services associated with oxide

fuel reprocessing such that in the 1990s they will be able to

offer uranium and later plutonium recycle service.
The long-term storage capability of PWR fuel linked with the
large, at-reactor storage capacity provided by the Sizewell B

design will lead to great flexibility in the management of spent

PWR fuel and in the timing of the reprocessing operation.
The utilisation of uranium and plutonium recovered by past and
future reprocessing operations will be influenced by technical,

economic and strategic considerations.
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Continued recycle of

Magnox depleted uranium in AGRs is planned.

No plutonium recycle

in thermal oxide reactors is envisaged before the turn of the
century. Fast reactor development in the UK will continue in
collaboration with other European partners. The level and timing
of future reprocessing requirements will be influenced by all
these factors.

USA

Spent fuel inventories in the USA exceed 15,000 t HH and are
increasing at a rate in excess of 1600 t per year. In the absence
of reprocessing, these inventories are being stored in existing
reactor pools pending deployment of the Federal waste mangement
system. The original storage racks in water pools have already
been replaced with high density racks and pools are now becoming
full.

New technologies for further increasing pool capacities

have been developed and demonstrated in the U.S. These
technolgies consists of rod consolidation (for densifying fuel
storage in the pools) and means for adding dry, modular storage
outside the pools. Dry modular storage is being demonstrated
through metal casks, concrete casks and air-cooled concrete vaults.

Deployment of the Federal waste management system in the US is
governed by special laws that prescribe processes and schedules
for development of a deep, geological depository and a Monitored
Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility.

These laws require the US

Department of Energy to study and characterize in great detail an
underground site in the State of Nevada in order to determine its

potential suitability for a deep depository. If after five or six
years of study it still appears suitable, DOE will recommend
proceedings to seek a license to construct the depository. The
licensing phase will last approximately three years after which

time the decision to construct will be made. The depository is
estimated to begin operating in the year 2003 and have a capacity
of 70.000 t HM.
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U.S.S.R.

Nuclear energy is regarded in the USSR as the important means to

solve the problems of the fuel energy balance for a long period of
time. At present 19 NPP of more than 28 GW(e) total installed
capacity operate in the USSR. The programme is adopted in the USSR
which foresees an electrical power increment through NPP's
utilizing preferentially WWER-1000 reactors; several NPPs are to
be built with fast reactors. The development of nuclear energy in
the USSR is based on the closed fuel cycle concept, including
spent nuclear fuel reprocessing and using the recovered plutonium
in breeder reactors.
Most of the spent fuel is stored in the reactor cooling pools. To
solve the problem of accumulating spent fuel (away-from-reactor)

storage facilities were built at Leningrad, Novovoronezh, Kursk
and Chernobyl NPPs, designed for about 10 years of NPPs operation.

Spent fuel "wet" storage technology is the main method used in the
USSR and will continue to be the dominant method used over the
next 20-30 years. Dry methods of spent fuel storage are now under

technical and economcal study.
Spent fuel is transported by rail in the USSR and from other
countries returning fuel to the USSR using large B-type casks.

About 1000 container shipments a year will be made by the year
2000 and more than 100 large casks of various designs will be used.
At present the reprocessing plant is under design. The plant is to

be built in successive steps that will be commissioned as needed
to meet demands for plutonium for mixed fuel fabriation. The

production capacity of a single stage is up to 1500 t U/year.
The process is under development for the high activity waste

solidification to produce ceramic and glass-metal compositions.
Conditions of solidified waste disposal into geological formations
are under study.
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NEA/OECD

In recent years NBA has played a role of a provider of high
quality analyses and a forum for cooperation between leading users
of nuclear energy on subject of spent fuel management. The main
aspects are as follows:
1)

NEA published the report of an Expert group on "the Economics

of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle" (1985)
2)

"Nuclear Spent Fuel Management" was published as a study

report of an Expert Group on the subject (1986)
3) The International Conference on the "Back-end of the Fuel
Cycle" was organized jointly with the IAEA and NEA (1987)
4)
"Brown Book" (Electricity, Nuclear Power and Fuel Cycle in
OECD Countries), annually.
The NEA is now going to undertake some studies that have relevance

to spent fuel management as follows:
1)

A study on "Strategies for Plutonium utilization" (1987-88)

2)

The Symposium on "Achievement of Good Performance of Nuclear

Projects"
3)

A study on the update of our 1985 publication on the

"Economics of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle" (1989)
4)

The Joint NEA/IAEA/CEC Symposium on the "Safety Assessment of

Radwaste Repositories" (autumn 1989).
NEA and the IAEA have kept good relationship to avoid unnecessary

duplication of efforts, by sharing the work, sending

representatives mutually, or organising a joint symposium, etc.
Continuous mutual efforts should be made to keep this good
situation in the future.
The following general considerations should be taken into account:
NEA concentrates on the issues of current relevance and interest
to OECD Governments in ways which will help them to make and
pursue their policies on nuclear energy.
On the other hand, dissemination of useful information created by
the advanced countries to developing countries is one of the main
roles of the IAEA.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN ARGENTINA
C. ARAOZ, R. OLEZZA, N. DEVCIC, P. ADELFANG
Comisiön Nacional de Energia Atömica,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Abstract

The general program on argentinian Spent Fuel Management has

been informed in the previous meeting.This presentation includes
an updating of the programs and a short description of the mixed

oxide rods pilot plant.

1.GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Nuclear Program and related Research and Development activities
are suffering economical restrictions in the last few years.This has

originated delays in instalations and other capital investments

required in our long range program.

2.SPENT FUEL AND WET STORAGE HISTORY

2.1 SPENT FUEL HISTORY
2.1.1

ATUCHA I NPP

The total number of fuel elements in the pools informed at
February 1986 was 4,076 with a calculated Pu content of 1,886 Kg.
The number of fuel elements in the pools was increased during 1986
in 353 and during 1987 in 226 , with a calculated Pu content of

169.808 Kg and 109.128 Kg , respectively .

The discharge average burnup was about 6,276 Mwd/t for 1986 and
6,291 Mwd/t for 1987.
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19 fuel elements fabricated with home made Zry tubing were

discharged during 1987.

None element was damaged during 1986's operation.In 1987 only

one element had had damages but didn't need to be encapsulated.
The maximum burnup in 1986 was 6,901 Mwd/t and 6,777 Mwd/t in
1987.
Annual fuel consumption for a 0.8 load factor was 54.855 tU in.

1986 and 54.724 tU in 1987.

2.1.2 EMBALSE NPP
At 31-01-1986 about 6,565 fuel elements were discharged to the
pool with a total Pu content of 415.6 Kg.
Up to 1986 the number of elements in the pool was 9,185 and during

1987 other 4,473 fuel elements were introduced .

32 home made fuel elements were discharged during 1986 and 80
during 1987 .
The discharge average burnup during 1986 was 7,428 Mwd/t and

7,707 Mwd/t during 1987 .
The maximum burnup in 1987 was 9,492.9 Mwd/t.

Annual fuel consumption for a load 0.8 factor was in the order

of 88 tu in 1987 .

3.REPROCESSING PLANT

The program informed in the last meeting continues as scheduled.
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4. MIXED OXIDE FUEL DEVELOPMENT
A mixed oxide fuel laboratory has been operatig since 1975.
The fabrication of an experimental fuel assembly for the MZFR

reactor was made . More than 6,000 pellets (60 Kg) , with enrichment

of 0.6 w/o Pu were fabricated , and 36 fuel rods were preparated and
tested. Due to the close down of the MZFR reactor the experimental
irradiation was not carried out.

During 1985 six segmented type fuel rods were fabricated with
an enrichment of 0.55 w/o Pu .

These fuel rods are presently irradiated in the HFR at Fetten

(The

Netherlands) under different conditions .
This first facility will be decomissioned in the next future.
A new facility is now planned and will be located at the

reprocessing pilot plant with a capacity according to the Pu

availability from such plant (approx. 15 Kg/year) . Civil works are
finished .
A lay out of the plant is shown in figure 1.

The plant is divided into six defined zones :
1) Control room zone.
2) Conversion process zone.

3) Sintered pellets fabrication zone.
4) Fuel rod fabrication zone.
5) Pellets and powders control zone.

6) Finished fuel rods storage and delivery room.

The type of fuel rods to be produced varies over a wide range
of lengths and diameters . The same criterion is applied to sintered

pellets .
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FIG.1. Lay-out of the Ezeiza mixed oxides pilot plant.

The finished fuel rods are stored and finally transported to
the fuel elements manufacturing company , located near by .

The line capacity depends on the type of fuel rod to be
fabricated . In the case of PHWR Atucha I type fuel rods , it is
designed to produce up to two fuel rods per day , 6 m long .

Liquid waste generated in all these lines will be sent to
their storage and final treatment in the reprocessing plant

facilities.
Solid wastes will be conditionated within each glove box in
appropiate containers and transported to the correspondig

reprocessing plant facilities for their storage and final disposal.

A developement line of preparation of mixed oxides by

coprecipitation methods is included in the " convertion process
zone " .

5. DRY STORAGE
Studies for dry storage of CANDU type irradiated fuel will be

started during 1988

.

6. FINAL DISPOSAL
Studies related to this subject are going on . Particulary ,
at present a system for measuring hydraulic permeability of stone
at a deepness of 600 m is being constucted .
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ANNEX I - PHOTOGRAPHS

01 - Control room .Monitoring equipment

02 - Control room.Ventilation control mimic.
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03 - Liquid waste treatment glove box

04 - Palletizing press.
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05 - Sintering glove box.

06 - TIG welding machine and control equipment.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN CANADA
R.A. McEACHRAN
Ontario Hydro,
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
Abstract

The current status of storage, transport and disposal/recycle of
spent fuel is described. Virtually all of the spent fuel is now stored at
the reactor, mostly in water pools, but also in concrete containers.
Future plans are for the development of a transportation prototype and

for the development of a disposal concept based on deep underground

implacement in crystalline rock.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In Canada, nuclear facilities are operated by Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL, a federal government Crown Corporation), universities and
provincial government electricity-generating utilities (Ontario Hydro,
Hydro Quebec, and New Brunswick Power). AECL and the universities
operate small research reactors; the utilities operate large nuclear/
electric generating stations. The quantity of spent fuel generated by
AECL and the universities is therefore quite small relative to that
generated by provincial utilities.
Canada's nuclear generating stations (NGSs) are powered by CANDU PHWR
systems which use natural uranium dioxide fuel. These reactors annually
generate approximately 140 kg (about six CANDU bundles) of spent fuel for
each MW(e) of installed nuclear capacity. With the completion of the
Darlington station, Ontario Hydro will have 20 CANDU PHWR units with a
total capacity of 13600 MW(e) generating about 92000 spent fuel bundles
(2000 Mg) every year. Hydro Quebec and New Brunswick Power each have one
600 MW(e) reactor.
The CANDU fuel provides several inherent advantages in the management of
the back end of the fuel cycle. Each bundle, only 50 cm long and
weighing about 22 kg, is removed from each reactor by a
computer-controlled fuelling machine which discharges the spent fuel into
a transfer system. At the spent fuel bay, the bundles are mechanically
loaded into storage containers, which are then passed underwater into
storage racks where the containers are stacked. By virtue of its size
and freedom from criticality hazards in light water, CANDU fuel
facilitates use of dense storage systems, with the benefit of low storage
costs. Virtually all of Canada's spent fuel is stored on the respective
generation sites, mostly in water pools, although some is stored dry in
concrete containers.

In 1978, under a joint agreement between the Canadian government and the
government of Ontario, Ontario Hydro was assigned responsibility for the
development of technologies for the interim storage and transportation of
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spent fuel. AECL was assigned responsibility for conducting research and
development on the immobilization and disposal of spent-fuel waste. The
following paper describes the status of this program and discusses plans
for the future.

2.

STORAGE

Table 1 shows the status of on-site spent fuel storage at Ontario Hydro
nuclear stations. From this data, the imminent need for additional
storage at Pickering and Bruce is apparent and, accordingly, a program to
provide this needed storage capacity is underway. To date, a preliminary
review of siting options and storage systems has been completed.
Table 1
Station

SFB Capacities
(bundles)

Pickering MGS A
Pickering MGS B
Bruce GS A
Bruce GS B
Darlington GS

2.1

306000
158000
373000
366000
416000

Bayfill Date

Target
In-Service Date

Dec 1995
March 1996
June 1995
June 2002
June 2007

June 1994
Oct 1994
Dec 1993
Dec 2000
Dec 2005

Spent Fuel Storage Review

Ontario Hydro reviewed several siting options with consideration to the
continuing need for storage. The storage requirements included not only
the near term requirements of additional storage space for Pickering,
Bruce and Darlington NGSs but potential requirements for long term
storage (until 2050). These options were:
(1) On-site storage of spent fuel at the NGS sites,
(2) Centralized storage at one (or two) NGS sites,
(3) Off-site storage (i.e. away from the NGSs).

Ontario Hydro also reviewed various technical concepts for storage. It
has nearly 15 years of design, construction and operations experience in
water pool technology, backed by over 40 years of water pool storage
experience in Canada at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories of the
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. This gave the water pool option an
inherent advantage over dry storage concepts for spent fuel. Studies
were carried out to improve the water pool concept, such as in the areas
of construction methods, capacity increases by larger and deeper pool
sizes, improved leakage integrity with pool concepts that allow double
penetration welds of liners, etc.
Although Ontario Hydro has relied solely on water pool technology at the
nuclear generating stations, other storage concepts such as concrete
canisters and convection vaults have been evaluated. At least one
concept, referred to as concrete integrated containers (CICs), has been
assessed to be a viable bulk storage alternative. The reference concrete
integrated container (Figure 1) has a capacity of 384 CANDU bundles, is
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FIG 1. Concrete integrated container (CIC).

constructed of a specially developed, durable, high density shielding
concrete, and has steel skins to facilitate loading underwater in the
fuel bays. These containers are intended to be transportable with
overpacks, and could be used, following prototype development, licensing
and testing, as integrated modules for storage, transportation and
possibly disposal.

Although the conclusions of this review are not yet final for purposes of
developing acquisition strategies for future storage, the studies have
reached a stage where sufficient direction is now available for narrowing
the options and focusing on more detailed work. The major conclusions of
the review to date are the following:
(1)

There are minimal constraints in continuing on-site storage at
the NGSs, either with water pools or with dry storage systems
using CICs. At the Pickering NGSs, CICs are preferred over
water pools because of constructability factors due to lack of
contiguous space and access problems.
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(2) Economie evaluations of the water pools and an equivalent system
using CICs showed that economic differences between the two
concepts are insignificant.

(3) The economic differences between the centralized and on-site
options were small, and are considered to be within the
uncertainties of the estimates. On a cost discounted basis, the
additional costs of transportation are offset by the savings in
storage costs from centralization; the differences are
considered marginal.
(4)

2.2

Specific recommendations from the review included demonstration
of the CIC concept at Pickering and full-scale development of
the system for all future fuel storage requirements for the
station if the CIC performs as expected. Also, that additional
storage be provided at Bruce A by an improved water pool
(Figure 2), and that a decision for Bruce B and Darlington be
deferred until required.
Dry Storage

Although Ontario Hydro has not yet implemented dry storage at any of its
facilities, AECL has utilized dry storage in concrete containers for many
years. To date, 19 concrete containers (CCs) have been constructed at
the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) located in the
province of Manitoba (most of these canisters contain fuel from WNRE's
partially decommissioned WR-1 research reactor). There are 11 canisters
at the Gentilly Reactor site in the province of Quebec (containing fuel
from the decommissioned G-l reactor) and 47 at the Douglas Point Nuclear
Generating Station (Figure 3) in the province of Ontario (containing fuel
from the decommissioned DPNGS reactor). The fuel bundles in the
demonstration and WR-1 fuel-storage CCs at WNRE are stored in a helium
atmosphere, whereas the bundles in the remaining canisters are stored in
air. Loading, fuel storage and monitoring of all canisters has proven to
be easy and economical.
In 1988, additional CCs are scheduled for construction for the storage of
about 5,600 fuel bundles (75 Mg U) from Canada's first demonstration
CANDU power reactor (Nuclear Power Demonstration - NPD), which was shut
down in 1987. New Brunswick Power is also considering CCs to increase
its storage capacity, at the Pt. Lepreau nuclear generating station,
rather than build another water pool.
2.3

Fuel Durability

The durability of CANDU spent fuel in both water and air has been the
subject of an experimental program which was initiated in 1978.
In the wet-storage research program, some spent CANDU fuel has been in
storage for up to 26 years as of the end of 1987.
In the dry-storage
research program being conducted at WNRE, some spent fuel has been stored
for the following periods of time (as of the end of 1987):

110 months in dry air at seasonally varying temperatures [Easily
Retrievable Basket (ERB) Experiment],
84 months in dry air at 150°C [Controlled Environment Experiment
Phase 1 (CEX-1)], and
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64.5 months in moisture saturated air at 150°C (CEX-2).
Examinations have been performed on spent-fuel assemblies with the
following storage histories: 17-year storage in water; 41-month storage
in dry air at seasonally varying temperatures; 44-month storage in dry
air at 150°C; and 58-month storage in moisture saturated air at 150°C.
These examinations have indicated that neither the fuel or the cladding
experienced any significant degradation. All the evidence from the last
examination performed in the wet-storage research program suggested that
spent fuel assemblies could probably be safely stored for at least 50
years without loss of integrity.
3.

TRANSPORTATION

A very modest system for spent fuel transportation met Ontario Hydro's
needs in the past.
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Three small casks, of 2-bundle (44 kg), 25-bundle

(0.55 Mg) and 72-bundle (1.6 Hg, Pegase cask, originally licenced in
France) capacity have been used infrequently, generally for shipping fuel
to Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) research laboratories at
Whiteshell, Manitoba and Chalk River, Ontario. An on-site cask is used
for transportation of spent fuel among fuel bays (from primary to
auxiliary bay) at the Pickering NGS.

Although such a modest spent fuel transportation capability will likely
be adequate for the next few years, Ontario Hydro has decided to develop
a large scale transportation capability.
The initial development in this program has been to design, license and
build Canada's first large scale CANDU fuel cask. A road cask was chosen
for development, in consideration of its flexibility for use in other
modes (rail, barge) and in intermodal transportation. This stainless
steel cask is capable of transporting 192 ten-year cooled fuel bundles
(two modules, 3.8 Mg payload, 1.25 kW) as an unrestricted load by road as
a Type B(u) package (Figure 4). A half-scale model cask has been
successfully drop-tested in accordance with regulatory compliance
requirements. Delivery of the prototype cask is scheduled for 1988.
Lid Lifting Spigot

8 Impact Limiter Bolts
M48 with Washers

Impact Limiter

32 Lid Bolts M56
with Washer

Double Elastomeric
'0' Ring Seals
Lifting Trunnion

Cask

Dram Plug

Fuel Module with
192 Fuel Bundles

FIG 4. Spent fuel road cask

The large scale off-site transportation of spent fuel could involve two
phases :
0

transshipment of spent fuel from the NGSs to a centralized
storage site, if warranted due to lack of space or other
constraints at the NGSs. The centralized site might serve as a
fuel recycle site for the utility if and when that option were
undertaken.

0

off-site transportation of high level waste or irradiated fuel
from the centralized site or the NGSs to the permanent disposal
site.
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Economie and other considerations suggest that one of the NGS sites is
the preferred choice for centralized storage, if ever adopted as a fuel

management strategy. The site for ultimate disposal, however, would
require geological formations such as the crystalline rock of the
northern Canadian Shield. In order to encompass potential variations
necessary to ensure transportation flexibility, the development of the
large scale system is taking into consideration all three modes of

transportation, viz. road, rail and barge.
As noted a full-scale road cask is in an advanced state of development.
Designs for each of the other transportation modes are presently being
finalized for feasibility and environmental assessments.
Conceptual designs of rail transportation cask systems to transport up to
576 ten-year cooled fuel bundles (six modules) have been completed. The
rail cask could be transported on a four axle, flat bed, Ontario Hydro
owned rail car. Locomotives, caboose, buffer cars and other equipment
could be rented as needed from the carriers.
Water transportation could be achieved using barges on the inland water
routes of the Great Lakes. Barge transportation has a better performance
record than that of ships on these waterways, and offers economic
advantages over ship transport. While the use of the rail system is
limited to cask payload sizes three times that of road casks, a
purpose-built barge could move large consignments of spent fuel of, say,
1700 Mg, equivalent to some 48 road casks (Figure 5). Each barge would
be powered by a tugboat primarily in the pushing mode, with the
capability of towing under certain adverse weather conditions. The barge
hull could be ice-strengthened and the barge designed as an
intercompartmentalized structure for increased collision protection and
operational ballasting. Local freeze-up conditions in Ontario's
waterways would limit the barge transportation system to about 230 days
in a year.
4.

DISPOSAL

Research and development activities for the immobilization and disposal
of nuclear wastes are being undertaken in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program (NFWMP). This program was jointly established by the
federal and Ontario governments as a first phase of a long-term program
to assure the safe and permanent disposal of radioactive waste from
nuclear reactors. Under this program, AECL is responsible for work on
waste immobilization and disposal while Ontario Hydro is responsible for
studies on interim storage and transportation, and will provide support
to AECL. The AECL effort is centered at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment (Manitoba). Other participants assisting AECL include
Ontario Hydro; Energy, Mines and Resources Canada (EMR); Environment
Canada; scientists at Canadian universities; and private consultants.
In 1978, the Canadian government approved, in principle, a ten-year AECL
research and development program on nuclear fuel waste management. The
aim of the program is to develop and obtain acceptance of a conceptual
system for nuclear fuel waste disposal. The conceptual system is based
on colocating the immobilization facility with the repository for the
spent fuel in one site; the spent fuel being shipped by road and/or rail

from storage facilities to a receiving facility on the site. The
disposal site is known in the NFWMP as the Used Fuel Disposal Centre and
is the main focus in the assessment of the disposal concept being
developed by AECL.
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FIG.5. Barge loading for 36 road casks.

The reference disposal concept for the NFWMP is underground burial of the
immobilized fuel and/or wastes at depths up to 1000 m in plutonic rock.
The proposed disposal system is based on a series of barriers that
isolate the radionuclides in the waste from the biosphere and eliminate
unacceptable risks to man and the environment. The NFWMP is oriented to
the assessment of the viability and safety of this disposal concept. To
this end, the NFWP is subdivided into three major subprograms: Engineered
Systems, Natural Systems and Environmental arid Safety Assessment. The
following areas of research are addressed:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Waste Forms
Container Develoment
Vault Sealing
Disposal Facility Engineering
Site Characterization Research
Environmental Research
Environmental and Safety Assessment.

The final assessment of this concept will be completed by 1991 with the
publication of the Concept Assessment Documents. The documents will
present the findings of the NFWMP and address the environmental and
safety concerns of the Canadian disposal concept. The Concept. Assessment
Documents will be formally submitted by 1991 to a review process that
includes a public review panel and the regulatory bodies. This process
is summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2

The Environmental Assessment and Review Process
for the Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program

NFWMP Review Panel formed and
Terms of Reference established

(1987-88)

AECL submits Concept Assessment Document (CAD)

for formal review

(1990)

Review Panel receives comments from government

(mid-1991)

departments, AECB, Inter Agency Review Committee (IRC)

Review Panel publishes statement of deficiencies
AECL publishes response to statement of déficiences

(mid-1992)

Review Panel organizes public hearings on the Disposal
Concept (AECL, others testify)

(1992-93)

Panel reports to Federal and Ontario Governments
EHR,

AECB review recommendations from the panel

(mid-1993)

AECB makes public statement on acceptability of concept
Governments make statement on acceptability of concept
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(1994)

In support of the research program, a major investment has been made to
develop an Underground Research Laboratory (URL). This facility at
Lac du Bonnet (Manitoba) is an in-situ test facility excavated in
plutonic rock to a depth of about 500 m. Tests in the facility will be
done at two levels (240 and 450 m) and will gather geotechnical data
representative of plutonic formations. Experiments will include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

validation of models predicting radionuclide migration;
assessment of excavation effects on the rock mass;
data collection of the hydrogeology and geochemistry of plutons;
thermal studies on borehole emplacements;
developing of techniques for sealing and monitoring.

The facility will not use or eraplace nuclear wastes.
operational in 1986.

5.

It became

FUEL RECYCLE

Spent fuel is viewed in Canada as a potential energy source of
considerable value. AECL accordingly has had a research program
investigating processes for the separation of fissile material from CANDU
spent fuel. These efforts have concentrated on an adaptation of the
PUREX process, and the development of the AMINE process which uses an
amine solvent to extract Pu only, and which has the potential to
significantly reduce the cost of reprocessing natural uranium fuel.
At AECL's Chalk River facility, limited quantities of U/Pu and
Thorium-based fuel have been fabricated and tested in AECL's research
reactors and at the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) reactor at
Ralphton, Ontario. Consequently, AECL have developed considerable data
on the in-reactor performance of advanced cycle fuels.
AECL have also undertaken research into methods and materials for the
immobilization of reprocessing waste. As a result of these efforts,
immobilization techniques based on glass and glass/ceramics have been
developed.
Recent assessments, however, have indicated that the recycle of spent
CANDU fuel will not be economic for many decades. As a result of this,
development programs on fuel recycle have been postponed indefinitely.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN CZECHOSLOVAK
WER-440 TYPE REACTORS
V. PETÉNYI, V. POLÄK
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute,
Trnava

M. VANDLÏKOVÂ
Slovak Electricity Enterprises,
Bratislava
J. KMOSENA, D. BELKO
Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute,
Jaslovské Bohunice

Czechoslovakia
Abstract

The main aspects of the present WER-440 reactors
spent fuel management are described in the paper. There
are presented also experimental results of fuel integrity
studies which were carried out under conditions of a
long-term storage.

1. Introduction

There are eight power reactors of WfîR-440 type
operational in Czechoslovakia at present. From this number,
four are located at Jaslovske Bohunice site and four are at
Dukovany site. It is assumed that by the year 1992,
four more
units shall increase that number, namely at Mochovce site.
Further development will be on a basis of VVER-1000 units.
The reactors of VVER-440 type are working in one year
cycles with duration of a campaign approximately 290 fuel
power days. About one third of the reactor core is exchanged
when the campaign is terminated /in particular - 115 assemblies
at even numbered refuelling, and 120 at odd numbered one

according to the project scheme/, while the average fuel
burn-up is about 29 MWd/kg U [1]. The fresh fuel is imported
from the Soviet Union.
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The spent fuel is stored for the period of three years
in "at reactor pools" /ARS/ which are situated in a reactor
hall. For the next two years, the spent fuel is stored in
"away - from - reactor storage facility" /APRS/ at Jaslovske
Bohunice site. After a lapse of five years since the fuel was
discharged from the reactor, it is then transported to the
Soviet Union.
There is described in this paper an experience acquired
in spent fuel management, including the inspection, storage
and transport.

2. Storage pools and conditions of fuel storage
2.1.

At_reactor_storage_p_ool

It serves for temporary storage of spent fuel assemblies,
manipulation with fuel at refuelling period and transport of
the spent fuel. The unit storage pool with free surface of
wnter is located in the reactor hall, between two reactor

coolant system loops. The pool is attached to concrete reactor
vault through a transport corridor /see fig. I/.
Under normal reactor operation mode, the vault is separated
from the storage pool by a flange joint with seels placed onto
the transport corridor and provided by a removable sliding
baffle.
The pool consist of two parts, namely: a manipulation
and a storage part.
There are placed racks in the storage part of the pool,
for holding intact fuel assemblies and hermetic casings for
fuel assemblies exhibiting cladding failures. The capacity
of storage pool is designated for storage of ^o 314 intact
fuel assemblies and 60 hermetic casings /3 reactor batches/.
Certain capacity of the pool serves for an emergency discharge
of the reactor core. The assemblies are stored in vertical
position within a regular, triangular grid with a pitch
255 mm. The pitch assures a deep subcriticality of assembly
configuration even in a pure water without any boric acid,
and for fresh fuel assemblies.
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FIG 1 Spent fuel storage of reactor unit 2

The pool is filled up with a solution of boric acid in
the water rJ 12 g/kgH 0
The water level is approximately
3 m above the assembly heads during reactor operation and the
pool is filled up at a refuelling period /at storage node in
two layers/. Temperature of the water is kept within
+40 °C + 50 °C, maximally 70 °C, by a cooling system.
The content of chloride /Cl/ in the coolant is lower than
0,02 mg/kg, the content of Na is lesser than 0,1 mg/kg and
pH of the coolant is kept above 5 by an injection of alkali
agents.
Radiation and mechanical stability of the spent fuel has
been monitored within the framework of Contract Fo.32Gl/CF,
between the I.A.3.A. and the Nuclear Power Plants Jaslovske
Bohunice /SBO/ at the 1st and 2nd unit of the plant for the
period of 3 years storage.
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The research programme, carried-out within the Contract
framework was foccussed mainly on supervision of long-term
radiational situation in the storage pool, monitoring of
cladding corrosion, leakage of fission products at increased
temperature of the coolant in the pools and on an effectiveness
of water purification in the pools. The main results of
experiments are given in [2j .
Measured pattern of total activity of the coolant in the
pool of the 2nd EBO unit is given in Fig. 2. The main
component of coolant activity comesfrom isotopes of 134 Cs,
137 Cs and 110 Ag.
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FIG.2. Total radioactivity in pool water of reactor unit 2.

The present total activity of fission products is lesser than
10 Bq/1 in the storage pools, with an improved purification

mode*
Results of an experiment stud ing the influence of the
coolant temperature on the fission products released from
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stored fuel are given in Fig. 3. As it results from the
experiment performed, the increase of the coolant temperature
of about 20 *C has no impact on a deterioration of radiational
situation in the storage pool.
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FIG. 3. Water heating experiment.

A water purification effectiveness in the pels has been
also tested, by monitoring individual radioactive nuclides
in the water, Fig. 4.
It has been found out that the purification effectiveness iß
practically 100$ for isotopes of Co, 90^ for 110 Ag, and about
60# for isotopes of Cs.
A visual examination of fuel assemblies sheaths and heads
has shown that a three year period hpd no substantial influence
on corrosion of cladding material.
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FIG.4. Radioactivity in pool water of reactor unit 2 during purification.

From the observations described above [2j it follows that
up to now, conditions of storege are satisfactory as it is
regarding of both, the corrosion cladding resistance and
radiational situation in storage pools t

2.2. Away-from-reactor storage facility
The APRS is built in EBO site. It is planned for storing
600 t of spent fuel [3] - coinming from all Czechoslovak units
with WiDR-440 reactors. A schematic picture of AFRS is given
in diagram 5a, 5b [4].
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FIG.Sa. Spent fuel away-from-reactor storage. Vertical section.
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FIG.Sb. Spent fuel away-from-reactor storage. Horizontal section.
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Main components of AFRS are:
- four storage pools, one of them is permanently considered
as an auxiliary unit,
- equipment and rooms serving for acceptance and transport
of spent fuel,
- technological equipment for operation of AFRS, mainly a
cooling system of the pool and a ventilation system above
the coolant surface.
Spent fuel in the pools is stored in multi-pocket casings.
There are 30 intact fuel assemblies in one casing, placed in
a triangular grid with a pitch - 225 mm, or 30 defective
assemblies, packed and sealed in a hermetic cans. One casing
can be transported individually or can be placed in a
transport container. As coolant, a demineralised water is used,
The temperature of water is usually about 40 *C •+ 50 *C.
There are the same ingradients in the coolant of AFRS as in
the coolent of ARS described in chapter 2.1. There can be
stored 56 casings in a pool. Two year storage period of the
spent fuel comming from 12 reactors, means that the storage
capacity of AFRS will be utilised to 60%.
Manipulations with casings are carried-out by a crane.
The advantage of this kind of manipulations with spent fuel
is as follows :
- it prevents from mechanical destruction or other damage of
fuel assemblies during the transport operations,
- it simplifies the ecuipment of transport technology for
manipulations with spent fuel.
The only possible place, where individual assemblies can be
manipulated is a check-point stand of fuel assemblies. It
serves for appropriate inspection of fuel assemblies before
putting them into AFRS and for the purposes of the I.A.B.A.
inspections.
There was considered a variant of spent fuel storage in
a "compact grid" of ARS, however the idea was not realised.
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3» Manipulations vith the spent fuel
5.1.

Transport - technological equipment of a reactor_unit

Two WBR-440 reactor units have a common resctor hall.
Transport cranes are moving along the entire hall to transport
components of a particular reactor during its outage Tor
refuelling. There is one refuelling machine for two units,
which is located always at that half of the hall, where the
refuelling ie in the process. The refuelling machine is
manufactured as a distantly controlled manipulator, with
semi-autometic operation mode, equiped with TV camers as an
underwater inspection instrument. The refuelling machine
serves for distant performance of all kind of manipulations
with spent fuel assemblies and a fresh ones under a shielding
layer of water.
3.2.

Exchange of the fuel

The exchange of the fuel is carried out in an ARS and
the reactor vault through the transport corridor. One third
of the storage capacity in racks is released "by the transportation of assemblies into APRS before a planned outage of unit
for refuelling.
The water level of storage pool is at height +10,8 m, the
concentration of H^BO^ in water is ^ 12 g/kgH Q , the temperature of water is ^> 50 °C.
Prior to a start of refuelling work, the fuel which is
in the reactor vessel is checked for its suitability for further
operations. The project requires to inspect the whole core when
the total
activity of 131 J - 135 J reaches the value
o
3»7.10 Bq/1 in the reactor coolant. Up to date experience shows
that the value given above has not been reached. An agreement
was accepted, for whole charge inspection in the cases:
- when 1/10 of above mentioned activity level is resched
during the reactor operation,
- when significant "spiking" effects appeared during the

changes of reactor power.
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If one of the conditions mentioned above is satisfied,
then the first step at refuelling process is a check-up assembly
cladding tihgtnees by a testing system "SIPPING". All the
assemblies are checked-up in the process of SIPPING tests.
The central part of the core is checked in groups of eihgt of
fuel assemblies and the core periphery or control assemblies
are checked individually.
A sample of the water is taken from each assembly in the process
of testing by SIPPING system. Increased release of characteristic fission products from defected fuel element is a basis
for the test. When the temperature of the coolant in assemblies
increases in comparison to the coolant/out of assemblies as a
result of intenuption of the natural circulation of coolant/,
then the release of fission products increases, too.
The sample is analysed for the presence of 131 J, 134 Cs and
137 Cs. In a case of noticable diferences of the measured
sample activity against the average value of measured activities /those values which differ more tha 36" /, the assembly
is considered as potentially failured fuel and is submitted
to further tests through canister system. It takes one and
a half day to check out all fuel assemblies by SIPPING test.
The inspection of the assembly cladding tihgtnees in the
canister system is performed during refuelling to minimeze the
refuelling machine burden . The canister system is located in
the transport part of ARS - see Pig. 1. It consists of two
shutterable containers, a manipulator system, and an auxiliary
circuit using non-active water solution of 12 g H,BO-i/ kg HpO»
Transport of fuel assemblies into and out of the containers
is carried out by the refuelling machine. The rest of manipulations is done by the manipulator. The tested assembly is
rinsed out by the solution, at pressure of 0,3 KPa after being
inserted in the container. Then, the pressure is raised to
0,5 MPa for five minutes, after that time the pressure is
dropped and a sample of water is taken from the container. If
the activity of 131 J is higher than 3,7.10 Bq/1, the assembly
shall be considered as defective, unsuitable for further
operation and stored into a hermetic cans. Spent fuel assemblies,
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determined for the exchange in result of their burn-up and
which were not proven as defective by the SIPPI1ÏG system and
canister system, are stored normally.
An advantage of the manipulation system described above
is, in comparison to original project procedure [ 5] , that
there are noticably reduced time requirements for searching
out "defected" fuel assemblies, and complicated operations
with highly radioactive spent fuel is much reduced.

of_the_s^ent__fuel
Transport of the spent fuel in Czechoslovakia is governed
by "Regulations of the safe transport of radioactive materials",
issued by the I.A.E.A., in 1973.
Spent fuel from individual localities will be transported
to APRS by a train consisting of four wagon-containers,
accompanied by one carriage of a train staff.
The transport containers are of C-30 type. The container itself
is constructed for holding one casing with 3^ intact fuel
assemblies. For the spent fuel transport from APRS to the Soviet
Union similar train set will be utilised, with containers of
TK-6 type L4}. The transport containers, from construction
point of view are classified as E/U/ or B/M/ respectively,
according to the I. A. S.A. requirements. Time requirements for
transport of spent fuel assemblies from one unit of a nuclear
power plant by the train with four wagon-contsiners TET-30 and
a safe placement into the APRS represent about 21 days
according to a present assessment. A part of this time in duration
of 10 days is required for loading the containers at a nuclear
power plant site, where the following activities are included:
- reception and technical inspection of the containers,
- loading and decontamination of the containers,
- thermal and pressure stabilisation of parameters of the
loaded container,
- dosimetric monitoring and testing and replacing the container
on wagon.
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For unloading- the content of the containers into the APRS
and for replacing empty containers "back on the train, six days
are planned. The remaining time includes railway transportation,
and supervision activities, performed by Authorities of
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, Hygienic Service and
CSD /Czechoslovak Railways/.
Time, required for complete loading of the train ready
to transport spent fuel from the AFRS to the Soviet Union is
estimated to approximately 8 days«
An equilibrium operation of the APRS will begin probably
in the year 1998. By that time, it will be required to accept
12 transport sets and dispatch 12 sets per year, each transport
set having the structure mentioned above.
As it implies from the described and analysed up to now - the
full operation of the APRS demands for storing of spent fuel
and for preparation of transport dispatches to the Soviet Union - 168 complete days per year.
The first transport of spent fuel from the 1st unit of
to APRS was carried out in January, 19&7» Further succesful
transports from the 2nd and 3rd unit of EBO will be finished
during the year 1988«

Conclusions
We can summarise some of the experience, gained in the
process of storage, transport and inspection of the spent fuel:
- the present inspection system of cladding tightnees of spent
fuel assemblies is satisfactory for assuring acceptable level
of radiation in the surrounding of storage pools and in the
primary circuit of nuclear power plant,
- experience with spent fuel storage in storage pools /under the
conditions mentioned above/ indicates that the storage does
not activate a cladding material corrosion,
- a start-up and tunning process of the spent fuel transport is
in progress at present so as to fulfill all safety requirements
and to secure continuous energy production in nuclear power
plants.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN FRANCE
P. HAMMER
Direction des technologies,
Commissariat à l'énergie atomique,
Paris, France
Abstract
France's programme is best characterized as a closed fuel cycle

including reprocessing and use of breeer reactors. The present nuclear
installed capacity is 50 GWe corresponding to 53 units. The chosen spent

fuel management scheme is that of reprocessing. National programme and
experience on storage, reprocessing and transport of spent nuclear fuel
and contracts for reprocessing of spent fuel from different countries are
described.

1.

The trench policy for spent fuel management
The route chosen in France for spent fuel management has to be considered in
the framework of the overall french nuclear policy, which has been determinedly implemented for more than 30 years and which is characterized by :
- the realization of an important electronuclear programme, in
prove the energetic independence in a long term perspective ;

order

to

im-

- the permanent concern of mastering the complete nuclear fuel cycle, notably
to ensure the fueling of power reactors with optimizing the management of
natural uranium resources.
In

this

context,

the

french

choice

of

immediate

reprocessing

(i.e. a

few

years after reactor unloading) allows :

- to recover significant amounts of fissile
recycled first in LWRs, later on in FBRs,
- to

manage

conditioning
racteristics.

radioactive

and

storage

wastes

safety

according

to

materials

with

their

(U,

developing

chemical

Pu)

which

specific

can

be

treatment,

and radioactive

cha-

In France, the processes and the technologies related to reprocessing and to
waste treatment (notably vitrification for HLW)
have been developed virtually on the same pace as those associated to other fuel cycle steps. As a result, reprocessing is to day fully mastered, not only from the technical

standpoint, due to

important R & D studies, but also from the industrial one,

through large operation experience gained both on pilot plants and on intermediate size plants (UPI, UP2) and related to various types of fuels (GCR,

LWR,

FBR). Following these first stages two large reprocessing plants -

UP3

and UP2 800 - are being completed at La Hague and should enter into operation
respectively in 1989
and 1992.
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In order to carry out the French industrial reprocessing programme, an appropriate structure has been set up inside CEA Group :
- COGEMA is the owner and operator of reprocessing plants,
- SGN is the prime contractor,
- CEA carries out the R & D work and acts as a licensor by providing
both COGEMA and SGN with the data necessary to design the process and
the related equipments,
- ANDRA is responsible for waste management.
In this paper, the present status in
end of the fuel cycle are reviewed :
-

France

of

the

major

steps

of

the

spent fuel arisings, transport and storage,
reprocessing experience gained so far for thermal and fast reactor fuels,
new plant construction at La Hague,
plutonium and uranium recycling,
radioactive waste management,
R & D presently in progress, notably in support to La Hague plants
truction and start-up.

back

cons-

2. Spent fuel arisings, transport and storage
The spent fuel transport and storage activities are directly determined by
the irradiated fuel arisings coming from the nuclear power stations, which
in turn depend upon the importance of the nuclear programme.
In France, the nuclear programme, which contributes presently to 70 % of the
total electricity generation, is mainly founded on PWR units, as it can be
seen in the following table summarizing the status of nucler power plants as
of January 1, 1988 :

Installed Capacity

OCR
FUR-300
PUR-900
PUR-1300
PER
T o t a l
Units under
construction

Net MAfe
_________
2015
300
30520
15870
1433
._.._
50143

Units

Net MNE

Units

4
1
34
12
2
53

FVR-1300
FVR-1450

10500
2910

8
2

Total

13410

10

Therefore in the french context the transport and storage activities concern
essentially the PWR spent fuel irradiated up to 33000MWD/t, the annual arisings of which are given here under as a function of time :
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Year
______
1987
1990
1995

FV\R spent fuel t (H.M.)
670
1000
1150
1250

2000
A

central

storage

for

spent

fuel coming either

from EOF power

stations or

from foreign customers to be reprocessed at the La Hague plant is under completion. When completed, this complex will include :

- a reception unit, called AML, for

spent

fuel shipping

casks

transported to

La Hague by road. Commissioned in 1981, this unit has a buffer

for full casks before unloading and for empty casks before
tor ;

storage area

return to reac-

- a wet unloading unit (NPH) commissioned in 1981 to unload fuel from shipping casks underwater. Its nominal reception capacity is 800 tonnes of
uranium per year ;
- NPH storage pool, commissioned

in

1981 with a capacity

of

2000

tonnes of

uranium, which is integrated with the NPH wet unloading unit ;
- C storage pool, commissioned in 1984 with a capacity of 2400 tonnes of uranium,
- a dry unloading unit, called To, commissioned

in

1986, with

a capacity of

800 tonnes of uranium per year,

- D storage pool, commissioned in 1986 with a capacity of 2400 tonnes of uranium,
- E storage pool, to be commissioned in 1988, with a capacity of 4000 tonnes
of uranium.
Therefore, when completed, the complex will have a storage capacity exceeding
10000 tonnes of uranium. For maximum operation flexibility, the storage
pools, the unloading units and both the UP3 and UP2-800 reprocessing plants
will be interconnected through the pools (Fig.l).
Specific

technologies have been developed for

La Hague storage pools such as:

- Nymphéa in-pool units for water cooling and purification,
- Aseismic bearing pads.
Since commissioning of its high active oxide (HAD) head end for LWR fuel,
the La Hague Center has received and unloaded more than 2000 shipping casks,
with an equivalent mass of about 6500 tonnes of uranium.
As to fuel transport, a large industrial experience has been gained in France
for a long time through transports of GCR fuel (started in 1966) and LWR
fuel

(started

in

1973) to

Marcoule

and

La

Hague

reprocessing

plants.

CGR

fuel was initially sent to La Hague, then both to La Hague and Marcoule, presently only to Marcoule. Annual quantities transported amount to around 600
tonnes (-100 deliveries) and the cumulated quantity of GCR fuel transported
so far reachs approximately 8000 tonnes. LWR fuels are sent to La Hague and
the transportations can be characterized by the following figures :
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NPH FACILITY

E POND

To FACILITY

FIG.1

Reception and storage facilities planned at La Hague.

transports are coming from 50 power stations located in France,
Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Japan, Switzerland ;

Belgium,

the LWR fuel transports which have started at a low level in the seventies
(less than lOOt/year until 1978), have rapidly increased during the eighties and reach now 1200t/year (corresponding to 250 deliveries). The cumulated quantity of LWR fuel transported to La Hague up to now amounts to
6700 tonnes.

3. Reprocessing experience
The French reprocessing experience for GCR and LWR fuels has been gained at
industrial level through the Marcoule UP1 plant and the La Hague UP2 plant,
both operated by COGEMA.

The reprocessing of FBR fuel (mainly Rapsodie and Phénix) has been performed
either at UP2, by dilution with GCR fuel, or in a dedicated pilot plant
built in Marcoule and operated by CEA.
Let us recall that for every type of fuel, the PUREX process is used.
GCR fuel reprocessing

Until January 31, 1987, GCR fuels have been reprocessed both in the DPI
the UP2 plants.

and

DPI, the first French reprocessing facility was commissioned in Marcoule in
1958.
It remains from now on the only reprocessing plant in France dedicated
to GCR fuels coming from EOF and HIFRENSA. Due to the fact that authorized
radioactive releases to the Rhone river are lower than those to the sea, the
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chemical decladding used at La Hague has been replaced at Marcoule by mechanical decladding performed in a shielded cell. This decladding facility (MAR
400), which has been commissioned in 1983, operates now regularly at its nominal capacity of 17 tonnes per week. The cumulated amount of GCR fuel reaches approximately 3500 tonnes.
UP2, built at La Hague and commissioned in 1966, was intended to reprocess
GCR fuels. Following the implementation of the PWR programme, it was decided
to add to UP2 facility a first oxide unit (HAO) for LWR fuel reprocessing,
which went on stream in 1976. From that moment and until January 1987, UP2
has reprocessed both GCR and LWR fuels by campaigns. Between 1966 and January 1987, the La Hague UP2 plant has reprocessed A894 tonnes of GCR fuel.
LWR fuel reprocessing

As

told

HAO,

previously,

a

specific

has been added to

the

head

end

UP2 plant

at

for
the

LWR

fuel

reprocessing

beginning of

the

called

seventies

to

treat oxide fuels coming from PWR or BWR units.
The annual capacity of the HAO-UP2 plant was set to 400 tonnes of LWR spent

fuel with 33000MWD/t discharge burnup, reprocessed after a 3 year cooling period.
Due to the fact that between 1976 and 1987, UP2 had to reprocess GCR fuel,
LWR fuel and even FBR fuel coming from PHENIX, with operating by campaigns
of variable length separated by rinsing periods, the time available for reprocessing LWR fuel between May 1976 and May 1987 was only 60 months, equivalent to 6 full years of operation.

It

is worth

noting

that

after

a period devoted

to

demonstrate

the

ty of process and related technonogies (1976-1978), the throughput
plant has been progressively increased towards its nominal capacity

feasibiliof
of

the
400

tonnes per year (1979-1983), with some important changes and improvements
brought to the plant during that second period. Finally since mid 1984, the
UP2 plant has operated regularly at an average throughput of about 40 tonnes
per month.
Fig.2 and 3 give the annual and cumulated BWR and PWR fuel quantities reprocessed from 1976 to 1987 and Fig.4 gives the number of months per year available for reprocessing. For the first time, during the 12 consecutive months
from november 1984 to november 1985, the plant exceeded its nominal capacity
by reprocessign 418 tonnes of LWR fuel in 10 months of operation.

In 1987, the annual throughput of UP2 has been 425 tonnes : the output reached 64 tonnes of PWR fuel in April and 52 tonnes of BWR fuel in May. At the
end of 1987, the cumulative amount of LWR fuel reprocessed has reached 2095
tonnes.

It can be said that the entire UP2 plant, from now on dedicated exclusively
to LWR fuels, operates at or above its nominal capacity with no significant
difficulties. These results virtually guarantee that the plant will continue
to operate regularly at its annual capacity of 400 tonnes in 300 working
days, with monthly figures up to or greater than 60 tonnes in shearing and
dissolution and 500 kilograms in PuU2 production.
For what concerns personnel safety, steady improvements have been recorded
during the 11 years of LWR reprocessing operation. The average received annual doses have

decreased between 1976 and 1986 from 1000 to

583 mrem in

shearing and dissolution, and from 652 to 267 mrem in plutonium final treatment.
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FIG.2. Annual LWR fuel quantities reprocessed up to 31 December 1987.
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FIG.3. Cumulated LWR fuel quantities reprocessed up to 31 December 1987.
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FIG.4. Number of months per year available for reprocessing LWR fuels.
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During 1986, the average dose rate for operators working in controlled areas
was 156mrem. The specific dose rate for the same year, defined as the ratio
of the collective dose to the amount of electricity produced by the reproces-

sed fuel, was only 0,08 man-rem per MWe year (Fig.5).
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FIG.5. Specific dose rates.
Last but not least, the radioactive releases to the environment remain far
below the authorized limits despite the increase of reprocessed fuel quantities. As a typical example, the ratios of released ß> and <*t activities to
the electricity produced by the reprocessed fuel have declined between 1976
and 1986 from 25,6 to 4,1 Ci/MWe for /3 activity and from 13,1 to 1,7 mCi/MWe
for (X. activity.
'
FBR fuel reprocessing

The French programme for FBR fuel reprocessing is carried out consistently
with the development of the FBR system, which is presently reaching its industrial stage through the successive steps corresponding to the construction
and operation of RAPSODIE, PHENIX (demonstration plant, 250MWe), SUPERPHENIX
(industrial prototype, 1200MWe).
Up to know, about 22 tonnes of FBR fuel have been reprocessed (Fig.6).
The ATI workshop at La Hague has reprocessed about l t of fuel coming chiefly
from Rapsodie with burnup to 120 OOOMWd/t, between 1969 and 1979.
The UP2 COGEMA reprocessing plant at La Hague reprocessed more than 10t of
Phénix fuel, by dissolution in presence of gadolinium followed by dilution
with solution from gas graphite reactor fuel.

The Marcoule Pilot Plant (APM), adapted for oxide fuel reprocessing
reprocessed about lit of FBR fuel and delivered more than l,3t of Pu.

Between 1979 and 1983, only mixed oxide
this plant totalling 6,7t in 6 campaigns. In
bly was reprocessed at 105000 MWd/t burnup
cessed containing plutonium passing for the
cility.

in 1973,

Phénix fuel was reprocessed within
the last campaign one subassemand two subassemblies were reprothird time in a reprocessing fa-
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FIG.6. Reprocessing of FBR fuel (Phénix reactor core).

This unique experience
neutrons fuels, even at
cant

change

in

the

has confirmed the feasibility of reprocessing fast
the highest burnups. It did not entail any signifi-

PUREX

process

used

for

light

water

fuels, but

allowed a

set of improvements to this process and of waste characterizations, constituting indispensable know-how for passage to the industrial phase.
The Marcoule Pilote Plant was shut down in 1983 for refurbishing (TOR Project) in order to enhance its reliability, to raise its capacity to 5t/y and
to adapt the installations to the new reprocessing needs, and in particular,
to offer new R & D possibilities for process technologies and related to reprocessing of both FBR fuel and to LWR fuel (MOX and high burnup LWR fuels).
The APM has restarted on January, 1988.

4.

Expansion of La Hague

On the basis of the satisfactory results obtained with the HAO-UP2 complex,
which
demonstrated
the
feasibility
of
industrial
LWR
fuel
reprocessing,
COGEMA decided at the end of the seventies to expand its reprocessing
facility at La Hague in order
to
achieve a global capacity of
1600
tonnes/year in the nineties :
- construction of the new UP3 reprocessing plant with a capacity
nes per year of standard LWR uranium oxide fuel,

of 800 ton-

- extension of the existing UP2 reprocessing plant (today with a capacity of
400t/year) to form the UP2-800 plant having an annual capacity of 800 tonnes for LWR uranium oxide fuel, and allowing also to reprocess UO2 fuels
with higher burnup and MOX fuels.
Hot commissioning is scheduled in early 1989

for UP3 and in 1992

for UP2-800.

These achievements will ensure the reprocessing of fuels from french and foreign utilities (EOF
and thirty utilities belonging to six countries Japan,
West Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands) under contracts covering a total of 12,663 tonnes of fuels (including 6000 tonnes of
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foreign fuels intended for UP3). These contracts call for substantial
cial participation by the foreign utilities in investments, and the
of the wastes to each of the countries.

finanreturn

The two main objectives in plant design concerned safety and availability :

- Safety. Reduce the radiation doses likely to be received by operating and
maintenance staff. The new plants have been designed to limit the individual dose rates to less than 500 mrem/year under normal operating conditions, which is one-tenth of the internationally accepted value.
- Availability. Achieve the planned production capacity of 800 tonnes per
year in each plant throughout its lifetime. This implies use of a process
and equipment with very high reliability, backed by efficient maintenance
resources.
The new plants will basically implement the same proven process as the existing UP2 plant. However a number of changes have been made to improve performances and reduce the volume of wastes, such as :
- recycling to the greatest possible extent of recovered reagents, including
nitric acid (tritiated and non tritiated), tributylphosphate (TBP) and diluent, by means of two acid recovery units and a solvent distillation unit,
- measures to prevent dissemination of alpha emitters to liquid waste
confine them to effluents to be vitrified,
- diluent washing of all aqueous
trainment of organic products.

flows

from extraction cycles

to

Preference has been given whenever possible to continuous rather
operation in all parts of the process (e.g. for fuel dissolution).

and to

reduce

en-

than batch

5. Plutonium and uranium recycling
Until the plutonium recovered from spent fuel reprocessing is invested in
commercial FBRs, it can be recycled in LWRs. In France EOF, the national utility, has decided in June 1985 to recycle the plutonium issued from reprocessing in 900MWe units. Indeed :
- increasing quantities of plutonium will be available
in the forecoming
years : the cumulated amount will be around 20 tonnes in 1990 and then will
increase by approximately 5t/year. These orders of magnitude lead to estimate that the annual quantity of mixed oxide fuel (MOX) which could be fabricated for Plutonium recycling amounts roughly to IQOt/year.
- FBRs, where plutonium finds its best use due to its nuclear characteristics, will not be deployed at the commercial level before the 2010/2030 period.
- The technical feasibility of Pu recycling in LWRs has been largely demonstrated from both the fuel fabrication and the fuel irradiation standpoints.
In LWRs, the MOX subassemblies containing the recycled plutonium will represent 30 % of the core reloadings. The scenario adopted by EOF for the development of plutonium recycling includes the following steps :
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. November 1987
. 1988
. 1989-1992
. 1993-1995

First MOX loading in the St.Laurent B l unit
(8 t., 16 subassemblies) ;
2 reloadings (16t. of MOX) ;
4 reloadings per year ;
Progressive increase from 5 to around 10 reloadings per

year.
In a first period plutonium
reprocessed uranium.

will

be associated

to

depleted

uranium, then

to

MOX fuel fabrication implies to develop specific capacities :
- COGEMA is starting the construction of lOOt/year plant at Marcoule, which
should enter into operation in 1992/1993. This plant should answer to the
national needs and to foreign customer orders.
- During the interim period 1987-1992, the MOX production is carried out in
two facilities : one in Dessel (Belgium) is owned and operated by Belgonucleaire, the other, in which a LWR MOX line is added to those devoted to
FBR fuel fabrication, at Cadarache (France) is owned and operated by CEA.
COMMOX is the marketing joint-venture by COGEMA and Belgonucleaire in charge of marketing the total production of these two facilities.
Reprocessed uranium has various possible uses :
- immediate reenrichment for new UO2 fuels, which implies UFg and which rises various problems for the current enrichment processes due to the presence of U 232 and U 236 ;
- utilization as sinterable UO2 powder in MOX fuel fabrication. This operation involves only a limited quantity of reprocessed uranium ;
- storage as 1)309 in order to maintain a stockpile ready
needed, eventually waiting for the AVLIS enrichment process.

for

In France, there is already an important industrial experience
sion of the uranyl nitrate produced at the end of reprocessing :
- more than 1600

enrichment

of

conver-

tonnes of reprocessed uranium have been converted into UF^

by COMURHEX in a dedicated demonsration facility started in 1978, the capacity of which has been increased gradually from 30 to 350 t/year ;
- significant quantities of recovered uranium have been transformed into
oxide by COGEMA in its TU2 facility located at Pierrelatte. This facility, built in 1979-1980 has been recently adapted to produce l^Og from reprocessed uranium at a rate of 600t/year ; the same plant can also produce a sinterable UO2 powder which is suitable for utilization as a MOX matrix.
It must be noted that in April 1987, EOF has loaded four experimental fuel
assemblies
containing
uranium
issued
from
reprocessing,
fabricated
by
FRAGEMA-FBFC, in one 900 MWe unit (CRUAS 4).

6. Radioactive waste management
The proponents of the nuclear option in France recognized early that the success of the programme depends to a large extent on the level of safety and
reliability achieved. This includes the safe long-term management of radioactive waste generated by nuclear reactors and fuel cycle facilities.
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Adequate radioactive waste treatments are incorporated in irradiated fuel reprocessing facilities such as vitrification of high level waste : the AVM Atelier

de Vitrification

de

Marcoule

-

which

started operation

in

June

1978

has vitrified on June 1, 1987, 1170 cubic meters of fission products representing 210 millions curies now stored in 1485 canisters containing 512 tonnes of borosilicate glass representing a volume reduction factor between 5
and 6.
Two new facilities using the AVM process, R7 and T7, are being completed at
La Hague for the vitrification of HLW solutions coming respectively from the
UP2-800 and UP3 reprocessing plants. Each of these facilities will include
three 25kg/hour glass production lines, to be compared with the 15kg/hour capacity of the AVM plant.
Characterisation of waste package is carried out, providing a comprehensive
assessment of material properties to comply with basic safety regulations
stipulated by french authorities and with agreements for long-term storage
by ANDRA and to provide basic data for repository design work.

The radioactive waste production and delivery to ANDRA can be forcasted from
the french nuclear programme :

- catégorie A or beta-gamma
less

than

30

years),

wastes (low and medium activity, short-lived for

coming

mainly

from everyday

running

of

reactors

and

fuel cycle and from users of radioisotopes (10 %). They will total 800000m'
in the year 2000.
- category B or alpha-bearing wastes (low and medium activity, containing a
significant amount of long-lived radioisiopes, in particular alpha emitters), stemming mainly from the fuel cycle and in particular, from reprocessing. 75000m' will be produced by the year 2000.
- category

C

which are
3000m3.
Only

the

or
or

vitrified

will

category

A

be

wastes

vitrified).

waste

(high
By

the

activity
year

is considered suitable

wastes

2000

for

the

from

reprocessing

production

disposal

will

be

in shallow land

repository : The Manche Center is in operation since 15 years ; a new disposal center will be opened in 1990 (Soulaines site).
Categories B and C are kept in engineered storage before
which the main development and realisation steps are :

final disposal

for

- choice of a site for an underground geological laboratory in 1988,
- beginning of construction of a deep repository for category B waste around
1995.
- opening of a deep repository for category C waste around 2010.

7. Research and Development aspects
Important

R

&

D

efforts

are

carried

out

primarily

in

support

of

UP3 and

UP2-800 construction and start-up. These efforts aim at
improving the
process
itself, at
optimizing the components
from efficiency, reliability,
maintainability and safety standpoints, and improving waste processing.
For what concerns the process, one major goal is to reduce effluents and wastes. The corresponding R & D studies are devoted to :
- containement
vitrification,

and concentration

of

alpha

emitters

in

effluents

assigned

to
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- use of organics reagents, instead of inorganic one which increase salt content of solutions and raise problems on treatment and conditioning,
- maximum recycling of major reagents (water, nitric acid and tributylphosphate), notably solvent recycling by TBP diluent vacuum distillation.
- treatment of gaseous flow (mainly iodine 129 and krypton 85).
As to component
studied are :

technology, the major

components or

systems comprehensively

- shear of fuel bundle with horizontal feed with emphasis on the essential
components : blade, rollers and raily, internal ventilation of the chopper,
functions with chemical equipments ;
- continuous
wich will
tests ;

rotary dissolver of geometrically
be used in the new facilities,

sae design : this component
is now undergoing full-scale

- decanter : new prototypes of centrifugal pendular decanter and pulsed filters, devoted to separation of highly active insoluble fines, are undergoing tests ;
- pulsed columns : cheminai engineering research projects on geometrically
safe pulsed columns for extraction are currently under w a y , as well as
radioactive extraction cycles on a pilot scale, with cold cycle investigated in full-scale pulsed columns ;
- extraction modélisation ;

- remote handling and maintenance devices : the aim is to achieve very high
equipment reliability and operating flexibility, in order not only to reduce personnel dose, but also to improve safety and load factor ;

- analysis and instrumentation : the aim is to develop
tem in order to reduce the number of active sampling.

on line

analysis

sys-

- use of news materials such as zirconium (to avoid corrosion problems in
boiling nitric acid media) and special stainless steels (e.g. very-low-carbon silicon steel for fission product concentration evaporators).
For what concerns radioactive wastes, there is an important R & D work
carried
out
in
support
of
the
current
industrial
projects
(e.g. UP3,
UP2-800,
MELOX)
and which
concerns
notably
the
waste
processing
:
vitrification for HLW, and bitumisation, cementation or resin embedding for
LL and ML waste conditioning.
Beside this rather
mainly related to :

short

term

effort,

there

are long

term

R

&

D activities,

- advanced treatment and conditioning, in particular high temperature vitrification (1350°C instead of 1150°C) which would permit higher silica content
with, possibly, containment
improvement, and investigation of
new
cements ;
- demonstration of
deep
disposal
safety
which
relies
both
on modeling
(MELODIE model which aims at determing the long-term radiological impact
of
disposal)
and
acquisition
of
the
geological,
geochimical
and
hydrological data on the disposal host formations.
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LWR SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
National contribution presented by M. Peeks

Siemens AG,
Unternehmensbereich KWU,
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
The spent fuel management strategy in the Federal Republic of

Germany is based on interim storage (space for approx. 9,600 tU is
available or under construction) and subsequent reprocessing of spent
fuel (a 350 t/a reprocessing plant is under construction since 1 2 / 8 5 ) .

The waste w i l l be disposed of in a geological repository. The non-heat
producing waste will be disposed of in Konrad mine (plan approval is
expected in 1989, operation licence in the first half of the 9 0 ' s ) . The
heat producing waste will be disposed of in Gorleben (below ground
exploration initiated in 9 / 8 6 ) . In parallel, alternative back-end fuel
cycle techniques such as the direct disposal of spent fuel without
reprocessing are being investigated and might at a later date be used for
disposal of spent fuel which is not suitable for reprocessing.

1

Introduction

In its paper on management of waste f r o m n u c l e a r power p l a n t s
and other n u c l e a r i n s t a l l a t i o n s p u t before t h e Deutsche B u n d e s t a g
on the 13 J a n u a r y 1988 the Federal German Government reported
on the p r e s e n t s t a t u s and s t a t e of progress made in n u c l e a r waste
m a n a g e m e n t . The p r e s e n t r e p o r t is based upon the above paper and
d e s c r i b e s the p r e s e n t ' s t a t u s of n u c l e a r waste management in the
FRG.

2

Waste Management Concept

The safe management of waste ( " E n t s o r g u n g " ) f r o m nuclear power
p l a n t s and p a r t i c u l a r l y the o r d e r l y disposal of r a d i o a c t i v e waste
are of p a r a m o u n t i m p o r t a n c e to the p e a c e f u l use of nuclear e n e r g y .
The German Federal Government c o n t i n u e s to m a i n t a i n its policy
t h a t the safe management of w a s t e is a p r e c o n d i t i o n for the c o n s t r u c t i o n and o p e r a t i o n of n u c l e a r power p l a n t s .
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The basic principles for waste management are established in the
Atomic Energy Act and in the waste management concept of the German
Federal Government which gives greater substance to the statutory
requirements and the principles of the waste management provisions
("Entsorgungsvorsorge") for nuclear power plants. The resolution
passed on 28 September 1979 by the heads of the State and Federal
Governments confirms the integral waste management concept; it
is be based in general on onsite and offsite interim storage followed
by reprocessing of spent fuel, recovery of radioactive materials,
and conditioning for the disposal of radioactive waste. This waste
management concept has continued to be put into practice in recent
years in accordance with the projections contained in the 1983
Government report on waste management. Significant progress has
been made, but also some delays have been incurred.
In the view of the Federal Government the principle of disposal
within the nations's borders embodied in the waste management
concept is and remains valid. The Federal Government has stated
repeatedly that there are no convincing alternatives to the integral waste management concept with reprocessing which it is
pursuing. Possible changes in timing in the course of further
installation of particular waste management facilities for reasons
such as unforeseen events or delays due to legal actions in the
courts do not detract from the waste management concept.
Safety takes highest priority in waste management facilities.
All those concerned with the waste management concept in the Federal
Republic of Germany are confident that it can be implemented effectively and in good time.
The waste management concept embraces four significant steps:
1 . Interim storage of spent fuel in the nuclear power plants and
in offsite interim storage facilities.
2. Reprocessing of spent fuel and re-use of the nuclear fuel thus
recovered in nuclear power plants (recycling).
3- Development of disposal for spent fuel for which, in accordance with Article 9 of the Atomic Energy Act, reprocessing
is technically not feasible or economically not viable.
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4. Disposal of radioactive waste
in the stages
- Conditioning
- Interim storage in nuclear installations, in offsite stores
or in regional collection centers
- Intermediate storage of highly radioactive, heat generating
waste (vitrified blocks) in interim storage facilities
- Disposal.

3

Secured Provisions for Waste Management

Secured provisions have been made for the accommodation of spent
fuel from light water reactors - for six years in advance as demanded
in the "Principles of waste management provisions for nuclear
power plants" - primarily on the basis of interim storage within
the nation's borders and reprocessing abroad.
The integral waste management concept of the Federal Government
gives greater substance to the statutory requirements. It provides
for implementation of the waste management concept by
- onsite and offsite interim storage of spent fuel
- reprocessing of spent fuel and recycling of the nuclear fuel
thus recovered as well as
- conditioning, interim storage and disposal of radioactive waste.
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4.1

Interim Storage of Spent Fuel

Objective and Extent of Interim Storage

The resolution of the heads of the State and Federal Governments
dated 20 September 1979 was based on the premise that interim
storage facilities for irradiated fuel would have to be extended.
It specifically provides for the construction of offsite interim
stores - at Ahaus and Gorleben - in addition to the onsite capacities. In their resolution the heads of government assumed
that the desired reliability of waste management can only be assured
if the individual stages - and therefore the offsite interim storage
of irradiated fuel - are implemented continuously, in good time
and effectively.
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However, the interim storage of irradiated fuel from light water
reactor is only an intermediate stage in waste management and
cannot be regarded as an alternative to the earliest possible
commissioning of a reprocessing plant in Germany.

4.2

Forms of Interim Storage

Onsite storage is available at nuclear power plants for the interim
storage of spent fuel generated in those plants. This takes the
form of wet storage in the spent fuel pool. Offsite interim storage
facilities consisting of shipping and storage casks are intended
to receive spent fuel from all nuclear power plants and have been
constructed or are under construction.
The total storage capacity available is composed of the following:
- Onsite storage at nuclear power plants approx. 5610 t of which
approx. 5250 t have been licensed; license applications have
been submitted for a further capacity of approx. 360 t; storage

capacity equal to one core charge has to be kept in reserve
in every nuclear power plant. On principle, onsite storage capacity
may not be used for fuel from other plants.
- 3000 t in offsite interim stores:
o 1500 t thereof in the Gorleben interim storage facility
This interim store received its license pursuant to the Atomic
Energy Act on 5 September 1983; the interim store is technically ready for operation. The submission for prompt execution
of the license is to be decided on by the courts.

o 1500 t in the Ahaus interim storage facility:
The procedure for licensing pursuant to the Atomic Energy
Act has been in progress since 1979- The license according
to Article 6 of the Atomic Energy Act for the storage of fuel
from light water reactors was granted on 10 April 198?. An
application for licensing the storage of fuel from the thorium

high-temperature reactor (THTR-300) is to be decided on early
in 1988.
The licensing procedure is being contested in court.
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4.3
4.3.1

Basic Engineering Principles for Interim Storage
Wet Storage

On the grounds of experience a strong case can be made out that
storage in water of spent LWR fuel in standard or high-density
racks is based on a mature and viable technology free from technical difficulties. The available experience provides a substantial
basis for concluding that Zircaloy clad fuel has not deteriorated
to date.

4.3.2

Dry Storage

R+D work has been carried out to assess the integrity of spent
fuel assemblies and their handling capability throughout dry storage
periods of over a decade and more, during the discharge of the
fuel from the stores and during shipment to fuel reprocessing
facilities. The research programs covered theoretical predictions,
laboratory work and performance testing on actual spent fuel.

The results of the R+D activities in the FRG can be summarized
as follows:
- The experimental findings and the theoretical analyses are in
agreement
- No indications of ISCC or crack growth in the Zircaloy cladding
- Tangential strain and cladding oxidation range around the detectability limit under cask storage conditions prescribed in the FRG
- Moisture can be removed during cask drying operations from rods
which were degraded in operation
- Minimal contamination of the cask inner surface and basket
- No indications of any further propagation of cladding defects
under inert conditions
- 420 °C is a safe and reliable upper temperature limit for dry
storage in an inert atmosphere. Even somewhat higher temperatures
seem to be acceptable.
In the FRG nodular cast iron was at first used for the construction
of large shipping and storage casks. The first development program
and licensing procedure was initiated as early as 1979. Engineering
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and development was performed by GNS (Gesellschaft für NuklearService mbH) which obtained the first type B certificate for a
CASTOR cask in 1980.
Shipping and storage cask technology has found applications not
only in storage of spent LWR fuel but has been also tested for
spent research reactor fuel, spent fast breeder fuel and spent
high-temperature gas-cooled reactor fuel. The casks of the first
development phase have relatively limited capacities due to the
fact that they accommodate fuel which has been cooled for brief
periods (approx. 1 year cooling time). Advanced models with larger
capacities for spent fuel which have been cooled for longer periods
are under development. The design of casks of the CASTOR and TN 1300
series is based on type B licensing criteria as established by
the IAEA. For storage purposes, protection against external and
internal events (e.g. aircraft crashes), the two barrier cover
concept with interspace pressure monitoring, sufficient passive
decay heat dissipation capability and the fuel integrity concept
(storage conditions prevent fuel failure, but activity retention
capability concept assumes 100 % fuel rod failure) constitute
the additional design basis.
Dry storage tests and demonstrations of storage cask performance
have involved approx. 3000 fuel rods which have been monitored
(Krypton 85) during dry storage and which have maximum cladding
temperatures ranging from 250 to 450 °C. There is no evidence
that any fuel assemblies contained in the casks have failed during
shipment and storage. All procedures such as cask loading, inertisation, decontamination, shipping and unloading performed well
within the limits prescribed by the licenses.

5
5. 1

Reprocessing
Objective

Reprocessing of spent fuel from light water reactors and recycling
of the recovered nuclear fuel in nuclear power plants are essential
components of the waste management concept of the FRG.
Reprocessing of spent fuel is of particular importance for ensuring
secured power supplies in the medium and long-term. The nuclear
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fuel recovered during reprocessing provides raw material savings
(up to 40 % of natural uranium) through recycling in present-day
light water reactors.
Reprocessing of spent fuel and the use of the recovered radioactive
materials also have a beneficial effect with respect to the disposal
of radioactive waste from the use of nuclear energy. The quantity
of high-level waste is reduced as is the proportion of long-lived
radioactive substances.

5.2

Current Experience and State of Construction Work at the
Wackersdorf Reprocessing Plant_____________________

Since 1971 the Karlsruhe experimental reprocessing plant CWAK)
has been in operation on the site of the nuclear research center
in Karlsruhe and has a daily production rate of up to 200 kg of
oxide fuel recovered from spent fuel. To date a total of more
than 190 t of uranium and and more than 1 t of plutonium have
been recovered by reprocessing in the WAK plant. The gaining of
operating experience for planning, construction and operation
of a full-scale reprocessing plant, the testing of newly developed
processes and components under actual conditions of service as
well as the training of personnel for subsequent industrial employment form the objectives for operation of this plant.
On 20 October 1982 the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Wiederaufbereitung von Kernbrennstoffen mbH (DWK) applied for a license pursuant
to Article 7 of the Atomic Energy Act for the construction and
operation of a reprocessing plant having a mean daily throughput
of 2 t of irradiated nuclear fuel from light water reactors (including MOX fuel elements) and a plant for the manufacture of MOX
fuel assemblies at Wackersdorf in Bavaria. Depending on the availability of the reprocessing plant this would provide a mean annual
throughput of 350 t which could if necessary be increased to a
maximum of 500 t.

Construction of this plant started in December 1985.
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6

Conditioning, Interim Storage and Disposal for Radioactive
Waste____________________________________________

Additional capacities for interim storage of radioactive waste
were created with the opening of the drum store in Gorleben and
the interim store in Mitterteich. In view of the available interim
storage capacities for radioactive waste with negligible heat
generation rates no bottlenecks are expected before the scheduled
commissioning of the Konrad ultimate repository.
By the year 2000 the production of radioactive waste - as shown
in the waste surveys in recent years - will be considerably less
than estimated in the past by reason of improved conditioning
methods (volume reduction) for waste with negligible heat generation rates.

It will be ensured that the Konrad ultimate repository only receives such waste as definitely complies with the disposal conditions. Conformance with the disposal conditions for radioactive
waste will therefore be checked prior to shipment from the interim
storage facility to the ultimate repository. For this purpose
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) has established
a product control facility at the Jiilich nuclear research station
(KFA) which is independent from the waste producers and conditioners,
The plan approval procedure pursuant to Article 9b of the Atomic
Energy Act has been initiated as the first stage of licensing
for the Konrad ultimate repository which is planned to receive
radioactive waste with negligible heat generation rates. The necessary documents were submitted to the plan approval authorities.
Approval is expected to be granted by the end of 1989- After that
it will be possible to re-equip the disused iron mine within approximately 3 years and put it into operation in the early Nineties.
The Gorleben repository is planned to receive all types of radioactive waste, particularly highly radioactive, heat-generating
wastes; above-ground exploration of the salt deposit has been
carried out.

Below ground exploration were initiated in September 1986 with
the sinking of shaft No. 1. A mining accident in Mai 198? did
not cast doubts on the suitability of the salt deposit.
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At present it is considered that the liquids containing tritium
which will be produced in operation of the Wackersdorf reprocessing
plant could be transferred to a plant making them suitable for
disposal in a deep geological repository or, in solidified form,
in an underground geological repository. Both the Federal Government and the waste producers attach priority to the investigation
of disposal in a deep geological repository.

7

Thermal Recycling of Pu and U

The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) decided to close the nuclear
fuel cycle by reprocessing. The proposed recycling strategy uses
MOX fuel assemblies for recycling plutonium, preferably with reprocessed uranium as the carrier material. The remainder of the
reprocessed uranium is enriched separately and used for enriched
reprocessed uranium fuel assemblies. In 1980 the German utilities
decided to cooperate with each other and with SIEMENS ÜB KWU/ALKEM
such that all plutonium which cannot be used immediately in fast
breeder reactors is pooled and utilized for thermal recycling.
The large-scale technical feasilibity and the economic use of
plutonium has thereby been demonstrated primarily for PWRs. The
program is scheduled to be extended to include BWRs as well in
order to increase capacity available for recycling.

No technical problems are seen in the design and the use of enriched
reprocessed uranium fuel assemblies. The experience gained from
recycling of plutionium and uranium is based on programs which
to a large extent have been performed on a commercial basis. In
total, about 25,000 MOX fuel rods containing up to 3.5 w/o Puf
have been used in 262 MOX fuel assemblies since 1966.
At present, MOX fuel assemblies of SIEMENS ÜB KWU design, the
fuel rods of which were fabricated by ALKEM, are in use at KWO,
GKN-1, Beznau-2, KKU and KKG/BAG. Enriched reprocessed uranium
fuel assemblies (at present 820 fuel rods) were loaded at GKN-1
in 1986.
The recycling of plutonium and uranium described in the above
shows that thermal recycle is feasible on an industrial scale
and that the common levels of reliability and safety can be achieved
in reactor operation.
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8

Direct Disposal

The feasibility of direct disposal of spent fuel was investigated
as called for in the heads of government resolution of 28 September
1979; the safety evaluation was concluded on time.
Following an evaluation of the various waste management techniques,
the Federal Government reiterated in its resolution of 23 January
1985 its support for waste management within the nation's borders
as provided for under the waste management concept and repeated
its statement in favour of prompt completion of a reprocessing
facility in Germany. It also considers it reasonable for waste
management with reprocessing to be supplemented by the further
development of techniques for direct disposal of spent fuel. This
also considers international developments.
On 6 May 1986 the German reprocessing company (DWK) submitted
an application for a license pursuant to Article 7 of the Atomic
Energy Act to construct and operate a pilot conditioning plant
in Gorleben for the purposes of developing conditioning techniques
for direct disposal. The plant should go into operation in

9

International Cooperation

Through bilateral working agreements with other countries and
through international organizations the Federal Republic of Germany
cooperates in the development of methods and processes for safe
geological disposal of radioactive waste. Cooperation agreements
covering activities ranging from regular visits and exchanges
of experience to joint research projects exist with a number of
countries.
Organizations and experts from the Federal Republic of Germany
are playing leading roles in the planning and execution of extensive research and development programs within the European
Community. An international exchange of information and experience
takes place regularly within the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of
the OECD in Paris and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
in Vienna. The Federal Republic of Germany participates in a number
of agreed research programs within the framework of the OECD.
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The Federal Government supports the work done by the IAEA in establishing rules and guidelines in the field of waste management
by sending of expert delegates.
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STATUS OF THE SWEDISH NUCLEAR
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
S. BJURSTRÖM
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Company,
Stockholm, Sweden
Abstract

A complete system has been planned for the management of all

residues from the 12 reactors and research facilities. The main strategy
for the spent fuel management is direct disposal without reprocessing.
Essential parts of the waste management system are already in operation.
The central interim storage facility for spent fuel, CLAB, has been in

operation since 1985. The sea transport system has been in use since 1982
and the construction work for the final repository for reactor waste SFR
is finished and start of operation is scheduled for April 1988. The
remaining parts of the system for which decision has not been taken are a

conditioning of encapsulation plant for spent fuel and a repository for
the long-lived waste. The R&D programme is concerned with these
facilities which according to present plans will be constructed after the

year 2010.

INTRODUCTION
Sweden has a relatively small population - 8.3 million people - but the
country uses large quantities of electric power, approximately 130 tWh in 1986.
Electric power consumption per capita is among the highest in the world and
nuclear power production per capita is by far the highest. Today 50% of all
electric power is produced by means of nuclear power and the other half is almost
entirely hydro-electric power.

Nuclear power is produced at four sites with all together twelve units.
Nine units are BWR manufactured by ASEA, Sweden, and three units are PWR, manufactured by Westinghouse.
Although the Swedish plants show an excellent performance no more nuclear
power will be built in the country and the existing plants shall not be operated
beyond the year 2010. This is in accordance with a decision of the Swedish
parliament. This decision was taken after an intense debate on nuclear issues in
the 1970s and a referendum in 1980 following the TMI accident.
The Swedish government strategy for facing out the nuclear power is that the
actual shut-down of the nuclear plants should start first after the turn of the
century. Following the Chernobyl accident the possibility of replacing nuclear
power even earlier than 2010 is being studied and a proposal has been made by the
government to close down two reactors already around 1995. The nuclear energy is
assumed to be replaced by coal, gas, and intense energy conservation measures.
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SWEDISH RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A complete system has been planned for the management of all radioactive
residues from the 12 reactors and research facilities. The system is planned and
designed to meet a very high standard in terms of safety and environmental impact.
In addition, it is required that the radioactive waste shall be disposed of by
the generation utilizing the electricity and in such manners that no problems technical or economical - shall be left for the future.

The present Swedish programme of twelve reactors will need about 35,000
tonnes of natural uranium if all reactors are operated to 2010. They will then
produce some 1,900 TWh of electric energy and give rise to almost 7,800 tonnes of
uranium in spent nuclear fuel. As conditioned waste this will be around 12,000
m3. In addition to this there will be reactor waste from operations, (90,000 m3)
and in future
the waste from the decommissioning and dismantling of old reactors
(115,000 m3).
An overview of the management scheme for these radioactive residues is shown

in Fig.1.
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Fig. 1:

The Swedish waste management system

The basic strategy of the Swedish radioactive waste management is that
short-lived waste (<500 years) should be deposited as soon as feasible without
interim storage, whereas for spent fuel and other long-lived wastes, an interim
storage of 30-40 years is foreseen prior to final direct disposal in crystalline
rock formations. A central facility for interim storage of spent fuel (CLAB) has
been in operation since July, 1985.
This once-through strategy has been judged to be the most rational and cost
effective solution in Sweden under the prevailing conditions. It is also.Ut
present, the politically preferred option.
On the other hand, the. fairly long period of time that is assumed for interim
storage of spent fuel provides freedom of choice between various management
options up to the year 2000, when a final decision has to be made.
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The realization of a safe and efficient management system of radioactive
waste from nuclear energy production in Sweden is the responsibility of the
owners of the nuclear reactors. The responsibility also includes the financing of
the total costs. To fulfill their obligations the four utilities that operate
nuclear reactors in Sweden have formed a special company, the Swedish Nuclear
Fuel and Waste Management Co. - SKB. Hence, SKB is responsible for all handling,
transportation, and temporary and permanent disposal of the spent fuel and
radioactive waste from the power plants.
The regulation and supervision of nuclear power production and radioactive
waste management are undertaken by three separate authorities for safety and
safeguards, radiation aspects and for research and financing respectively.
Essential parts of the waste management system are already in operation. The
central interim storage facility for spent nuclear fuel CLAB has been in operation
since 1985. The sea transport system has been in operation since 1982 and the
construction work for the final repository for reactor waste SFR is now finished
and start of operation is scheduled for spring 1988.
The remaining parts for which decision has not been taken are a conditioning
and encapsulation plant for spent fuel and a final repository for the longlived
waste. The R&D-programme is concerned with these facilities which according to
present plans will be constructed after 2010. According to Swedish law, however,
a detailed planning for the final disposal has been made and concepts for final
disposal have been approved by the goverment as a requirement for loading fuel to
the last two reactors of the Swedish programme.

The system built in Sweden including the transportation system will ensure
the safe handling of all kinds of radioactive residues in the country for a long
period of time ahead.
Besides the technical systems, administrative, financing, and legislative
systems for the waste management in Sweden have been in use since the beginning
of the 80s with positive experience.

MANAGEMENT OF SHORTLIVED LOW AND MEDIUM LEVEL WASTE

Both the reactors and the mentioned CLAB facility will produce operational
waste such as ion exchange resin, filter materials from watercleaning systems etc.
The low and medium level waste is conditioned at the reactor sites. The
operations! waste is embedded in concrete or bitumen after solidification or
dewatering. Most of the combustible waste is sent for inceneration. The reactor
waste has been up till now stored in specially built facilities at the reactor
sites, but w i l l from 1988 onwards be transported to the new central repository
for final disposal of this kind of waste, the so called SFR.
Some very low level waste will be disposed of by shallow land burial at the
reactor sites.
Final repository for reactor waste - SFR

The waste generated by reactor operation, some of which has to be isolated
up to 500 years, will be disposed of in an underground manmade facility in
crystalline rock. The construction work for this facility has just been finished
and the repository is expected to be ready for operation during spring 1988.

The entire repository is situated in the rock 50 m below the seabed about
one kilometer outside the harbour of the Forsmark nuclear power plant, 200 km
north of Stockholm.
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The repository consists of rock caverns of various designs depending on the
type of waste to be disposed of, Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2

Final repository for reactor waste - SFR

The medium level waste, which contains most of the activity, will be deposited
in a silo-like concrete structure cast inside a cylindrical rock cavern and the
waste will be isolated from the surrounding rock by concrete walls and a layer of
clay backfill of bentonite between the silo and the rock.

The low level waste will be deposited without extra barriers in rock caverns,
designed for the particular type of containers being used for such waste.
When the repository is filled the facility will be sealed with concrete
plugs in the rock caverns and in the access tunnel to prevent future access. After
sealing of the repository no further surveillance will be needed.
SFR w i l l accommodate all the 90,000 m-* of low and medium level waste generated
in Sweden up to year 2010.
The first phase now constructed will have a capacity of 60,000 m^. An
extension is planned at the end of the 1990s. Later when the reactors are decommissioned another extension will be made to accommodate the decommissioning waste.

The location of the SFR below the seabed is advantageous from the point of
safety. Under the horizontal seawater table the driving forces of the groundwater
flow in the fissures of the rock mass are almost eliminated and the water is
almost stagnant around the repository. Another advantage is that one will not
have to monitor the facility in the future.
The environmental impact of the SFR has been calculated in the Final Safety
Analysis Report. Practically all activity will stay and decay in the repository.
Even with conservative assumptions it is shown that less than a few tenths of a
per mille of the total activity content is released during the period when the
facility is covered by seawater, i.e. about one thousand years. The corresponding
calculated dose to the most exposed individual is about four orders of magnitude
less than the natural indication in the area.
The Swedish solution for the low and medium level waste has been looked on
as being, ambitious. In Sweden with favourable possibilities for construction in
rock, caverns are an obviously very safe alternative which could be accepted as
well by the general public as by the authorities.
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The total construction cost of the facility is around 150 million USD.
Taking also the cost of operation and sealing
into account this figure corresponds
to a storage cost of 2,500 USD per stored m3.

MANAGEMENT OF SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL

After the discharge from the reactors the spent nuclear fuel is stored in
the storage pools at the power plants for at least a six-month period. The fuel
is then transported to the central interim storage facility for spent fuel, CLAB.
In CLAB the fuel will be stored for a period of 30-40 years and thereafter
transported and encapsulated for final disposal.
CLAB
In CLAB which was taken into operation in July 1985 the principle of wet
storage in pools is applied. The CLAB facility is situated at the east coast of
Sweden adjacent to the Oskarshamn power plant.
The CLAB facility constitutes a fundamental strategic element in the Swedish
spent fuel management scheme. It will ensure uninterrupted nuclear electricity
production and it will provide ample time for R&D-work, site selection, system
designs, and optimization for the development of the permanent repository. The
facility consists of underground storage pools in a rock cavern and a receiving
building on the ground level. When fully expanded CLAB will have a capacity to
store all the spent fuel generated at the Swedish reactors, about 7,800 tonnes.
Today around 600 tonnes of spent fuel from the Swedish reactors are stored
at CLAB. In addition to this around 20 tonnes of old MOX fuel are stored.
Experiences from commissioning and operation are very good regarding
technical matters as well as safety and radiation doses to personnel. The total
construction costs of CLAB is around 1.8 m i l l i o n SEK (300 m i l l i o n USD).
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Interim storage for spent fuel - CLAB

TRANSPORT SYSTEM FOR SPENT FUEL AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE

All the Swedish nuclear power stations as well as the storage facilities are
located on the coast. It has therefore been deemed expedient to develop a sea
transportation system for the nuclear waste. A specially designed ship was launched
in 1982. The ship can take 10 fuel casks each with a weight of about 80 tonnes.
The fuel is transported dry and cooled by natural air convection. The casks are
mounted on transport frames which are handled by a terminal vehicle.
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The same ship and equipment is also used to transport low and medium level
waste in steel containers. Bach container has a transport weight of up to about

120 tonnes, Fig. 4.

Fig.

4

Transport container for low and medium level waste

FINAL REPOSITORY FOR SPENT FUEL

In accordance with present plans facilities for the final disposal of spent
fuel and other longlived waste will not be required until the year 2020. Consequently, construction work has not yet commenced on these facilities.

The final decision on "how and where" Sweden finally will dispose of its
high level wastes will be taken by the government and probably the parliament

around the year 2000.
According to the Act on Nuclear Activities this decision should be based on
a comprehensive research and development programme concerning possible alternatives.

Extensive research has, however, been conducted since mid 70s in Sweden. It
has as mentioned resulted in among other things detailed concepts for final
disposal of waste from reprocessed fuel as well as of non-reprocessed fuel. The

concept for direct disposal of spent fuel in the Swedish hard crystalline rock is
called KBS-3. It is the main reference for the research programme as as well as
for other planning for instance regarding costs for the backend. This fact does
not mean that the final solution will be exactly like K8S-3; it is one method
that can be used for a safe disposal. The KBS-3 concept was presented to the
Government in 1983 according to stipulations in the Swedish Nuclear Act as a
prerequisite to get permission to load fuel to the two last reactors of the Swedish
programme. The method was approved as safe and acceptable with regard to safety
and radiation protection by the government in 1984 after extensive review by the
Swedish authorities and by experts in Sweden and around the world.
The KBS-3 concept

In principle, final disposal according to the KBS3 is technically fairly simple,
only relatively simple technology and naturally occurring materials are used in

order to guarantee the performance for geological time spans; the spent nuclear
fuel is encapsulated in thick copper canisters that are deposited around 500 m
down the crystalline bedrock, Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5.

Final disposal according to KBS-3

The radioactive waste is isolated from the environment by a number of mutually

redundant barriers such as rock mass, a bentonite buffer, highly corrosion
resistant copper canisters, and the low solubility of the spent fuel.
This will ensure the two basic requirements that must be placed on all final
disposal systems; it has to be technically and economically feasible for today's
society and its behaviour has to be predictable over time spans equal to the

toxic life of the waste. For spent fuel hundreds of thousands of years are needed
before the radioactive substances have decayed to levels such as can be found in
a natural uranium ore body.
A number of different options for protecting man from radioactive residues
could be envisaged but the only realistic system available today on earth, known
to have the inertia and hence predictability enough to cope with time spans
involved in nuclear waste disposal is a geological system. Thus, from the very
beginning the development work has worldwide been directed towards repositories
in stable deep geological formations. For the Swedish system the billion of years

old and stable precambrian bedrock is the guarantee for stable conditions.
The purpose of the repositories is to protect human beings from unacceptable

radiological impact. This can be achieved principally in two ways, either by
containment or dilution. The Swedish concept as well as most other schemes proposed
for disposal of high level waste or spent fuel are using both principles in

combination. During the first phase when the activity is high the safety is based
on the containment principle, as in the Swedish concept, encapsulation in a
highly corrosion résistent copper canister. However, absolut containment cannot be

guaranteed over the very long time period the waste remains toxic and the safety
will be dependent on the rate of release from the containment and the decay and
dilution of the radionuclides during the transport in the geosphere; factors are

depending on the geological host medium. In the safety assessment for the KBS-3
concept it is shown that the copper canisters will remain tight for very long
periods of time in the chemical surroundings found in Swedish bedrock, up to
millions of years. It also shows that if there is a leak the disolution and
transport of radioactive substances will take such a long time that they will
decay and be diluted to such a degree that they could reach the biosphere only in
harmless quantities.
Research and development

The Swedish act on nuclear activities specifically requires research work to
be carried out by the nuclear power plant owners and to be reviewed by the

authorities at regular intervals. In September 1986 a comprehensive plan for
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future R&D work was presented to the government by SKB on behalf of the Swedish
utilities. It was accepted by the government in the late 1987 after extensive,
international and national experts reviews as fulfilling the requirements in the
law.
By this a firm basis for the planning of the R&D work has been established
in detail for the period 1987-1992 and in general for all research work needed
before the start of construction of the final repository. The overall timetable
is shown in Fig. 6. An important interim goal is the application for the licensing
of the repository site foreseen around year 2000.
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Time table for the SKB research programme

The purpose of ongoing and future research work is to develop a disposal
system that fulfills the requirements of safety and at the same time is optimized
from the technical and economical points of view.

The safety assessments performed until now have been based on several
pessimistic assumptions. Circumstances, barriers, and factors which are insufficiently known are not accounted for if they work towards increased safety. Analyses,
methods, and data are persistently chosen to give an upper limit for the calculated
consequences.
It is thus an important task to improve the knowledge in areas of key interest
for the performance of the repository. For a repository located in Swedish bedrock
the important areas studied are
leaching and behaviour of spent nuclear fuel

groundwater chemistry and groundwater interaction with materials in the
repository
properties of material used
groundwater transport in the rock mass and in fracture zones
radionuclide transport in fractures and fracture zones

stability of the bedrock.
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The results of research in these areas are applicable, whatever alternative
concept will be developed. The studies of alternatives, however, provide the input
concerning environmental factors etc.
Of special interest are the studies of natural analogues which can provide a
credibility to the longterm validity of the models and data used in safety assessments.
Underground research laboratory
For the investigation of parameters connected with geology field studies are
essential. Up till now Sweden together with nine OECD countries has had the
privileged situation of active participation of the so called Stripa project
carried out in the granite around an abandoned mine.

The main aim for the research work has been to develop methods to investigate
the rock mass, investigations to understand groundwater movements development of
technology for sealing and studies of buffer material. The ongoing phase 3 of the
Stripa project will probably be the last phase.
In Sweden a new underground laboratory is now being planned and should be
available in the early 1990s when the present Stripa project will be completed.

Fig. 7

Planned underground research laboratory

This laboratory will be a key element in the future research in Sweden. The
preinvestigation work for the this facility is at present well under way and the
suitability of an area in the vicinity of the Oskarshamn nuclear power plant and
the CLAB facility is investigated. The purpose of the new laboratory is to
provide a base for development and testing of the detailed investigation
methods that are to be used in detailed site studies during the 1990s
study in detail the groundwater flow in a large area and how this flow is
affected by shaft-sinking and tunnelling
serve as a site for geo-scientific investigations and experiments including
nuclide transports
provide a site for pilot tests with components, equipment, civil engineering
methods or construction technology
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provide a site for in-situ tests and large-scale demonstrations
serve as a well characterized reference site for studies of different
repository design alternatives.
The experience gained from establishment of the underground laboratory will
be of great importance in the choice of sites for detailed investigation for the
final repository.
SITE INVESTIGATIONS AND SELECTION
The investigation and selection of a site for the final repository are
technically and economically very important and of great political and public

interest. The site will be chosen on geological, demographic, and economic grounds.
Suitable rock sites all over Sweden have been surveyed and at eight sites more
extensive investigations have been done since 1977.

These investigations have confirmed that the Swedish bedrock, dominated by
granite and gneissic formations of old age provides acceptable conditions for
safe disposal of spent fuel at many locations.
This means that the geological conditions are just one factor of importance
in the final decision. Others like transportation, public view, etc. have also a
great influence on the final choice. The final decision will likely be made by the
Government or the Parliament of Sweden.

In the procedure of finding a site the following stages are planned:
1.

1987-1990 - Supplementary non-site specific geological investigations aiming
at deeper and broader knowledge of the Swedish bedrock. Reexamination of
possible sites and development of selection criteria for final sites.

2.

1990-1992 - Evaluation of existing site specific data. Supplementary geological site specific investigation on interesting sites. Selection of two

sites for detailed characterization and a decision by the government.
3.

1993-1998 - Detailed characterization of two sites including shaftsinking etc.

4.

1998-2000 - Selection of proposed final repository site and siting applications.

5.

2000-2003 - Review of siting application and final approval by local and
national authorities and confirmation by the government.

COSTS AND FINANCING

The total costs of the Swedish waste management system has been calculated
to about SEK 46 b i l l i o n in 1987 price level. This figure includes all costs for

handling and disposal including decommissioning costs as well as R&D and transportation. According to Swedish law all costs for the management of radioactive waste
have to be borne by the reactor owners. The costs are covered by a fee on nuclear
enerated electricity and determined anually by the Government.
The basis for the fee is a cost calculation for all the activities for the
backend of the nuclear fuel cycle. The calculations, carried out by SKB each
vear, are based on the scenario for energy production, waste quantities and
required measures for safe handling and disposal.
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The premises for the cost calculations are chosen on the safe side in order
not to underestimate the costs and for the high level waste disposal presently
based on the KBS-3 method. Through future R&D it is probable that it will be
possible to introduce simplifications into the disposal system.
The cost calculations are submitted to one of the regulatory authorities,
the National Board for Spent Nuclear Fuel, which is the authority recommending
the annual fee to the Government.

The experience gained from construction of the CLAB and SFR facilities as
well as the operation together with the detailed planning for the future facilities
form a firm base for the calculation. The costs are reported in detail which

permits for instance present value calculation etc. Many of the costs will be
incurred fairly far in the future. The total expenditures will be spread out over
a period of more than 70 years.
Around 19% of the total costs is assumed to be used for interim storage and
another 41% is needed for encapsulation and permanent disposal of the spent
fuel. The costs for permanent disposal of reactor waste are 4%. For decommissioning

and dismantling of old nuclear power plants around 19% is set aside and 8% is
estimated for transports. Finally 9% of the fee shall cover necessary R&D, pilot
facilities etc.
As example of investments the construction costs of CLAB was SEK 1,7 billion
(300 m i l l i o n USD) and is expected to be SEK 0,8 billion (130 million USD) for
SFR phase 1.
The financing of the waste management activities in Sweden is ensured by the

fee on the nuclear power production and its interest. The fee is different for
each utility depending on the particular waste mix and the period of time the
reactor has been in operation. The fee is paid to a Government-controlled fund

from which money is payed back to the industry. The total payment by the Swedish
utilities are around SEK 1,2 b i l l i o n a year (200 million USD/year). The average
fee is SEK 0.019 per kWh (3 mil USD per kWh). This corresponds to around 7% of
the consumers' price of the cheap electricity in Sweden.
Remarks on public attitudes

Regarding public attitudes it is well known that Sweden has had a big and
vital nuclear debate since many years. A prerequisite for a successful implementation for the waste management system is that it is accepted by the public. For
the CLAB and start of SFR very little public opposition was encountered. The final
disposal of spent fuel is. however, a more difficult task from the public acceptance point of view.
More than 50% of the Swedish general public believe that the high level

radioactive waste cannot be disposed of in a safe way at present. Consequently

communication with the public concerning facilities and the safety of the system
is a very important part of the waste management programme. In order to achieve
acceptance of the site for the final repository at the end of the 1990s extensive
information has to be furnished both locally and on national level.

In
gation,
systems
nuclear

spite of this fact it has been possible to go on with geological investiconstruction, and operation as planned. The early start to develop various
has been of obvious advantage as well as a localization to areas with
power plants where people are better informed.

As mentioned the most crucial part of our work is investigations for sites.
Sweden has, as in most countries, a well developed NIMBY syndrom and there is
local opposition from aggressive groups on several sites around the country.
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It is obvious that work remains to be done in all the scientific and technical

disciplins involved including balanced and extensive information before a high
quality and properly situated repository can be commissioned in Sweden. Adequate
time is, however, available for this.
CLAB - Amount of fuel received and staff dose commitment

Year

Amount of fuel received
t. Uranium

Staff dose commitment
mman SV
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18.7

1986

259

65.8

1987

272

67.8

1985
(July-Dec)

632
The annual dose commitment is 25% of the dose expected in the FSR.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN SWITZERLAND
C. OSPINA
Paul Scherrer Institute,
Wurenlingen, Switzerland
Abstract

Nuclear power was introduced already 18 years ago in Switzerland
and it accounts today five nuclear power reactors with a total capacity
of about 3000 MWe and supplies about 40% of the electricity production.
The nuclear licensing requires that a firm programme of action should
show that the management of all radioactive wastes and their final
disposal can be accomplished. Different projects and research activities
have been presented in the so-called project "Gewähr" - 1985, aiming at
demonstration of technical feasibility of radwaste disposal in
Switzerland as well as all intermediate steps as required including
intermediate storage of spent fuel and radwaste.

1. The Nuclear Program and its Policy for Radioactive Waste Management

Nuclear power was introduced already 18 years ago in Switzerland and it accounts today five
nuclear power stations, with a total capacity of about 3000 MWe in 1988 about 40 % of the
electricity produced in the country is of nuclear origin.
In 1979 the Swiss Nuclear Energy Legislation was amended. Since then one of the conditions
for licensing nuclear power stations is that of a firm programme of action must be established
and implemented which will provide a "Guarantee" that the management of all the resulting
radioactive wastes and their final disposal can be accomplished. For nuclear reactors which
are licensed already, the Federal Government has stipulated that such a "Guarantee" must be
provided by the end of 1985, as it was done.
These provisions also cover the high-level wastes separated during reprocessing operations.
Under the more recent contracts, these could be sent back to Switzerland; the Federal
Government had to enter into an agreement that no obstacle will be presented to the return of
waste from fuel cycle operations contracted in France and the United Kingdom.
The appropriate investigations and research have been carried out by Nagra (National
Cooperative for the Storage of Radioactive Waste). The 1985 Project Gewähr (Guarantee)
was completed and presented to the competent authorities in eigth volumes and individual
research projects reported on in separate 150 reference reports, which cost about $ 150
million.
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The aim of Project Gewähr 1985, as determined by official requirements, can be defined in
three points:

Sufficiently detailed projects must cover the technical feasibility of a final repository in
Switzerland.
By means of safety analyses it must be shown quantitatively that final disposal of all
categories of radioactive waste is currently realisable based on present-day knowledge an
available technology without exposing the population to unreasonable radiation risks.

The data put into the safety analyses must be corroborated by investigations in
Switzerland or abroad or must, in some way, conform to the technical and scientific state
of knowledge. The data include geological, hydro geological and material-technical
parameters and the behaviour of radionuclides in the geosphere and the biosphere as
determined by their physical and chemical properties.
Demonstration of technical feasibility in the context of project Gewähr is provided by
constructional engineering project studies and that of long-term safety by relevant safety

analyses. No repository locations are specified for Project Gewähr 1985 because, site
selection is part of Nagra's longer term programme for implementation of repository projects.
The final federal decision on wastes is expected in early 1988.
2. Current Management and Disposal Programme

Contracts are held for the reprocessing abroad of all spent fuel up until at least the year 1990,
and longer for some reactors. These contracts also cover the related transport and storage and
the vitrification of the resulting high-level waste. Following its initial cooling in the reactor
pools, the spent fuel is transported abroad and only medium and low-level reactor waste
management is actually undertaken at this time within Switzerland.

Waste from Reprocessing Contracts
The high-level waste (HLW) and the remaining medium/low wastes (MLW/LAW) should be
disposed off in two different types of repositories, as follows:

Type C repository for high-level and certain alpha-containing intermediate-level waste,
and
Type B repository for all remaining intermediate- and low-level waste.
In the context of Project Gewähr 1985 the Type C repository is planned to be situated
deep in a stable formation away from large fault zones in the
north of Switzerland. The
high-level waste (HLW) is disposed of underground in horizontally mined tunnels while final
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disposal of intermediate-level waste (ILW) is in vertical subterraneous silos and horizontally
mined tunnels.
To provide for the final geological disposal of high-level wastes Type C, a deep drilling
programme was started for geological exploration in 1982. Selection of the final site is
foreseen around 1995; construction of the final repository for high-level waste should start
after the year 2000 and the facility is planned to be ready about 2020. The packaging of
unreprocessed spent fuel for introduction into the repository is also being studied.
In Project Gewähr 1985 the Type B repository is planned as a mined cavern system with
horizontal access tunnels in an alpine formation. The overburden will be at least 750 m. All
waste is emplaced in standard repository containers into which the smaller waste packages are
transferred in the reception area and then encapsulated.
To establish a medium- and low-level waste Type B repository, four sites have been selected
for further exploration by means of gallery construction. For the final repository at one of
these sites, construction should begin in 1994 so that the facility can operate from the year
1998.
The current estimates of total waste arising from the reprocessing contracts abroad are as
follows:
____Reprocessing wastes_________

HLW
(m3)

Alpha
LLW/ILW
(m3) (m3)

240

4500

30000

Intermediate Storage
The nuclear utilities have set up a commission (UAK) for planning the intermediate storage of
spent nuclear fuel away from the nuclear power plants or at reactor as well as the intermediate
storage of vitrified high-level wastes and other reprocessing wastes returned to Switzerland.
In the case that no new reprocessing contracts are available, the spent fuel already at the
different nuclear power stations can be stored in a central facility.
The water-pool storage capacity at the different reactors reaches for 3 to 12 years of
operation; any excess of spent fuel would be stored away from reactor. A project evaluation
has shown the advantages of dry-storage, especially in casks, and those have been chosen for
the storage facility (AR or APR). UAK would apply in 1988 for a general permit for a
combined "away-from-reactor" storage facility for spent fuel, vitrified high-level waste and
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medium- and low-level waste from reprocessing. This facility could be operational by 1995.
Exploration is been done also for at reactor storage, which might be interesting from the
licensing point of view as well.
The intermediate storage facility is been projected to store HLW and/or spent fuel in dry
transport and storage casks in a surface building. Low and medium active waste can be stored
in separated adjacent facility to the previous one and can be extended as required. The APR
storage capacity for spent fuel and HLW reaches about 40 years and can be commissioned in

various stages e.g. for the next 10 to 20 years.
The total design capacity of the APR storage facility can take 200 transport and storage casks
with HLW or spent fuel non being reprocessed and in this way the capacity of the facility
reaches until year 2010.
3. Finance
NAGRA and UAK are non-profit organizations, financed by their participating members in
accordance with their service needs. The overall cost of intermediate storage and final
disposal, including research and development, is calculated to represent about 2 % of the
production costs of nuclear electricity. To the end of 1987 NAGRA has invested about 310
million Swiss Francs in its research programmes and has alloted a budget of about 60 million
Swiss Francs for 1988 of which 60 % will be used for planning final storage of law-andmedium level wastes including drilling and further geological studies.

4. International Co-operation and Research

As well as participating in the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the OECD's
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), Switzerland has agreements for the exchange of information
in this field with USA, France, Sweden, the European Economic Community and Federal
Republic of Germany. In addition Switzerland participates in the NEA's Stripa project in
Sweden and in some joint work with the Federal Republic of Germany. In 1985 Switzerland
started its own research at the newly Commissioned Grimsel-Laboratory in the Southern Alps
in order to intensify different geological research programmes in the frame of its project
Gewähr (Guarantee); Various countries including, USA and Federal Republic of Germany
have joined research at the Grimsel-Laboratory as well.
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Abstract

Japan now operates 35 nuclear power reactors with a combined
capacity of 28 GWe. The future nuclear power generation capacity is
forecasted to be at least 53 GWe in the year 2000.

The basic policy of

spent fuel management of Japan is to reprocess the fuel discharged and to
utilize the recovered U and Pu in thermal reactors as well as in FBR.
The state of the art and plans for relevant R&D activities on

spent fuel storage, transportation, reprocessing for thermal reactors and
FBR,

recycling of recovered U and Pu, and management of HLW are described.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The establishment of the plutonium u t i l i z a t i o n system has been a long-range
goal in Japan, w i t h the object of r e a l i z i n g more e f f i c i e n t u t i l i z a t i o n of
nuclear fuel resources and improving the s t a b i l i t y of nuclear power generation.
In 1987, the Atomic Energy Commission of Japan prepared "a new long term
program for development and u t i l i z a t i o n of nuclear energy" by revising the
previous one in 1982. This long term program defines the basic philosophy
for promoting the development and u t i l i z a t i o n of nuclear energy. The new long
term program f i r m l y maintains the policy to reprocess spent fuel and to u t i l i z e
P l u t o n i u m and recovered u r a n i u m as nuclear reactor f u e l .
The program also
defines the p r i n c i p l e that the reprocessing w i l l be carried out in Japan to
ensure the national independence in the supply of nuclear f u e l .
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The r e l e v a n t research and d e v e l o p m e n t a c t i v i t i e s to the reprocessing
technology are continued to establish the sound foundation of the technology in

Japan.

As for the reprocessing p l a n t s , it is i m p o r t a n t to keep the s t a b l e

o p e r a t i o n of the Tokai reprocessing p l a n t , and a l s o to promote the smooth
construction and operation of the f i r s t commercial reprocessing p l a n t , now being

planned in Rokkasho Mura, Aomori Prefecture, w i t h an a n n u a l capacity of 800
tons, and commissioning scheduled for about the mid-1990's.

As for the second

commecial reprocessing p l a n t . i t is expected to b u i l d the p l a n t w i t h f u r t h e r
improved economy by domestic technology.

The necessary research and

development a c t i v i t i e s w i l l be implemented c o n s i s t e n t l y w i t h the p l a n t s t a r t - u p
schedule for about 2010.
P l u t o n i u m o b t a i n e d b y t h e reprocessing w i l l b e u t i l i z e d i n FBRs, i n
principle.

However, it is presumed that the long time w i l l be required before

the practical use in FBRs.

p l u t o n i u m w i l l be

pursued.

In the s i t u a t i o n , the stepwise u t i l i z a t i o n of

The u t i l i z a t i o n of p l u t o n i u m in LWRs and in

advanced thermal reactors (ATRs) in a t e c h n i c a l l y reasonble scale w i l l be
promoted as soon as possible for c o n s o l i d a t i n g the wide-range technological
system to improve the overall economy of the nuclear fuel cycle.
R&D related
to the reprocessing of FBR spent fuel w i l l be carried out in close cooperation
w i t h the development of the technology for LWR spent f u e l .
High-level radioactive waste separated from spent f u e l in the reprocessing
w i l l be disposed of in accordance w i t h the basic p r i n c i p l e of the s o l i d i f i c a t i o n
in a stable form, f o l l o w e d by the engineered storage for 30 to 50 years and
f i n a l l y of u l t i m a t e disposal in under-ground f o r m a t i o n deeper than several
hundred meters.

As for the spent fuel surpassing the reprocessing capacity d o m e s t i c a l l y
available, they w i l l be properly stored and managed u n t i l the reprocessing. In
addition to the storage in water pool, the research on dry storage technology
w i l l be continued under the consideration to provide more f l e x i b i l i t y to the
spent fuel management in the future situations w i t h i n the framework of the above
principle.
2.
2.1
GWe.

PRESENT STATUS AND PERSPECTIVES

Arisings and Storage of Spent Fuels
Japan now operates 35 nuclear power plants w i t h a combined capacity of 28
The installed capacity of nuclear power generation in Japan is estimated

to amount to at least approximately 53 GWe in the year of 2000 and is expected
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to surpass 100 GWe in 2030. According to the estimation, the annual generation
of spent fuel will be at least approximately 1,100 tons in the year 2000, and
presumably surpass 2,000 tons in the year 2030.
About 2,100 tons of LWR spent fuel was stored in the pools at reactor site
at the end of 1987. Accumulated amount of LWR spent fuel stored in the pools
would be about 2,800 tons in 1990 and 5,600 tons at 1995 under the condition
thatspent fuel is transported to the Tokai plant and to overseas reprocessing
facilities.
The technology for densed storage has been applied to the existing pools to
enhance the utilization, and newly built reactors have larger storage capacity
than older ones.
2.2 Transportation of Spent Fuels
2.2.1 Domestic Transportation
Transportation of spent fuels from LWRs to the Tokai reprocessing plant is
conducted by sea route. Sea transportation is the most efficient way in Japan
because both power stations and the reprocessing plant are located at sea coast.
Approximately 400 tons of spent fuel were transported to the Tokai plant by
Nuclear Fuel Transport Co. using HZ-75T casks.

Major electric utilities and Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) have set up cask control centers at their sites for the
efficient use of casks and ships. Tokyo Electric Power Co. has, for example,
such a center at Fukushima site, where maximum 26 casks can be handled at a time.
In the 1990's when the first private reprocessing plant will be introduced,
much more advanced type of transporting casks for high performance fuels would
be required. Utility companies are promoting the development in cooperation
with industries.
2.2.2 Overseas Transportaion
Overseas t r a n s p o r t a i o n of spent f u e l s to COGEMA and BNFL has been
e x c l u s i v e l y carried out by P a c i f i c N u c l e a r Transport Ltd ( P N T L ) .
PNTL
launched a new transporting motor vessel named Pacific P i n t a i l at the end of
1987, in addition to four transporting motor vessels of nominal 3,000 d . w . t
class.
E x c e l l o x type and T r a n s n u c l e a r type casks are used for the
transportation of spent fuel, respectively to BNFL and to COGEMA.
To date,
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about 3,600 tons of spent fuel, has been totally transported to these countries,
including about 950 tons of GCR spent fuel (Fig.1).
LWR
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FIG.1. Schematic flow of spent fuel in Japan.

2.3 Reprocessing
2.3.1 Tokai Plant
The Tokai p l a n t , which is the first reprocessing p l a n t in an i n d u s t r i a l
scale in J a p a n , is owned and operated by PNC.
A l t h o u g h , the p l a n t has
experienced several t r o u b l e s w i t h long i n t e r u p t i o n s , s i n c e the hot test
operation started in September 1977, total amout of 348 tons of spent f u e l
including 5 tons of MOX fuel discharged from ATR "Fugen" has been reprocessed by
the end of 1987.
Through the p l a n t operation experienced so f a r , the performance has been
s a t i s f a c t o r y for such processes as e x t r a c t i o n , separation, p u r i f i c a t i o n , and

waste treatment.
High a v a i l a b i l i t y of about 90 percent on the average has
been recorded for the extraction and separation processes d u r i n g f e e d i n g the
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dissolved solution continuously. The accountability control has also been
successful.
During the hot test operation of the plant, a leakage of radioactivity from
the acid recovery evaporator was detected in August 1978i followed by the
replacement of the evaporator to a new one. For this occurrence the plant was
shut down for 14 months for troubleshooting, dismantling of the evaporator and
manufacturing and installation of a new one.
The plant was commissioned in January 1981. In April 1982, a leakage of
radioactivity into steam condensa te used for heating a dissolver was found and
the steam line was disconnected from the other process lines. Afterwards the
plant operation was continued using another dissolver. In February 1983, the
second dissolver experienced a similar trouble as with the first one, and also
the acid recovery evaporator showed again a leakage of radioactivity into the
steam line. The plant was shut down again for repair.
The remote repairing technology that had been developed for the first
defective dissolver could be applied to the second one, and further it was
decided to install additionally a new dissolver made of high cromium and nickel
content austenite series stainless steel with improved design features.
Remote repair work for the two existing dissolvers was successfully
completed and the test reprocessing was done in December 1983 using two tons of
spent fuel.

Decontamination work for the installation of the new dissolver began in
March 1983 and the installation work was completed in March 1985 including the
test operation of the new dissolver using five tons of spent fuel. The plant
operation with three dissolvers was started in April 1985.
In these years, operation of the plant is very satisfactory, and about 50
tons of spent fuel has been reprocessed annually since 1985. The operation
history of the plant is shown in Fig. 2.
In 1988, replacement of the acid recovery evaporator with new one which is
made of t i t a n i u m base alloy (Ti-5% Ta) and other improvements of the
reprocessing plant w i l l be carried out. After these improvements, the plant
is expected to reprocess 90 tons of spent fuel annually.
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FIG.2. Operation history of the Tokai reprocessing plant

2.3.2

Plan of Commercial Reprocessing Plant
Japan Nuclear Fuel Service Company, Ltd. (JNFS) was established in 1980,
and it is responsible for the construction and operation of the private
reprocessing plant.
The JNFS Complex, located in Rokkasho village, Aomori Prefecture, consists
of a main reprocessing facility, a spent fuel storage facility, other auxiliary
facilities and a storing facility of "returnable residues" derived from the
reprocessing done in U.K and in France under contracts with Japanese utilities.
Construction of these facilities is scheduled to begin in 1991, and the
actual start of the reprocessing operations is scheduled around the middle of
1990's. JNFS is now proceeding with the facility design activities according
to this schedule.
(1) Present Status of Facility Design:
JNFS's basic policy is to adopt the best technology, domestic or foreign,
in order to construct a safe and highly reliable reprocessing plant.

Concerning the main process facility, French (UP3, UP2-800), German (iodine
removal process from dissoluver off-gas) and British (reduced pressure
evaporation process) technologies are to be adopted, based on feasibility
studies done in France, West Germany and U.K, and they will be modified so as to
be consistent with the JNFS specifications.
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All f a c i l i t i e s other than t h e m a i n f a i c i l i t y a r e t o b e designed a n d
constructed by using domestic technology. In a d d i t i o n , equipments of domestic
manufacture w i l l be adopted for use in almost all parts of the m a i n f a c i l i t y ,
since it is expected that such m a n u f a c t u r i n g w i l l help to establish J a p a n ' s
know-how in reprocessing technology.
In each stage of the said design a c t i v i t i e s , PNC plays an important role as

a technical adviser, based on its technical know-how and experiences gained
through the operation of the Tokai reprocessing plant.
(2) Principal Specifications:
O

Reprocessing capacity per year: 800tU

O

Fuel data:

Type: uranium-oxide from BWR/PWR
Average burn-up: 45,000 MWd/t
Maximum burn-up: 55,000 MWd/t
O

Enrichment:

Maximum before receiving: 3.5% U-235
Maximum before irradiation: 5.0% U-235
O

Cooling term:
Before receiving: over 1 year
Before reprocessing: over 4 year

O

Storage capacity for spent fuel: 3,000 t

3. R&D ACTIVITIES SUPPORTING SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
3.1 LWR Fuel Reprocessing
3.1.1 R&D Activities by PNC
Two kinds of R&D programs are carried into effect: one the short- and

medium-term program to improve plant operability and the other the long-term
program to attain extended stable operation.
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The short- and medium-term program includes such interns as process control
system i m p r o v e m e n t , d e v e l o p m e n t o f components w i t h h i g h e r r e l i a b i l i t y ,
development of remote repair and inservice inspection technology, etc. In the
long-term program emphasis is placed on the advanced engineering for head-end
processes i n c l u d i n g mechanical c h o p p i n g of f u e l elements, d i s s o l u t i o n and
dissolver o f f - g a s t r e a t m e n t , a n d c l a r i f i c a t i o n .
I m p r o v e m e n t o f process
p e r f o r m a n c e is the m a i n o b j e c t i v e of t h i s p r o g r a m to be a c c o m p l i s h e d by
engineering testing of advanced equipments, proper layout of components, q u a l i t y assurance through the development and d e m o n s t r a t i o n of h i g h e r p l a n t
availability.
Because the demand of the Tokai p l a n t on LWR f u e l reprocessing is supposed
to be decreased after s t a r t i n g the f u l l scale operation of the commercial JN'FS
p l a n t , the principal role of the Tokai p l a n t w i l l be g r a d u a l l y s h i f t e d to more
e x t e n s i v e R&D a c t i v i t i e s in 1990's m a i n l y for advanced technology such as
reprocessing of high burn-up fuel and MOX f u e l .
3.1.2

R&D for Large-scale Reprocessing Plant
In order to ensure stable and reliable operation of the reprocessing p l a n t ,

JNFS has been promoting various R&D w i t h f i n a n t i a l support by the government and
by electric u t i l i t y companies.

Cold tests ( i n c l u d i n g tests w i t h u r a n i u m )

have been conducted for the m a i n e q u i p m e n t s in an a c t u a l p l a n t scale.
Demonstration tests of head-end process equipments and of a n n u l a r type pulsed
columns are scheduled to be conducted in a f u l l plant scale and system based on

a basic design for the plant. Other researches are being held to cover waste
treatment technologies, process development for environmental s a f e t y , e q u i p m e n t
materials and instrumentation technologies."
3.1.3 R&D in JAERI
R&D activities in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute ( JAERI ) are
commenced with the construction of the first pilot facility by the aqueous
method in the I960's and followed by several process evaluation studies on some

non-aqueous process in the 1970's. Since the 1980's when the program of the
private reprocessing plant was started, R&D activities in JAERI has been
reoriented toward the aqueous reprocessing.
These activités cover such
research areas as fuel cycle safety, advanced reprocessing and improved
safeguards technology.
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Fuel cycle safety research in JAERI has been conducted to provide a sound
technical basis for safety criteria and to establish safety evaluation methods
for a n a l y z i n g phenomena in fuel cycle f a c i l i t i e s , especially in reprocessing
facility.
The emphasis is placed on c r i t i c a l i t y s a f e t y , f i l t e r i n t e g r i t y
demonstration and methodology /data-base development for safety e v a l u a t i o n .
These include computer code development, bench-scale experiments and tests.
The t a n k - t y p e c r i t i c a l a s s e m b l y ( TCA ) is used for the d e v e l o p m e n t of
s u b c r i t i c a l i t y measurement method in the nuclear f u e l storage systems.
The
test of HEPA f i l t e r integrity for solvent fire conditions was completed and the
test for postulated explosion conditions, is in progress.
Transient behaviors
of a baffle plate pulsed column also is being studied in a bench scale.
One of the major objectives of advanced reprocessing research is to propose a
new process w h i c h is e c o n o m i c a l l y a t t r a c t i v e and o p t i m i z e d in the n a t i o n a l
conditions from the view point of safety and waste mannagement, targeting m a i n l y
at the second commecial reprocessing plant expected in around 2010. The other
objective is to establish a sound basis of fundamental technology necessary for
closing fuel cycle by domestic technologies. Therefore, the research consists of
many fundamental chemistry studies and process development and w i l l be conducted
in close cooperation with universities as well as with PNC etc.
In the f i e l d of safeguards technology, d e v e l o p m e n t of a concept of an
advanced materials accountancy to be applied to the Tokai plant has been carried
out under a contract research w i t h PNC and a near-real-time material accountancy
system for this purpose was developed.
Major research items are summarized in the Table 1 w i t h their present status.
In order t o promote these researches more e f f i c i e n t l y a n d e x t e n s i v e l y ,
construction of a new research f a c i l i t y , Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Engineering
Research F a c i l i t y ( NUCEF ) is started in 1986. The f a c i l i t y w i l l a l l o w various
research and development such as nuclear c r i t i c a l i t y safety, advanced reprocessing
process and transuranium waste management, that need use of h i g h l y i r r a d i a t e d
fuel or s u f f i c i e n t amount of f i s s i l e materials.
It w i l l locate in T o k a i - m u r a
and start hot operation around 1991.

3.2 FBR Fuel Reprocessing
In the FBR f u e l reprocessing PNC has developed its own process and
equipment as well as remote handling techniques through large-scale cold mock-up
tests and laboratory-scale hot tests on basis of the experiences accumulated in
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K>
Is)

TABLE 1. MAJOR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES PRESENTLY CONDUCTED OR PLANNED IN JAERI ON
FUEL REPROCESSING
Research item

1

Safety Research for Nuclear Fuel Cycle
• C r i t i c a l 11> experirent (nuclear data, transient behaviors, chenistrj related

Objected research level

S tar ted in
the F Y of

B (H) -E (H)

1980

to cri ticah ty) "
• HEP A f i l t e r integrity test

E (C)

1981

Present status

Finished for f i r e conditions and in progress
for explosion condition

B (H)
A —B (C)
B (H)
A
E (C)
A

• Basic data for safety evaluation
• Source ter» behavior in aerosolic form under accident conditions
• Radiolysis of solvent and water
• Safety evaluation méthodologies (accident evaluation code,safety hand book)
• Transients behaviors of pulsed colunn under abnormal conditions *
• Process sinulation code
2 Process Development
• Dissolution of high burn-up fuels*
• Advanced extraction process" (one cycle process w i t h l i q u i d recycle etc)
• Modified partitioning process of H L W "

1985

1984

Experiments continued
Experiments and model development started

L (H)
L (C) -L
L (H)
B (C) -L

• Process for environmental safety ( I o d i n e , T r i t i u m ) *
• Advanced process for TRU waste treatment (spent solvent treatment by
submerged combustion, sludge waste solidification by micro-wave heating,
decontanination of solid wastes * )

1983
1985
1971
1982

(H)
(H)

L (C)

1980

B (H)
B (H)
L (C) -L (H)

•Measurement technique for solidified TRU wastes

• Related researches (process chenistry on TRU and F P s , laser cheristry

P r e l i m i n a r y experiment started.
System analysis continued

Continued.

Cold study started.
Primary flowsheet demonstrated.
Cold study continued.
Continued

1985
1984
Experiments continued.

and i n - l i n e monitor)

3

• I n - s i t u evaluation of l i f e tine of corrosive Materials
Research for safeguards
• Development of advanced materials accountancy system

Experiments started
System development continued.

primary system finished.
a)

b)

Symbolic characters indicate objected research levels w i t h r a d i o a c t i v i t y used as follows,
A

:

A n a l y t i c a l research i n c l u d i n g code development,

B

:

Bench scale e x p r i m e n t .

E :

L :

Laboratory-scale expennent,

E n g i n e e r i n g - s c a l e experiment

(C)

•

C o l d e x p e r i m e n t k i t h L and/or rad o isope tracer

(H) : Hot experment
Research items w i t h asterisks (*; are planned to be conducted in the K U C E F program

(See t e x t . )

F i e l d test of

the Tokai plant. PNC is planning to conduct large-scale equipment tests under
h o t c o n d i t i o n s i n order t o e n h a n c e t h e t e c h n i c a l l e v e l a n d e c o n o m i c a l
efficiency. Main R&D items are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. MAIN R&D ITEMS FOR FBR FUEL RECYCLING

(1) Development of Head-and Apparatus
• Laser system d i s m a n t l i n g machine
• Shearing machine

• Continuous Dissolver
• Feed c l a l i f i c a t i o n system ( centrifugal type )

(2) Development of solvent Extraction system
• Solvent Extraction Contactors ( Pulsed column, Centrifugal contactor )
• Simulation code of Solvent Extraction system
• Flowsheet studies
• Valence control System ( Mainly Pu valence control )

• Solvent treatment ( Salt-free )
(3) Development of Reducing Techniques of Radioactive Material Release

• Off-gas treatment .( Mainly I,T,C, etc )
• Salt-free system ( Solvent wash, Pu valence adjustment )
(4) Development of Analysis and Instrumentation
• U,Pu concentration avalysis by K-absorption edge densitometry
• U , P u a n d acid c o n c e n t r a t i o n a v a l y s i s u s i n g f l o w - c e l l t y p e i n - l i n e
instruments
• I n - l i n e gamma a c t i v i t y avalysis for l i q u i d waste
• I n - l i n e U ( I V , V I ) , Pu ( f f l , IV) ion c o n c e n t r a t i o n a n a l y s i s by F l o w
coulometrie method

(5) Development of remote maintenance technologies
• Advanced manipulator system
• Rack system
• Remote connector
• Sampling system
• H i g h - D e f i n i t i o n TV system
• Signal Transmission system

(6) Development of Structual Material
• Corrosion resisted material
• Application of new material ( Ti.Zr.and surface treatment )
(7) Others

•
•
•
•

Low flow ventilation system
In-service inspection ( ISI ) system
Material transfer system
Verification of criticality safety avalysis code

• Intelligence network system of design information
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3.2.1

Process Research and Development

(1) Research and Development F a c i l i t i e s in Tokai
The C h e m i c a l Processing F a c i l i t y (CPF) processed a b o u t 6.5 kg of
irradiated "Joyo" fuel by 1986 for hot laboratory tests w i t h burn-up between
4,400 MWD/T and 55,300 MWD/T. Fuel irradiated at Phénix in France up to 95
0 0 0 M W D / T h a s been t r e a t e d s i n c e O c t o b e r 1986. I n E n g i n e e r i n g
D e m o n s t r a t i o n F a c i l i t i e s m a n y k i n d s o f e n g i n e e r i n g tests o f process
equipment are carried out.
(2) Head-End Process

PNC has adopted the laser-beam disassembling machine.
The prototype
machine could e f f e c t i v e l y remove handware of FBR fuel assembly from the
fuel pins.
Tests f o r i m p r o v i n g i t s remote m a i n t a i n a b i l i t y , v e r i f y i n g
aerosol produced by laser, and making it more compact are now performed.
PNC began to study on continuous dissolvers,considering larger capacity
and higher economical e f f i c i e n c y w h i c h would be required in f u t u r e .

development of c e n t r i f u g a l c l a r i f i e r is being continued.

The

Hot d i s s o l u t i o n

tests are continued in CPF.
(3) Chemical Separation Process
The engineering scale pulsed column test apparatus using p l u t o n i u m has

been j u s t fabricated in 1988. This is also equipped w i t h electroreductive
pulsed column.
PNC has also fabricated a test apparatus of c e n t r i f u g a l
contactor and started its performance test.
(4) Off-Gas Treatment

The c a u s t i c w a s t e s o l u t i o n generated at DOG ( d i s s o l v e r o f f - g a s )

treatment process, which contains bulk iodine, is continuously dried up to
the powder by the thin layer evaporator.
Then, the powder is pressed to
form the pellet at a normal temperature.
This process was proved to be
applicable through engineering tests.
(5) Common Technology

The development of remote system technology is now being promoted to
establish remote maintenance concept w i t h rack module system for the p i l o t
plant and the new hot test f a c i l i t y .
A new prototype of two-armed ; elbowdown type servomanipulator has been fabricated and is now being tested.
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Other remote system, such as standardized racks, remote connectors, remote
sampling systems, optical fiber signal transmission systems, are now under
development.
Materials of process equipment and manufacturing techniques have also
been studied.
In CPF, hot corrosion tests are continued.
In-line
analytical systems for plutonium, uranium, acid concentration, and gamma-

nuclide are being developed aiming at prompt analysis, automated operation,
high reliability, and reduciton of waste and exposure dose.
3.2.2

Plant Design

(1) Recycling Equipment Test Facility

The result of recent research and development proved that hot
demonstration of large scale components is necessary for steady operation
of the pilot plant. From this viewpoint, PNC has started the design of
Recycling Equipment Test Facility (RETF). This is a pure test facility,
but it w i l l be equipped with plant-scale test components and equipment for
the purpose of plant-scale demonstration with irradiated FBR fuel and

collection of hot data.
In RETF, test w i l l be performed independently for each process.

Therefore,each process capacity does not need to be consistent through all
processes. Remote technology with each module system will be adopted so that
the test components are easily interexchangeable.
After demonstration, process components will be applied to the pilot
plant to realize high availability and economical efficiency as well as to
verify cost advantage of FBR fuel recycling.

(2) FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant
The purpose of the FBR Fuel Recycling Pilot Plant is to demonstrate

the economical efficiency of FBR fuel reprocessing for recycling spent fuel
from FBR such as "Honju". It is scheduled to begin operation soon after
2000.
3.3 Spent Fuel Storage
R&D on spent fuel storage in Japan are categorized to
(1) improvements of the existing technology of wet storage and
(2) technical evaluation, including experimental studies, of dry storage.
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With regards to wet storage, design and safety analysis for enhanced
utilization of existing storage capacity have been conducted by PNC and electric
utility companies, and an in-situ data collection has been continued by PNC on

integrity performances of cladding in the long-term storage.

Researches on interim storage have been conducted by Central Research

Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) and JAERI.

CRIEPI's researches are being conducted under the consideration that the
option of interim storage of spent fuel w i l l give more f l e x i b i l i t y to nuclear

fuel cycle.

CRIEPI is conducting researches to propose the most appropriate storage
method for Japan.

The candidate storage methods include metal cask storage,

air-cooled vault storage, and some new storage methods.

From the study they concluded that the cask storage method is a promising
methods for spent fuel storage of small amount at reactor site.

Several

experimental and evaluation studies are being conducted on the method.
Particularly for researches on cast iron cask for transport and storage, CRIEPI
organized a quality assurance committee on cast iron cask and processing
researches to test and evaluate integrity of full scale cast iron cask under

mechanical impact condition.

CRIEPI is, on the other hand, involved in the cooperative researches by
EPRI/DOE/I'tili ties on spent fuel storage demonstrative tests in USA since 1987.

In order to improve the cask storage technology further, CRIEPI and EPRI are

conducting Japan-US Joint Researches on spent fuel storage in the several areas
since 1987 until 1990.
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JAERI is conducting research on f u e l behavior in dry storage c o n d i t i o n
under a contract w i t h Science and Technology Agency.

They are p e r f o r m i n g

oxidationtests of Zircaloy tubing, UOZ pellet, u n i r r a d i a t e d fuel and
irradiatied fuel.

JAER] has a dry storage f a c i l i t y (dry w e l l ) , and stores spent f u e l s w h i c h

has been arised from the f i r s t model of JRR-3 (research reactor).

The f u e l s

consist of m e t a l l i c natural uranium w i t h a l u m i n i u m c l a d d i n g .

3.4

Recycling of Recovered Uranium and Plutonium
Recycling the products recovered from reprocessing spent f u e l s is at a

developmental stage.

Although p l u t o n i u m w i l l be fed i n t o FBR e v e n t u a l l y ,

several options or alternatives are considered for the time being.

Plutonium can be also used in ATR and/or LWR, therefore, both options are
being developed for technical demonstration.

Total amount of 2.3 tons of p l u t o n i u m have been recovered at Tokai p l a n t

i n t h e end of 1987 and 1.8 tons have already been converted to f a b r i c a t e MOX
fuels by PNC for ATR "Fugen" and FBR "Joyo".

Recovered uranium can either be converted to uranium hexafluoride followed
by re-enrichment and re-conversion, or be mixed w i t h p l u t o n i u m to be recycled

asmixed-oxide fuel.

3.5

All these options are being studied.

Management of High-level Radioactive Wastes
High-level radioactive wastes (HLW) produced by the reprocessing are now

stored in the form of solution at Tokai reprocessing plant.

These wastes are

to be v i t r i f i e d and stored to cool off their heat for a certain period (30-50
years) at an engineered storage f a c i l i t y .

Then the h i g h - l e v e l wastes w i l l be
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f i n a l l y disposed of into repository in geological formations under due control
of the government.

The management of h i g h level r a d i o a c t i v e waste in Japan
stage of research and development.

is now at the

PNC is t a k i n g a leadng role in Japan in the

development of technology necessary for treatment and disposal of HLW.

are to be
disposed of

HLW

s o l i d i f i e d i n t o b o r o s i l i c a t e glass ( v i t r i f i c a t i o n ) , and then to be
into geological f o r m a t i o n .

A p l a n t for v i t r i f i c a t i o n w i l l start

operation at the b e g i n n i n g of the 1990's.

T h e i r research and d e v e l o p m e n t

a c t i v i t i e s for the geological disposal are being conducted under a l o n g - t e r m
p l a n w i t h a v i e w to e s t a b l i s h i n g the t e c h n o l o g y for d i s p o s a l as soon as

possible after the year 2000 (Fig. 3).

Stage 1

Select ion of e f f e c t i v e
forntions

(completed)

Singe 1

Stag« 3

Selection of the candidate

Demonstration of the disposal
technology at the candidate
disposal sites

d i sposa 1 s i t e

=>

=>

1

———————————v

i———————————

Stage 4

Construction, operation and
closure of disposal facilities

Research for safety assessment

FIG.3. General view of approach to geological disposal.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
National contribution presented by D.J. Groom
Central Electricity Generating Board,
London, United Kingdom
Abstract

The paper summarises the spent fuel management strategy for
commercial reactors, Magnox and AGR, in the UK. The reasons for
following a reprocessing strategy for spent fuel from each reactor
type are discussed, and also the rationale for the UK Generating
Boards' interest in the construction of a dry storage facility for
spent AGR fuel. The development of the PWR system in the UK is also
dealt with.
Current developments in reprocessing facilities are
described, notably waste treatment plants at BNFL's Sellafield site.
Finally the prospects for uranium and plutonium recycle are
considered and the position with fast reactor fuel cycle
is
outlined.

INTRODUCTION

1.

The main elements of spent fuel management strategy for commercial
reactors in the UK are:

Possible Dry
Storage

Magnox
Reprocessing

Oxide
Reprocessing

Waste
Treatment

Uranium and
Plutonium
Recycle

At-reactor
Pool Storage

Waste Disposal

2.

This paper describes the place each element has in the strategy and
outlines current developments and future proposals.
A major
consideration is the importance of meeting very hiqh safety and
environmental standards, as required by regulatory bodies and in
order to maintain public acceptance of the reprocessing and waste
management strategy and to improve public support for nuclear power
in general.
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MAGNOX REPROCESSING

3.

4.

The nuclear engineers who established the UK's Magnox programme in
the late fifties and early sixties thought uranium supplies would
prove limited and increasing prices would lead to the early
introduction of fast reactors.
So the Magnox fuel cycle was
designed and put into operation on the basis of early reprocessing,
with wet storage of spent fuel.
Although reprocessing had been
undertaken at Sellefield since 1952, a new chemical separation plant
was commissioned in 1964 to meet the increase in arisinqs of spent
fuel as the UK Generating Boards proceeded with the Magnox station
programme. This plant, B205, is expected to continue operation to
the end of the Magnox programme early in the next century.
Though the timing of the commercial deployment of fast reactors has
receded the need to take a long term perspective of energy resources

- the potential value of the uranium and plutonium fn spent fuel and
the benefit of independence of uranium supply - strongly supports
maintaining the UK's reprocessing capability.
In addition,
technical considerations concerninq the corrosion of Magnox fuel in
water lead to the need for prompt reprocessing.
The chemical
reactivity of the Magnox fuel can and uranium metal cast serious
doubts on the acceptability of the direct disposal option and would
also require all stations except Wylfa to be backfitted with dry
handling and storage facilites. In contrast reprocessing is well
proven, with over 30,000 tU already reprocessed, and with facilities
in place.

5.

Although the B205 plant and supporting facilities exist, investment
is required to ensure operations to the end of the Magnox programme.
The refurbishment or replacement of existing and construction of
some new plant will be necessary to meet increasing safety and
environmental standards and to progress waste treatment towards
waste disposal.
A major capital programme to reinforce Magnox
reprocessing will be complete in the early 1990s. The main projects
are:
a new storage end decanning facility, commissioned in 1985.
Operations are automated
to the greatest extent possible.
Throughput is hiqher, which is important to reducing Magnox fuel
stocks and minimising corrosion. Dose uptake to operators and
discharges of activity to sea are lower.

- a refurbished dissolver, to be available from 1991. Experience has
shown that the useful life of dissolvers in B205 is about 15 years.
The current operating dissolver is the second, originally the
standby.
BNFL plans to decontaminate and replace the original
dissolver and refurbish the associated plant.
- general refurbishment of the chemical separation plant B205 and
its associated facilities.

- waste treatment and storage facilities - discussed later in this
paper.
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OXIDE REPROCESSING

6.

Spent AGR fuel has been arising since the late 1970s and is
presently stored underwater at Sellafield. The AGR stations have
small ponds where the fuel is held for a short period prior to
transport. Although AGR fuel cladding and structural components are
stainless steel, some of this material is sensitised in the reactor
such that it is prone to corrosion when stored in water, though
corrosion is much slower than with Magnox fuel. Reprocessing has a
strong technical advantage in the management of older spent fuel,
which has had prolonged underwater storage.
AGR fuel will be
reprocessed in THORP, scheduled to start operation in 1992. THORP
will further develop the UK's reprocessing experience.

7.

BNFL's reprocessing contract with the UK Generating Boards covers
the first ten years (baseload) operation of THORP. Further business
will depend upon BNFL's performance. Subject to this being good and
the negotition of satisfactory commercial terms the UK Generating
Boards have declared an intention to take further business. Twothirds of THORP baseload capacity has been sold to overseas
utilities.

8.

The status of the THORP programme is as follows:

- about 49% of the UK fuel and 50% of the overseas fuel committed to
THORP baseload has already been delivered.
- the AGR Fuel Dismantler, which prepares the fuel for shearing by
removing the graphite sleeves and stainless steel structural
components of AGR fuel and repacking the pins closely together, has
just commenced operation.
- the THORP receipt facility and storage pond
operation later this year.

is due to start

- the THORP Head End and Chemical Separation Plant is due to start
operation in 1992.

PWR FUEL
9.

In March 1987 the CEGB was granted permission to proceed with the
construction of the first PWR station in the UK, at Sizewell. The
UK design of PWR includes at-reactor wet storage facilities which
are capable of holding at least 18 years spent fuel arisings. The
long-term storage capability of PWR fuel linked with this large
capacity provide qreat flexibility in the management of spent PWR
fuel and the timing of the reprocessing operation.

10.

In 1987, the CEGB applied for consent to construct a second PWR
station in the UK, to be located at Hinkley Point alongside the
Magnox and AGR stations that already exist on that site.
The
outcome of the application is still awaited.

11.

At present, the CEGB expect to commit to construction a total of
some 4 or 5 PWRs to the Sizewell B design, by the turn of the
century.
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DRY STORAGE

12.

In contrast to PWR fuel, AGR fuel is prone to corrosion when stored
underwater and it is appropriate to reprocess it to an early
timescale to avoid potential operational difficulties. Delays to the
reprocessing operation may occur for a number of reasons during the
lifetime of the AGR stations, for instance if THORP needed repair or
refurbishment. Additionally, AGR stations are designed to be
steadily refuelled on-load and have very small at-reactor storage
capacity. Thus AGR generation is wholly reliant on BNFL's ability
to continuously accept AGR fuel for storage and reprocessing.

13.

The UK Generating Boards are interested in building a dry storage
facility for AGR spent fuel to introduce flexibility into the fuel
cycle, such as exists with LWR spent fuel management.
Detailed
design development work has been completed for such a store which
would be of modular vault design with the fuel being dried before
insertion into a mild steel container which would be filled with an

inert gas prior to seal welding. The containers would be cooled by
natural air convection. At present no decision has been taken on
the site for such a store nor on the timescale for its development.
WASTE TREATMENT

14.

Maintaining high standards in the management of radioactive wastes
is an essential part of the nuclear fuel cycle. This particularly
applies to the reprocessing operation.

The successful operation of

new effluent treatment plants at Sellafield led to further
reductions in discharges in 1986 (to three quarters of 1985 for (X.
and one-fifth for p ). The additional radiation dose received by
members of the critical group in 1986 was not greater than (0.4 mSV)
which is less than the average UK annual dose in dwellings from
radon and thoron. Additionally, in response to public pressure the
UK Government requires further reductions in the alpha content of
liquid effluent discharges, althouqh the associated expenditure is a
questionable use of national resources -there
effective justifcation for lower discharqe levels.

15.

beinq

no

cost-

A major plant installation programme is underway at Sellafield for
the treatment of liquid wastes.

This includes:

- additional filtration and ion-exchanqe of purge water from the
spent fuel storage ponds.
The Site Ion Exchange Plant was
commissioned in 1985 and has achieved a decontamination factor for
Caesium of over 900, which is well above the design value.
- concentration of salt bearing liquid wastes by evaporation. This
allows a major proportion of alpha activity previously discharged to
sea to be stored for treatment by floe precipitation at a later
date. The Salt Evaporator was also commissioned in 1985. Subsequent
treatment will be in the Enhanced Actinide Removal Plant (EARP), to
operate from the early 1990s. EARP will also treat routine arisings
of alpha active liquid wastes. The floe from EARP will be dewatered
and converted to a long term stable form by immobilising it in a
cement matrix.
- replacement of the facility in which very low active effluent is
neutralised and monitored prior to sea discharge.
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These and other measures will reduce discharges in the early 1990s
to 0.74 TBq/year alpha and 300 TBq/year beta.

16.

A major investment programme is also underway at Sellafield for the
treatment of solid wastes and highly active liquid wastes. Wastes
will be converted to a stable form for long term storage and ease of
handling for disposal.
The programme covers fresh arisings, past
arisings (which will be retrieved) and arisings from decommissioning
operations. The main projects are:

-plants to encapsulate intermediate level wastes, such as Magnox
fuel claddinq and oxide fuel hulls, in a cement matrix will be
operational in the early 1990s. Encapsulation will make the wastes
stable for long term storage and be compatible with future transport
and disposal operations.
-the Windscale Vitrification Plant, due to start operation in 1990.
This plant will immobilise HA liquid waste by vitrification. It
will deal with fresh arisings and progressively empty the old liquor
storage tanks, leaving some of the later tanks as an interim buffer
between the reprocessing and vitrification operations.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL

17.

At present the main developments in solid waste disposal in the UK
are in the area of low level wastes. The standards of the disposal
site at Drigg near Sellefield are being further improved by
emplacing the wastes in engineered trenches with concrete floors and
walls, capping the
trenches with impermeable materials and
compactinq and packaging wastes as appropriate. Trench drainage
will be improved with direct monitored discharge by pipeline of
trench leachate to sea.

18.

The UK nuclear industry has established an organisation, UK NIREX
Ltd, to seek new sites for low and intermediate level radioactive
waste disposal. NIREX is now concentrating on the development of a
deep underground disposal facility for both low and intermediate
level waste. The NIREX programme of work has been described in a
discussion document 'The Way Forward1, intended to promote public
understanding of the issues involved and to stimulate comment which
will assist NIREX in developing acceptable proposals. A variety of
work is to be carried out by NIREX, with the objective that after
about a year it should be in a position to recommend to Government
one or more disposal sites worthy of further investigation.

19.

Lastly, Government policy is for vitrified waste to be stored for
at least fifty years. This will allow heat and radiation to reduce
and provide time for the evaluation of options for disposal.

URANIUM AND PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

20.

The recycle of plutonium in the fast reactor fuel cycle has been
successfully accomplished in development facilities in the UK. The
BNFL fuel fabrication plant at Sellafield has produced some 17
tonnes of mixed oxide pellets for fast reactor fuel for the
prototype fast reactor (PFR) at Dounreay. Since 1980 when a small
scale PFR reprocessing plant was commissioned at Dounreay, some 11.3
tonnes of fast reactor MOX fuel, containing over 2 tonnes of
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plutonium have successfully been reprocessed.
Part of this spent
fast reactor fuel has been subsequently refabricated by BNFL and
reirradiated, thus demonstrating the fast reactor closed fuel
cycle.

21.

The BNFL fuel plants at Sellafield, in addition to fabricating fast
reactor fuel, have also produced some 3 tonnes of fuel at up to 7

per cent plutonium concentration for irradiation in various European
thermal reactors during the 1960's. However, during the 1970's the
UK's
thermal plutonium
recycle experience involved
no fuel
manufacture and was limited to participation in several research
programmes of which the EEC R&D programme between 1975-1979 was the
most significant.
22.

Over 15000 tonnes of uranium recovered by reprocessing fuel from the
Magnox reactors has been converted into UFg at BNFL Springfields and
enriched in the Capenhurst diffusion plant and URENCO gas centrifuge
plants.
The enriched UFg was returned to Springfields for the
manufacture of AGR fuel and about 1500 tonnes (some 75 per cent) of
AGR fuel used to date has been produced from reprocessed uranium.
The UK utilities plan to continue recycling Magnox depleted uranium
through the AGR fuel cycle during the 1990's.
URENCO has also
enriched some 80 tonnes of ex-oxide uranium and small quantities of
LWR fuel manufactured from this material have been fabricated and
irradiated successfully.

23.

Apart from the utilisation of plutonium by the UKAEA in developing
the PFR at Dounreay, the UK policy to date has been one of storing
the recovered plutonium for eventual use in commercial fast rectors.
The amount of plutonium required for future fast reactor use is
uncertain.
It depends not only upon the extent and timing of
commercial fast reactor deployment by the UK Generating Boards but
also on the reactor and reprocessing plant designs and fuel cycle
characteristics adopted. The extent of any commitment the UK might
make under the European Fast Reactor Collaboration agreements will
also have an effect.

24.

On current projections of system economics, the UK Generating Boards
not expect commercial series ordering of fast reactors to
commence before the early part of the next century. Meanwhile in
the UK stocks of civil plutonium are increasing as spent Magnox fuel
continues to be reprocessed, and this will be added to from the
early 1990s onwards by the arisings from the reprocessing of spent
AGR oxide fuel in THORP. At the end of the current reprocessing
commitments involving completion of the Magnox programme and the
'baseload' component of THORP, the UK Generating Boards will have in
store up to about 75 tonnes of plutonium.
do

25.
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In the light of the uncertainty on the timing of the utilisation of
plutonium in fast reactors, the UK Generating Boards have been
examining possible strategies for recycling plutonium in thermal
reactors which use oxide fuel. In conjunction with BNFL both the
technical feasibility and the economics of the use of mixed
plutonium and uranium oxide (MOX) fuel in the UK have recently been
examined by the CEGB.
A greater economic incentive to recycle
plutonium in PWRs rather than AGRs has been identified. Taking into
account the construction programme for the first PWR in the UK,
Sizewell B, and possible subsequent stations, it is not envisaged

that plutonium recycle would be undertaken in the UK on any major
scale before the turn of the century.

26.

In respect of thermal MOX fuel BNFL are moving towards a position of
being able to satisfy potential UK Generating Boards' requirements
and in addition offer services to overseas customers. During 1985
BNFL approved and commenced a development programme directed towards
ensuring that they will be in a position to construct a commercial
scale thermal reactor MOX fuel fabrication plant when market
conditions justify it.
For the present, BNFL, Belgonucleaire and
COGEMA have recently reached an agreement relating to thermal MOX
fuel, which marks the commencement of a joint R&D programme on MOX
fuels and allows BNFL access to COMMOX manufacturing capability.
Consequently, BNFL will act as a marketing agent for MOX fuel, to be
supplied from present and future joint production facilities. It is
planned that these joint production plants will include a BNFLoperated UK thermal MOX fabrication facility starting up in the mid
to late 1990's as market demand dictates.

27.

European Fast Reactor Collaboration envisages the utilisation of
single fuel cycle facilities for joint use by the partners to
support early demonstration fast reactors.
For fuel fabrication
services the current CEA plant at Cadarache should be able to
satisfy fast reactor requirements until commercial scale ordering
commences. No fast reactor fuel reprocessing facility of sufficient
size currently exists to satisfy demonstration reactor demands.
Designs are being developed both in the UK and in France for a
suitable plant of around 50-70 t p.a capacity. The UKAEA/BNFL made
a joint outline planning application in 1986 to permit the
construction of such a plant at Dounreay given eventual agreement
amonst the partners that a UK based plant should be developed. That
application is still under construction.

28.

The centrifuge enrichment process pioneered and used by URENCO is
ideally suited to the re-enrichment of reprocessed uranium while
maintaining segregation from other types of fuel.
URENCO plan
commercial scale facilities for enrichment of reprocessed uranium in
the 1990's as the output from major reprocessing plants becomes
available.
On the same timescale, BNFL is planning to offer a
commercial service for the manufacture of fuel from ex-oxide
uranium.

SUMMARY

29.

UK policy is to continue to reprocess Magnox fuel and to reprocess
AGR fuel in THORP when it becomes operational. This is for technical
reasons unique to the Magnox and AGR fuel designs and because
reprocessing is a proven spent fuel management option which
maintain's the UK's ability to exploit the enormous energy potential
of the uranium and plutonium contained in spent fuel.

30.

Magnox reprocessing needs to operate to the highest possible
standards to maintain public acceptance and to maintain security of
Magnox station operation.
A major capital investment programme
will be completed early in the 1990s that is aimed at ensuring that
Magnox reprocessing operations continue uninterrupted through to the
end of the Magnox programme around the year 2005.
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31.

The commissioning of THORP in 1992
will mark the start of
commercial scale oxide (including AGR) fuel reprocessing in the UK;

pond storage and dismantling facilities are already in operation.
The introduction of dry storage into the AGR fuel cycle will provide
greater flexibility in spent AGR fuel management, placing it in a
similar position to that available for PWR fuel.
BNFL intend to
develop services associated with oxide fuel reprocessing such that
in the 1990's they will be able to offer uranium and later plutonium

recycle services.
32.

The long-term storage capability of PWR fuel linked with the large,
at-reactor storage capacity provided by the Sizewell B design will
lead to great flexibility in the management of spent PWR fuel and in
the timing of the reprocessing operation.

33.

The utilisation of uranium and plutonium recovered by past and
future reprocessing operations will be influenced by technical,
economic and strategic considerations. Continued recycle of Magnox

depleted uranium in AGRs is planned.
No plutonium recycle in
thermal oxide reactors is envisaged before the turn of the century.
Fast reactor development in the UK will continue in collaboration
with other European partners.
The level and timing of future
reprocessing requirements will be influenced by all three factors.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
National contribution presented by K. Klein
United States Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C., United States of America
Abstract
Spent fuel inventories in the USA exceed 15,000 t HM, and are increasing

at a rate in excess of 1600 t per year. In the absence of reprocessing, these
inventories are being stored in existing reactor fuel pools. Where initial
pool storage capacity was insufficient, and structural and seismic
considerations permitted, high density storage racks have been installed to
increase pool storage capacity. In addition, a limited amount of spent fuel
transshipment has occurred to other reactors within some utility systems where
storage space was available. For the next few years there are not reactors in
the United States whose continued operation is threatened because spent fuel
storage space is not available or otherwise obtainable, using currently viable

storage technologies.
Future plans for spent fuel management, as established by US law, call
for continued utility management of their spent fuel until a Federal
repository or Monitored Retrievable Storage Facility (MRS) is established.
When one of these Federal facilities becomes available, high-level waste or
spent fuel can be transferred to it and become a Federal responsibility.
The spent fuel management national programme and progress in this field

are presented.

1.

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Commercial nuclear power was introduced into the United States in 1960
when the first fully private plant was completed. Full commercial status was

attained in the late 1960s when plants larger than 500 MWe were brought into
operation.

1986

Nuclear power has provided about 17% of electricity generation in

and is expected to provide approximately 19% by 1990.

Institutional problems related to regulation, cost escalation and public
acceptance, together with an abrupt, sharp reduction in electrical load
growth, have resulted in no new plant orders since 1978. Most nuclear plants

and a substantial fraction of fossil plants ordered over the past decade have
been cancelled.

Nearly all plants under construction over the past ten years

have had their start-up dates substantially deferred.
The original plan for a closed-loop fuel cycle, with reprocessing of
spent fuel within a year of discharge, has not been implemented. Following
successful operations of the first commercial reprocessing facility in the
United States, changes in licensing requirements and problems with innovative
technology affected further commercial development of reprocessing.
Reprocessing was then deferred indefinitely as a matter of national policy in
1977
pending an evaluation of proliferation concerns. This policy was
reversed in 1981, at which time the private sector was encouraged to develop
this part of the fuel cycle. However, remaining uncertainties associated with
licensing, demand, and future policies have inhibited private sector
reprocessing initiatives to date.
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As part of the United States nuclear development policy, substantially
increased attention has been paid over recent years to the interim management
and final disposal of nuclear waste and spent fuel. Following several years
of debate, basic U.S. spent fuel management policies were finally established
in a national law, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA/1982).
Implementation of this law has been pursued aggressively in accordance with
the Mission Plan, which was prepared and submitted to Congress by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) in June 1987. The amended Mission Plan was
prepared to apprise Congress of significant achievements in the waste
management program, the revised schedule of the first repository, and the
intent to postpone site-specific work for the second repository. The revised
Mission Plan also discussed the proposal for the construction of the Monitored
Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility as an integral part of the waste management
system. In addition, the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987
(NWPAA/1987) was enacted December 21, 1987. The NWPAA/1987 (1) mandates the
selection of the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada for detailed site
characterization for the first U.S. repository; (2) authorizes an MRS at a
site to be determined and subject to certain conditions; and (3) cancels all
work on the second repository until there is specific authorization from
Congress.
In addition, DOE is working with the nuclear industry and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to consider major changes to the regulatory
structure and address other institutional issues that could prevent commercial
nuclear power from realizing its full potential. Although nuclear power's
contribution to electricity production is second only to coal and will double
over the next decade, it has not reached its full potential in terms of
displacing scarce natural energy resources. DOE programmes for cooperation
with the industry and the Commission in dealing with institutional issues and
programmes for reactor safety are designed to improve utilization of the
nuclear resources.

Finally, United States nuclear development policy has shifted away from
the rapid demonstration of commercial fast-breeder reactors in that
construction of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor demonstration plant has been
cancelled. However, R&D on breeder development is being maintained.
2.

CURRENT PRACTICE

Spent fuel inventories currently exceed 15,000 t HM, and they are
expected to grow by approximately 1600 t in 1988 and at increasing rates
thereafter. In the absence of reprocessing, these inventories are being
stored in existing reactor fuel pools. Where initial pool storage capacity
was insufficient, and structural and seismic considerations permitted, high
density storage racks have been installed to increase pool storage capacity.
In addition, a limited amount of spent-fuel transshipping has occurred to
other reactors within some utility systems where storage space was available.
For the next few years there are no reactors in the United States whose
continued operation is threatened because spent fuel storage space is not
available or otherwise obtainable, using currently viable storage technologies.
3.

FUTURE PLANS

Future plans for spent fuel management, as established by U.S. law,
called for continued utility management of their spent fuel until a Federal
repository or MRS is established. When one of these Federal facilities
becomes available, high-level waste or spent fuel can begin to be transferred
to it and become a Federal responsibility. Prior to transfer to the Federal
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government, utilities may have spent fuel reprocessed if this service is
available and they choose to utilize it.

Cumulative inventories of spent fuel in storage at reactor sites are
expected to increase to about 21,000 t by 1990, 31,000 t by 1995, and perhaps
41,000 t by 2000. Acceptance of high-level waste or spent fuel for permanent
disposal may begin as early as 1998. Several years thereafter, the
anticipated acceptance rate should exceed the generation rate. In the
meantime, based on current utility plans, spent fuel inventories at many
reactors will exceed current on-site storage capacity requiring many utilities
to initiate plans for expanding capacity.
As mentioned above, the NWPAA/1987 directs the DOE to characterize the
Yucca Mountain site for development of the first repository. Drilling of an
exploratory shaft at the Yucca site is to begin upon completion of the site
characterization plan and public hearings. Site specific activities for
Hanford, Washington and Deaf Smith County, Texas sites are to terminate within
90 days of enactment of the legislation (around the end of March). In the
event that the Yucca site proves unsuitable for use as a repository, DOE is
required to terminate site-specific activities and report to the Congress.
The provisions of the NWPA pertaining to the application of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) are preserved except that the existing
requirement that the environmental impact statement (EIS) accompanying DOE's
repository siting recommendation consider alternative sites is eliminated.
NEPA applies to the redirected program in the same way as NEPA applied to the
NWPA. The NRC has been directed to adopt the DOE's EIS "to the extent
practicable." State and or local governments are offered the opportunity to
conduct onsite oversight activities with the expenses to be covered by the
Nuclear Waste Fund.
The DOE has reassured and rebaselined the program for the first
repository. The new schedule shows a 5-year extension of the date for waste
receptance at the first repository, from 1998 to 2003. In accordance with the
NWPAA/1987, the siting requirements for a second deep geologic repository have
been repealed. The DOE was directed to report to the President and the
Congress between 2007 and 2010 on the need for a second repository.
The NWPAA/1987 further indicates that spent fuel and high-level
radioactive waste must be transported in casks certified by the NRC. The DOE
Secretary must comply with NRC regulations regarding advance notification of
States and local governments before the transport of waste. In addition, the
Secretary must provide technical assistance and funds (from expenditures of
the Waste Fund) to States for training public safety officials of local
governments and Indian Tribes through whose jurisdictions waste is to be
transported; training to extend to procedures required for safe routine and
emergency response situations. Under provisions of the NWPAA/1987 and
previously estimated schedules for the development and operation of storage
and disposal facilities, waste transportation to an MRS facility may not begin
before the year 2003; such timing is based on the following program
schedules: (1) The June 1987 Mission Plan Amendment included an estimated
schedule for repository development, licensing, and operation; under the
schedule, construction authorization would be issued by the NRC in 1998, and a
first repository would be in operation in 2003; and (2) The DOE proposal on
monitored retrievable storage, as submitted to Congress in March 1987,
estimated that four years would be required for construction of an MRS
facility. In compliance with the NWPAA/1987 requirement that MRS construction
not be initiated until an NRC license is granted for repository construction,
construction of an MRS facility would not begin until 1998 and would be
completed in 2002; operation of the facility, following a test period, would
be expected to begin in 2003. If waste transportation to storage or disposal
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facilities begins in 2003 rather than in 1998 - as was previously estimated
for the purpose of DOE transportation planning, the timing of the technical
and institutional elements of the OCRWM transportation program would need to
be revised.
The NWPAA/1987 revokes the DOE proposal to locate a MRS Facility in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. However, the DOE is authorized to site, construct and
operate one MRS Facility as follows: a survey of potentially suitable sites
for an MRS facility is to be conducted starting no earlier than June 1989; a
site may then be selected from among those surveyed after the Secretary
recommends to the President a site for development as a repository; the
selected facility will not require an environmental impact statement (EIS) but
is to be accompanied by an environmental assessment; at least 6 months prior
to selection, DOE is to notify the affected state or Indian tribe; no MRS may
be located in Nevada; after DOE selects the site, the proposed host state may
disapprove the selection; once the selection is made, the host state may enter
into a benefits agreement if the state surrenders its right to issue a notice
of disapproval; maximum storage prior to repository operation is limited to
10,000 metric tons; maximum storage of the MRS is limited to 15,000 metric
tons. The NRC's issuance of a construction authorization for the MRS is to be
considered as a major federal action requiring an EIS. DOE is required to
obtain the data and information needed for the necessary EIS and submit it
along with the application for a MRS construction authorization to the NRG.

Continued expansion of on-site storage through established procedures,
such as re-racking and transshipping, will alleviate some but not all of these
near-term storage problems; additional ways of storing fuel will be needed. A
variety of research, development and demonstration efforts are underway
including dry cask storage and rod consolidation programmes to establish
additional on-site storage options and to streamline future licensing

proceedings.

These efforts include cooperative demonstrations involving the

Federal government and private utilities.
As generally described above, there is a need in the U.S. commercial

nuclear power industry to develop and implement viable at-reactor dry and wet
storage technologies. The storage options which have been or are being
evaluated are: re-racking of storage pools; at-reactor consolidation of spent
fuel; and dry storage. The selection of the storage option for each reactor
must be based on site specific physical and operational considerations as well
as on economics.
The technology of re-racking a spent fuel pool is fully understood and
quantified in the U.S. commercial nuclear power industry today. There is so
much experience with spent fuel pool re-racking in the utility industry that
it has become a routine endeavor. However, the use of re-racking technology
is limited in that even with high density re-racking, only a finite number of
assemblies can fit into a spent fuel pool. Also some reactors may be
prevented from re-racking due to seismic and structural constraints on the
allowable weight in the spent fuel pool. The replacement of spent-fuel racks
in reactor storage pools with high-density racks containing neutron absorbing
materials which allow closely packed storage of either intact fuel assemblies
or consolidated fuel rods is a readily available option for increasing pool
storage capacity, whether or not consolidation is to follow.
The consolidation of spent fuel in reactor pools has been suggested as a
feasible and cost-effective means to increase pool storage capacity. It is
generally assumed feasible to consolidate the rods from two fuel assemblies
into a canister the size of one original assembly. Thus, fuel from ten
assemblies can be accommodated in five canisters. The associated hardware
would fill one or two additional canisters (depending on the degree of volume
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reduction), leaving a net gain of three to four storage spaces in the pool.
Thus, to gain a given number of in-pool spent fuel storage spaces, between 2.5
and 3.3 times that many spent fuel assemblies must be consolidated.
Dry storage technologies are, in general, both more passive and more
modular than comparable wet storage (pool) technologies. Passive cooling by a
combination of conduction through the container and natural convection by
outside air greatly simplifies the operations and maintenance of dry storage
systems. Wet storage requires active cooling water circulation, with the
accompanying redundancy required in nuclear operations, and water filtration
resulting in an extra waste stream out of the system. The passive nature of
dry storage systems allows radiation monitoring in a simple, continuous, and
automatic fashion. The modularity inherent in most dry storage technologies
means that additional storage capacity can be added on an as-required,
incremental basis. This removes the burden from utilities of having to raise
a large amount of up-front capital. This concept is extremely important to
domestic nuclear utilities who focus on the difficulties and risks inherent in
raising funds for large up-front capital intensive projects. Dry storage
systems in the United States which are located on the reactor site can be
physically independent from any reactor-related structures. This enables the
dry storage system to be licensed under the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) regulation; Chapter 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 72 (10 CFR 72),
which is specifically for the licensing of an "Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation," (ISFSI) instead of requiring reopening and amending the
original license for the reactor plant under 10 CFR Part 50. The 10 CFR 72
license process is unique since it covers both construction and operation of

the ISFSI. Dry storage technologies can be grouped into four general
classifications: metal casks, concrete silos, drywells and air-cooled vaults.
The NWPA/1982 provides for a contingency in the event these additional
storage technologies cannot be established soon enough at any reactor site.
Until 1990, the DOE may contract with utilities for the interim storage of not
more than 1900 t of spent fuel. A full cost recovery fee would be charged,
and users must have no reasonable alternative available to be certified
eligible for this service by NRC.
4.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT POLICY

Prior to Federal acceptance of high-level waste or spent fuel for
terminal storage, the primary decision on spent fuel management will be made

by utilities. These decisions will govern all aspects including methods,
location, and timing of on-site spent fuel storage facility enhancements.
These utility decisions will be strongly influenced by the economics of

various storage alternatives, by the efficacy of Federal R&D efforts on them,
and by the NRC and public attitudes toward them.
The availability of domestic reprocessing is another factor that would
affect spent fuel management policy. Reprocessing availability would be
favoured by a strong demand for uranium and plutonium, but there is no
indication of such a demand over the next few years. Consequently, commercial

reprocessing is not expected to alleviate any major spent fuel storage
problems of utilities over the next decade.
5.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND FINANCIAL PROVISIONS

The NWPA/1982 reinforces the longstanding premise that the owners and
generators of waste are responsible for paying the cost of disposal as well as
for interim storage.
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The law specifies that Federal disposal of high-level waste or spent fuel
will be provided to utilities who enter into contracts for this service by

30th June 1983, or by the start-up date for new reactors. A payment of one
mill ($ 0.001) per kilowatt hour of electricity generated by nuclear plants
after 7th April 1983 is made to a waste fund to cover the cost of constructing

and operating disposal or long-term storage facilities. Equivalent payments
are specified for spent fuel and for fuel in reactors on 7th April 1983. The
fee is periodically reviewed and adjusted as necessary to ensure that revenues

will cover the cost of the system.
Generic R&D on spent fuel storage is being continued using Federal
funds. This programme has been greatly enhanced by the cooperative
demonstration provisions of the Act. Under this programme utilities propose
dry storage and rod consolidation development programmes that could be jointly
funded with a 25% limit on the Federal contribution.
Finally, the Act provides for a Federal Interim Storage programme for
storage of limited amounts of spent fuel that cannot be reasonably stored by
the owner and present a threat to continued operation. The full cost of this
service must be paid by the users and contracting authority extends only to
1990.
The DOE is responsible for deploying the facilities to provide the
spent fuel storage when needed and contracted. The NRC is responsible for
determining that utilities who apply for this service are eligible under
Commission rules before contracting may occur.

6.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT

Generic spent fuel R&D is underway in many areas, including system
performance, spent fuel integrity, analytical code development and dry storage
in different atmospheres.
A cooperative agreement is in force to test dry cask storage at a reactor
site (Virginia Power) under NRC license at conservative conditions in addition
to related but unlicensed work at a Federal site (Idaho Nuclear Engineering
Laboratories/INEL) where tests are probing the technical limits for dry cask
storage. A second cooperative effort is underway to test on-site storage in
concrete silos (Carolina Power and Light). A third agreement to demonstrate
fuel rod consolidation has been negotiated with Northeast Utilities. The DOE
is conducting R&D activities on dry rod consolidation. The two programs at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory are the Dry Rod Consolidation
Technology (DRCT) Project and the Prototypical Rod Consolidation Demonstration
Program (PCDP).
In the DRCT hot cell work, using equipment design by EG&G Idaho, 48
Westinghouse 15 x 15 fuel assemblies were consolidated during a five-month
demonstration in mid-1987. The 48 elements were chosen from fuel acquired
from Virginia Power Company's Surry plant (twin 781-MWe Westinghouse PWRs),
and Florida Power and Light Company's Turkey Point plant (two 666-MWe
Westinghouse PWRs). The fuel was between 7 and 14 years old, and the average

burnup was 29 330 MWd. All 48 assemblies were packaged into 25 consolidation
canisters. This was the first successful horizontal dry consolidation effort
in the United States.
The PDCP is structured as a competitive design and procurement program.
Preliminary designs for hot cell rod consolidation systems were developed by

General Electric Company, Nutech Engineers Inc., Babcock & Wilcox Company,
Westinghouse, and NUS Corp. From those five, three have been selected for the
final design phase:

NUS, Nutech, and Westinghouse.

Final designs were

submitted to the DOE on December 22, 1987, for evaluation.
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Based on these

designs, two will be selected (by May 1988) to be fabricated and tested in a
facility that will simulate a radioactive environment. The fabrication phase
is expected to last 18 months. One set of equipment will then be selected for
a hot demonstration at INEL, which will utilize approximately 200 PWR and
boiling water reactor assemblies.
A major characteristic of the PCDP work is the throughput rate required
of the equipment needed. The DOE projects a throughput rate of 750 tonnes of
heavy metal per year. Thus, each contractor has concluded that no matter
which of the PWR or BWR types is being dealt with, they must process between
14 and 16 PWR assemblies per day, or between 26 and 32 BWR fuel bundles per
day, to achieve the throughput rate. Off-normal events, or equipment
malfunction or repairs must be handled within the constraints of the
throughput rate. Thus, the program is emphasizing the design of highly
reliable, remotely maintainable equipment that can be operated
semi-automatically.
Spent fuel generic R&D is also continuing on the following categories of
work: modeling and code development/verification; technology base
development; and international cooperative exchange.
Spent fuel information and the analysis of storage needs results in an
annual report of expected storage space problem areas. This work supports
periodic reviews of R&D planning and of the prospects for Federal Interim
Storage needs.
An offer to participate in joint research and to provide technical
assistance on spent fuel storage to non nuclear weapons states has been
tendered as specified by the Act. Thirteen nations have responded to the
tender offer.
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SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT IN THE USSR

National contribution presented by G. V. Mikhailov
State Committee on the Utilization of Atomic Energy,
Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Abstract

The nuclear power development concept adopted in the USSR foresees
the reprocessing of spent fuel and recycling of the recovered nuclear

fuel in thermal and fast breeder reactors. The experience and decisions
taken in the USSR on storage, transport and reprocessing of spent nuclear

fuel are described.

Nuclear energy is regarded in the USSR as the most important means
to solve the problems of the fuel energy balance for a long period of
time. At present 19 NPP of more than 28 GW(e) of the total installed

capacity are operating in the USSR. At the first stage the atomic power
in the USSR was developed on the basis of NPP with WWER-440 and RBMK
reactors. The USSR experience in handling spent WWER-440 and RBMK spent

fuel was reported at the International Conference in Vienna in 1982. At
present the USSR programme is adopted which contemplates an electrical
power increment through NPPs utilizing preferably WWER-1000 reactors;

several NPPs are to be built with fast reactors [1]. The development of
nuclear energy in the USSR is based on the closed fuel cycle concept, or
spent nuclear fuel chemical reprocessing and the use of the regenerated

plutonium in breeder reactors.

Storage, common state
It was proposed earlier to store spent nuclear fuel after the
reactor discharge in the reactor cooling pools for 3-5 years and then to
ship it to the reprocessing plant for Pu extraction and purification for
its later use in fast reactors. However, because of the delay with fast

reactor serial construction [1] and lack of need in plutonium for these
purposes, an accumulation of spent fuel takes place. The larger part of
the spent fuel is stored in the reactor cooling pools. Besides the spent
fuel is transported to the storage facility at the reprocessing plant
site, including the spent fuel from NPP in other socialist countries [2].
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To solve the problem concerning the accumulation of the spent fuel the

decision was taken in the USSR and other socialist countries to build on
their territories independent spent nuclear fuel storages designed for
about 10 years of NPPs operation.
Such storages are built at Leningrad, Novovoronezh, Kursk and
Chernobyl NPPs. An additional long-term storage is built in the GDR, and
new storages are being built in Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. In Hungary a

concept of compacted fuel storage in the reactor pool is developed [3].

The storage facility characteristics
The additional storage is an independent building which
accommodates the reception bay and the pool consisting of sections where

spent fuel is stored under shielding water layer ("wet" storage). The
number of sections is chosen according to the storage period (10 years)
and to the amount of annual spent fuel income. There is a transport hall
with a 125/20 t crane (having additional lowering velocities) and other

special attachments over the pool. Besides, the storage facility has the
technological systems and the services to provide the spent fuel storage
conditions as well as the change room, administration and other rooms.
While developing the storage systems provision is made for the

whole complex of the process and handling equipment to receive, store and
issue the spent fuel.
In storage designing the following problems are solved:

- arrangement of the integral and defective spent fuel assemblies
providing nuclear safety while handling and storing;
- providing the radiation safety for personnel in accordance with
the Regulations set up;
- preventing the possible contaminated water leakage into
environment by the control and localization of local leakages and storage
structures;
- fuel storage control, guards and safeguards provision for fuel

storage;
- eliminating the radioactive product release by the ventilation
systems and cleaning filters;
- rational organization of transport operations in reception,
placing for storage and issue of fuel from the storage;
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- pool water cooling to temperatures not exceeding 50 C with

decay heat removal;
- pool water purification from
necessary water transparency for fuel
radioactive matters entering the pool
- providing a means for repair

corrosion products to provide
remote handling and from
water from defective fuel elements;
operation in separate bays of the

storage;
- prevention of emergency situation occurrence due to monitoring
methods for the storage technology as well as developing emergency
condition measures and arrangements.
In the USSR storage construction and operation may be licensed
only after agreement with Gosatomenergonadzor, Gosgortechnadzor and
Gossaninspectsiya.
SNF "wet" storage technology is the main method in the USSR and
will be dominating for the coming 20-30 years.
Today the method is the most developed technology providing SNF
reliable and sufficiently economical storage.
Intensive efforts are in progress towards "wet" storage
improvement, mainly towards existent storage capacity increase through
compacted storage racks and towards technology advancement as well with
capital and operational costs reduction for storage equipment.
SNF "dry" storage method is now under technical and economical
study [1],

Spent nuclear fuel transportation
Spent fuel transportation in the USSR and from other countries

which are guaranteed in SNF reception is made by railway. Spent fuel is
transported in B-type large casks.

Based on the NPP construction plans in the USSR and other
countries which are guaranteed in SNF reception, about 1000 container

shipments a year will be required by 2000. For this, more than 100 large
casks of various designs for different kinds of SNF will be used.

Safe shipment is assured by keeping the requirements of the "Basic

safety and physical protection rules for nuclear material shipment"
(BSPR-83) which practically correspond to the IAEA recommendations.
Shipping cask and fuel characteristics are given in the table.
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For transportation of future fast reactor spent fuel assemblies
the design of a cask is planned to

transport spent fuel after a year

cooling at the NPP.
Summarizing the Soviet experience in designing spent fuel casks
the following trends can be noted:
- use of all-steel large casks made of forged steel; they are
highly reliable in accident conditions and their know-how is best ready

for full-scale production;
- orientation to the developing casks of maximal fuel capacity

which results in transportation cost decrease;
- use of neutron absorbers in a packaging to increase its fuel
capacity;
- change-over to the gaseous coolant.
To transport spent fuel the railway is mainly used in the USSR. As
a rule, fuel is transported by special trains consisting of
container-cars with spent fuel and escort cars only. The train is
escorted by the personnel specially trained and the guards. This

increases the safety level of spent fuel transportation in normal and
abnormal conditions.

Over 150 trips of spent fuel from WWER-440 reactors were made in
the USSR both within the country and from abroad. During the trips no
radiation accidents or situations which could cause the accidents were
registered [2].

Reprocessing

At present the reprocessing plant in the USSR is under design [4].

The plant is to be built in successive steps that will be commissioned as
plutonium needed for mixed fuel fabrication. The production capacity of a
single stage is up to 1500

t U/year. The plant will reprocess FA of the

WWER-1000 reactor nuclear power plants including those to be built abroad.
The technology of recovery of uranium and plutonium, removal of
the main fission products from them and their mutual separation are based
on the extraction process used successfully for reprocessing WWER-440
fuel.

An organic mixture of tributylphosphate in a hydrocarbon diluent

is employed.

The first extraction cycle is carried out in column-type

apparatuses.

In the second extraction cycles the uranium and plutonium
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are further purified in mixer-settlers with mechanical mixing.

The

purified uranium in the form of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate will arrive at
the hexafluoride production facility, then go to the enrichment facility

for final enrichment and thereafter to the facility for fabrication of
fuel elements.

The plutonium obtained as oxides will be used for the

fabrication of fast reactor fuel.

The feasibility of utilizing plutonium

for the fabrication of thermal reactor fuel elements is under study.
The successful application of the aqueous extraction technology to
the reprocessing of thermal reactor fuel served as the basis for
extending the principles of this technology to the reprocessing of fast
breeder fuel.

The appropriate research work was carried out. The

specific characteristics of fast breeder spent assemblies - high
plutonium content, high burnup (:> 100 GW'd/t) and, consequently,
complex radionuclide composition - made it necessary to modify the
aqueous extracton technology to suit these characteristics.
The bulk of the fuel component is dissolved in nitric acid.

However, the remaining insoluble residues contain an appreciable quantity
of plutonium in the form of dioxide and complex alloy systems with
molybdenum, palladium, ruthenium and technetium and can be dissolved in
media with high chemical activity.

This requires appropriate structural

materials for the dissolving apparatus, but the appreciable transition of
the fuel assembly steel components complicates waste handling.
The problem of purification of the fuel solutions obtained is more

difficult to resolve.

Here it is preferable to use high-speed

centrifuges and a two-stage - first "coarse" and then "fine" - process of
purification.
The high activity of the fast breeder fuel solutions calls for
8
purification factors of up to 10 . The problem is somewhat simplified
during the reprocessing of the core fuel with the axial blanket fuel

having a substantially lower content of fission products.

The process

variant developed includes three extraction cycles each in the plutonium
and uranium lines with their separation in the second cycle.

Considering

the high concentration of plutonium in the solutions undergoing

reprocessing, preference is given to the electrochemical and other
saltless methods of stabilization of its oxidation states. Great
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attention is paid to the designs of centrifugal extractors, where the
extracting agent is in contact with highly active solutions for a few
seconds, thus simplifying the problems of the aqueous extraction
technology under high radiation dose conditions during the reprocessing
of fuel with a short cooling time.
The integrated research in the USSR on the reprocessing technology
for fast breeder fuel is aimed at developing a process which is highly
reliable and safe.

This is ensured by the selection of special

conditions and operating regimes for the various stages of the process
(in particular, by using water-soluble neutron absorbers during fuel
dissolution, by selecting extraction mixtures where even in accident
situations there is no transfer of tetravalent plutonium solvates into
the second organic phase and which have a low extractant solubility in
aqueous solutions and so on) by the use of nuclear-safe equipment and by
satisfying all the requirements of radiation safety.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CASKS AND FUEL TRANSPORTED IN THE USSR
Cask type
Owner

Fuel is transported
from reactor

TK-6

TK-10

GKAE

GKAE

GKAE

WWER-440

WWER-440

RBMK

144/3200

238/4665

79/3640

TK-11

IK-13

GKAE
WWER-1000

Sizes of transported
SPA,

S/L mm

Burnup (GWd/t)
Initial enrichment (%}
Capacity: SFA, pc

Mass U 0 2 ( t )

150

238/4665

28-40

50

18,5

50

1.8-3.3

1.8-3.3

1.8-3.3

1.8-3.3

30

6

102

12

2,6

5,9

5,2

3,6

Total decay heat ( k W )

15

13

1o-12

20

Cask mass (t)

90

103

86.5

116

Cask geometry

Vertical
cylinder

Horizontal Vertical
cylinder cylinder

Horizontal

cylinder

Length (height), mm

4100

6000

4460

6000

Diameter, mm

2200

2100

2200

2300

Coolant

Water

Water
Gas

Gas

Gas

Vehicle

Railway
car

Railway
car

Railway
car

Railway
car

Apart from the work on the aqueous extraction technology for fast
breeder fuel regeneration, studies are in progress on non-aqueous

(fluoride gas) technology for reprocessing fuel with high burnup and a
short cooling time.
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RECENT NEA ACTIVITIES RELATED TO
SPENT FUEL MANAGEMENT
OECD/NEA contribution presented by S. Horiuchi
Nuclear Energy Agency,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
Paris
Abstract

The recent past and future activities relevant to spent fuel
management in OECD/WEA are introduced. The importance of continuous good
cooperation and coordination between NBA and IAEA is stressed and some

proposals stated.

The management of spent fuel has become a subject of substantial
importance as nuclear power utilisation has grown. We could say that the real
success of nuclear power utilisation depends on establishment of suitable
spent fuel management. It is not over-stating the importance of this aspect
to say that we cannot expect to see public acceptance of nuclear power until
there is demonstrable success in all stages of spent fuel management. In
recent years NEA has played a role of a provider of high quality analyses and
a forum for cooperation between leading users of nuclear energy on subject of
spent fuel management.

In 1985, NEA published the report of an Expert Group on the Economics
of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle. The report included the economics of spent fuel
management. The essence of the economic analysis methods used in this report
was introduced by Mr. Thexton (formerly Head of our Nuclear Development
Division) at the IAEA Technical Committee on Methods Used in the Design of
Spent Fuel Storage Facilities held in Finland. The Expert Group included
representatives of the IAEA.

In 1986, "Nuclear Spent Fuel Management11 was published as a study
report of an Expert Group on the subject. The report draws on the knowledge
of experts from fourteen OECD countries and representing the IAEA to put into
perspective some technical and non-technical factors regarding spent fuel
management. The aim was to present the issues coherently and comprehensively
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to assist government, industry and the general public in the formulation of
relevant policies. In the report, the current state of development of each
stage in the management of spent fuel (transportation, spent fuel storage,

reprocessing, waste disposal) with either disposal option, was reviewed, with
due attention to economic considerations.

In 1987,
the International Conference on the Back-End of the Fuel Cycle
was organised jointly with the IAEA and NBA.
The Symposium addressed a vital
and common subject for all countries developing nuclear power, namely, what to

do with nuclear fuel after its discharge from the reactor. The Symposium was
attended by more than 200 specialists from 29 countries and 5 international
organisations and included 80 scientific presentations. It provided a forum
for the exchange of information on analysis and selection of options, as well
as on the various technical, safety, economic, environmental, legal and
regulatory aspects associated with spent fuel and high level waste management.
I believe the holding of this meeting was very timely.

In addition to these specific activities, NBA publishes, on an annual

basis, expected spent fuel storage capacities and arisings in OECD countries
as part of our "Brown Book".

The NEA is now going to undertake some studies that have relevance to
spent fuel management. The first one is a study on "Strategies for Plutonium
Utilization", which includes economic analysis of particular options for
handling spent fuel. The study is well under way and a report of the Expert
Group will be published this summer or early autumn.

The second is the Symposium on "Achievement of Good Performance of
Nuclear Projects". The Symposium will cover topics of good performance of all
nuclear projects including, of course, spent fuel management.

The Symposium

is scheduled to be held in April 1989 in Tokyo by sponsorship of Japanese
government and in cooperation with IAEA and other organisations.

The third study is a study on the update of our 1985 publication on the
"Economics of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle". The study will include the evaluation
of costs of all stages of the back-end through to geological repositories.
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The Joint NEA/IAEA/CEC Symposium on the "Safety Assessment of Radwaste
Repositories", which is scheduled to be held in autum 1989, will be the fourth
activity.
I think it is very important and essential to avoid unnecessary

duplication of programmes, particularly at the time of budgetary stringency.
As you all have already noticed, both my Agency and the IAEA have kept good
relationship to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort, by sharing the work,
sending representatives mutually, or organising a joint symposium, etc. And
continuous mutai effort should be made to keep this good situation in the
future.

There is no sense in our pretending to do the same job as the IAEA.

I

would like only to stress the fact that NEA concentrates on the issues of
current relevance and interest to OECD Governments in ways which will help
them to make and pursue their policies on nuclear energy.

On the other hand, we acknowledge that dissemination of useful

information created by the advanced countries to developing countries is one

of the main roles of the IAEA.

With these general considerations in mind, I suggest that the main
efforts to pursue further studies on the economic aspects of spent fuel
management should concentrate with NEA. Much of the relevant basic
information has already been collected and published by the NEA. At the
current state of development it is not clear that tne economic arguments are

of much relevance in non-OECD countries.

Leaving the lead on further

development of that work to the NEA would enable the IAEA to concentrate its
resources on such matters as forming training courses and setting up CRPs.

Ve would, of course, expect to continue to benefit from IAEA's
involvement in our activities.

Allocations of analytical studies on the methodology or technology
relevant to spent fuel management should be decided case by case when
proposals arise.

Some of those studies would preferably be organised jointly

by both agencies.
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PART II

MAIN RESULTS OF THE ADVISORY GROUP MEETING:
REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Advisory Group on Spent Fuel Management met March 15-18, 1988 in
Vienna with the following objectives:
- Provide technical advise to the Secretariat regarding the Agency's

program in the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle.
-Serve as a means of exchanging information on the current situation

and progress of national programs.
- Discuss the Agency's publications in this field and to advise the
Agency on proposals for reviews, publications, guidelines and studies.

- Assist in the coordination of international activity in the field
of the back-end of the fuel cycle.
The program topics discussed during the Advisory Group Meeting included:

- A review of the present activities of the Agency in the area of
the back-end of fuel cycle.
- Discussions of the participants' presentations on national current
situation and future plans.
- A review of the IAEA's activities concluded since the last
Advisory Group Meeting.
- Recommendations for future IAEA meetings and other activities in
the area of the back-end of the fuel cycle.

It was observed by the Advisory Group that Spent Fuel Management
continues to be one of the highest priority fuel cycle activities in

assuring that the optimum safe commercial use of nuclear energy is
obtained. It was noted that the spent fuel management strategy adopted by
each country depends upon many individual country factors.
A brief review of the twenty six countries currently using nuclear
energy for the generation of electrical power indicated the following:

- Most of the twenty six countries have active programs relating to
the increasing storage capacities.
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- Six of the countries are actively developing reprocessing plants
(FRG,

France, Japan, India, U.K., and the USSR). One country, Argentina,

is in the advance stage of an R and D program in reprocessing with plans

for a prototype facility starting in 1989.
- Six countries have contracts for reprocessing their fuel outside
of their country (Belgium, Germany, F.R., Italy, Japan, Netherlands and
Switzerland).
- Five countries have contracts to return their fuel to the country

of manufacture (Bulgaria, CSSR, DDR, Hungary and Finland).
- Seven countries are working on either extended storage of long
term storage options using both dry and wet technologies (Brazil, Canada,
Finland, Korea, Pakistan, South Africa and Yugoslavia).

Taiwan is also

doing the same.
- Three countries (Spain, Sweden and the USA) have chosen the
once-through cycle and are focusing their attention on long term storage

followed by disposal of the fuel.
In addition to the countries with existing power production

capabilities there exist six other countries with nuclear power plants in
different stages of production (Cuba, Mexico, Philippines, Poland,
Romania and China). These countries may also need assistance in
activities relating to spent fuel management primarily in preparation of

storage plans.
A number of these countries, irrespective of the current plans for

spent fuel management, are developing permanent disposal systems.
The Advisory Group reflected that spent fuel storage remains of
crucial importance in most of these countries and that while experience

continues to show that water reactor fuel can be safely stored for
extended periods of time, some countries have studied and implemented dry
storage technologies.
Several country programmes show that both commercial and prototype

reprocessing facilities continue to operate satisfactorily.

It was

noticed that while plutonium from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuels
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was originally intended for use in fast reactors, an increasing amount of
excess plutonium is being successfully recycled to thermal reactors.
Recovered uranium is being recycled in several countries into thermal

reactors.
It was agreed by the Advisory Group that past and current

activities of the Agency have proven very beneficial in assisting them in
matters relating to spent fuel management.
The Secretariat and the members of the Advisory Group felt that
the time and costs related to the meeting were well spent and that the
Group should be reconvened in two years. The national reviews and the
discussions relating to recommendations and the Agency's programme of
work proved helpful. The Agency stated that the documents to be reviewed

will be sent to the advisors in advance of future meetings in order to
increase constructive contributions.
While it was recognized that good cooperation exists between the
Agency and OECD/NEA, it was noted by the members that in several areas
(i.e. economics and reprocessing activities} NEA has already taken the
lead and these topics should be closely coordinated to avoid duplication
of effort.

ADVISORY GROUP RECOMMENDATIOWS

The Advisory Group concluded the meeting with a panel discussion
which reviewed the activities and trends observed during the course of
the meeting. The following comments summarize the Group's comments and
recommendations including a brief review of the draft IAEA 1989-90
programme of work:

- The Group recognized that with the ever increasing size of the
nuclear power program in the world (at the end of 1987- 417 power
reactors producing 297 gigawatts of electrical power for national

systems) that the demands being placed upon the back-end of the fuel

cycle covered by spent fuel management will be increased.
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- The Group recognizes the wide range of requirements in the area

of spent fuel management and at the same time the great number of
activities (meetings, bilateral cooperative programs, etc.) relating to
these topics; therefore, it recommends that resources be used where
international cooperation will prove most effective.

Examples of these

areas include the continued involvement with the safe storage and
transport of spent fuel.

These activities should address both

technologies and experience factors.

The development of activities

relating to the use of dry storage technologies are increasing due
primarily to the trend towards longer storage times.

Continued support

to the BEFAST program should be given as well as assistance in the
development of safety design criteria for storage facilities.

- It is recognized that the ever increasing activities relating to

the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel make it advisable to monitor
developments in this area.

Noting the high level of activity within

national and international programs (OECD/NEA), it appears advisable to

periodically review the status of national programs. It was suggested
that the next review might be held closer to the time when new plants
will come on line (Germany, F.R., UK, Japan and the USSR) this was

suggested to be in the 1991-93 timeframe.
- The Advisory Group recommended that the Agency continue to note
both the many national and international activities in spent fuel

management in order to avoid duplication of efforts.
- Due to the trend towards higher fuel burnups, especially in

light water reactor fuels, related parameters should be reconsidered.

It

would be advisable to consider looking at the impact of the higher
burnups on the back-end of the fuel cycle activities (transportation,

storage requirements, etc.).

It would be useful to Member States to

exchange new information on the topic of better utilization of storage

capacities by taking credit for the level of fuel burnup and burnable
poisons when making criticality calculations for the storage facilities.
- Relating to activities in economic analysis, it was suggested
that both of the proposed activities for 1989-90 be limited to the
development of methodologies for the analysis and not for comparisons of
costs.

The titles of the activities should also be changed to reflect

this recommmendation.
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- It would be useful to review the development of national safety
criteria for the spent fuel storage and issue a summary.
could include the safe handling experience.

The review

It was cautioned by the

Advisory Group that the study should not be expanded to the risk
assessment approach to "beyond design" type of accidents.
- It was noted by the Advisory Group that WEA has increased its
activities in a number of spent fuel management areas, the Agency is
encouraged to continue close coordination in those areas (reprocessing,
MOX recycle, economics etc.)
- In the area of remote technology, the members felt that this

activity should be limited to areas of interest to the majority of Member
States where the reduction of radiation exposure and release is involved
(ie.

cask handling, decontamination of components).
- It was recommended that the management of spent fuel from

research and prototype reactors and residues from post irradiation
examination of fuel be reviewed and possibly holding a meeting on the
topic.
- The Advisory Group felt that the review of current spent fuel
management practices and future plans in various countries (looking for
trends) was extremely important and should be continued.
- Taking note that both the Agency and OECD/HEA have recently
published major documents on the experience relating to SFM activities,
the Group recommended that a public information document be prepared
summarizing published national and international documents.

This

document, as an example, could explain the record of safety in the

handling, transportation, and storage of spent fuel.
- The Advisory Group recommended that a scope of work be
established for the Group and suggested that the Scientific Secretary and
Chairman review other Agency Advisory Group documents. They should then
prepare a document establishing the work scope for the Advisory Group.
The previously established objective and work methods should be
considered.
- The Advisory Group agreed with the IAEA plans to prepare and
publish an annual Spent Fuel Management newsletter.
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